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fFOREWORD
This document, though an official release of the Apollo Program Office, is furnished
for information purposes only. Its purpose is to create awareness, stimulate interest
and further promote understanding in the art and science of making real-life forecasts
and their subsequent utilization in the control of space vehicle weight and performance
throughout the Apollo Program.
This book is primarily intended for those in the Apollo Program who are responsible
for the administration, design, development, manufacture, and test of the Apollo Sys-
tem. New theorems have been developed, as well as application of proven techniques
but more importantly, a weight/performance forecasting methodology has been devel-
oped and automated. The text emphasizes the utilization of forecasting devices as ap-
plied to space vehicle weight and performance since these two parameters are of vital
interest to all levels of management as well as technical personnel. Further, weight
is tangible and readily measurable and can be readily related to performance.
The text provides, to those who wish to apply the developed methodology, all details
necessary to do so and includes the mathematical development, computer program
user's manuals and necessary instructions and procedures.
Forecasts and Appraisals for Management Evaluation text is intended to be a construc-
tive aid to the NASA Apollo team in assisting them in the weight and performance area.
Major General, USAF
Director, Apollo Program
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
It is important to recog_nize those individuals who have contributed to this work, and to
assure others who have aided in no less important way that omission is unintentional.
The Apollo Program Office, Major General Samuel C. Phillips, USAF, Director and
Mr. Gilbert L. Roth and Mr. Carl R. Liebermann provided overall basic development
and technical supervision. The detailed development, computer programming and
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listed at the end of this manual.
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PREFACE
This book describes a program which is designedto provide a means of rapidly
assessingthe impact of designcriteria changesonlaunchvehicle structural weight.
Theprogram is kept asflexible as possiblewith necessaryspecialization of techniques
or usageaimedat the SaturnV LaunchVehicle. To accomplishthis a computerpro-
gram hasbeendevelopedwhich is capableof operatingon the GE 625/635, IBM 7044or
IBM 7094computers.
Thematerial presentedin this bookis organizedinto twovolumes. Volume1 contains
the general description, typical results, andrecommendationsfor future work. Enough
of the details are includedin Volume1 to allow a generalunderstandingof the analysis
andits usewithin the present scopeof theprogram.
Volume2 provides additional information abouttheprogramming aspectsandtheflow of
logic within the computerprogram. This volumewill beof particular use to thoseper-
sonnelin the computerfacilities where this programwill beused.
°..
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 GENERAL
I This book is _Titten for those decision-makers who assimilate, validate, and interpret
! changes in baseline requirements on space vehicle programs. ! It provides results and
"tools" which support the decision-making process when design criteria, design philos-
ophy, geometrical constraints or environmental considerations are to be examined for
their effect on the structural system of a given space vehicle. The procedures and tech-
niques are applicable regardless of size or type of program, from the proposal to the
operational phase'.
" Space progl'am managers who have the responsibility" for the management of complex
research ancl dcvelot)ment efforts such as the Apollo Program must be capable of maMng
decisions in many technical and administrative areas. In maintaining control of total
program performance, an acute awareness of schedule, cost, and technical perform-
ance must be maint_qined at all times; for these are the baseline requirements against
which proga'ess is measured and upon which decisions will be made. Because of the
intricate relationships between the countless elements of a space program, a single
decision may affect more of the program than just that one problem it is solving. Ac-
cordingly, most decisions can only be made after considerable study and detail analysis
of possible side-effects. This presents a manager with the monumental task of making
the optimal decision in view of the many technical and administrative considerations.
To make good decisions and provide proper direction a manager must have an excellent
source of factual information. The capacious scope of modern technology with its re-
sultant reports almost defies a manager's ability to comprehend the total picture. He
is forced to put an increasing reliance on assessment techniques which are readily
adaptable to the management processes of decision making and problem solving. Many
management tools are available for immediate application to schedule and cost prob-
lems, but very few are available in the technical performance area, and yet every pro-
gram manager must make technical decisions.
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At the prog-ram management level, as well as down through the successive management
levels, on through to the designer and shop mechanic, there are baseline requirements
which must be met. Such requirements are normally described by engineering drawings,
and ill project and program specifications. Throughout the development of a program,
changes are made in design criteria, desigm philosophy, geometrical constraints and
environmental considerations. Such changes when fully justified are reflected in re-
vised engineering releases, and through specification revisions. As in all systemati-
cally organized programs, all changes in baseline requirements must go through an ap-
proval cycle (normally a change control board) to assure that all aspects of a change
are fully assessed for possible program iml)acts. II a manager is to approveaprol)oscd
change, he must have the assurance that the objective of the change will be met. Nei-
ther he nor his subordinates are exl)ected to conduct detail analyses to check the results
supporting the change t)roposal, but hemust have a management tool which alloxvs the
rapid validation of such results.
There are many types of technical tools, for example a t)oun(I of launch vehicle har(l-
ware can readily be.expressed in terms of equivalent payload. Similarly, :_ change in
engine performance can easily I)e related to prolmlhmt rc(luir_'ments. These are tools
of the trade, so to speak, but they are elementary and do not allow a manager to exam-
ine the effects a oh:rage in the design criteria of one system may have on the physical
parameters .of another system. These reasons are more than sufficient to justify the
development of the techniques described herein, and fill a major part of the gap in the
technical performance-management decision area.
The importance of the structural system to overall space vehicle performance becomes
readily apparent when it is considered that launch vehicle stage l)erformance or efficiency
is directly related to stage mass fraction (the ratio of stage l)ropcllant to total stage
weight), values of which normally range between 0. _5 and 0.95. Except for refined
propellant loading teclmiques, little else can be (lone to improve stage performance
through the propellant. Thus, 85 to 95 percent of a stage is not subject to more than
minor changes once loading techniques have been optimized. Of the remaining 5 to 15
percent of the sblge weight, approximately one-half is structural weight and the remain-
ing half (exclusive of instrumentation) is attributable to the propulsion system including
engines, plumbing residuals, reserves, etc. Since the propellant loading is relatively
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&fixed, the structural weight is a logical place to improve stage performance, even
though a lesser percentage of the total stage weight is involved. Accordingly, frequent
recommendations to improve stage efficiency are made on the basis of structural design
criteria refinements. I1 design criteria are changed, a resultant impact on the launch
vehicle can easily occur, since changes are normally reflected in additional engineering
hours, design drawings, tooling, and testing. Therefore, from a management, decision-
program impact viewpoint, it is very important that proposed design criteria changes be
assessed in a rapid and efficient maturer to provide management with an early assurance
that tile indicated performance gain can be achieved. This can best be accomplished
with the aici of a digital computer program which synthesizes a structure for loads which
are imposed on a launch vehicle for a specified mission, and then calculates the total
weight or the change in the weight of the structure, and ultimately expresses this change
in terms of paylo'ad or other suitable parameters.
_The Apollo Prog-ram Office in Washington, D. C., has developed a computerized proee-
! dure which cannot only assess changes but will optimize structural systems similar to
those of the Saturn V launch vehicle. The program is capable of handling the materials
normally used in aerospace launch vehicle construction and the following structural con-
figurations: monoeoque, semi-monoeoque, 90 ° waffle, 45 ° waffle, integral stringer
and ring, corrugation, and honeycomb sandwich e0nstruetion. A prime goal was to keep
the prog-ram as general and flexible as possible within the general constraints of funding
and scheduling, but, if necessary, any specialization of techniques or usage was aimed
toward the Saturn V launch vehicle as it is used for the Apollo mission.
1.2 OBJECTIVE
The objective of the Weight/Performance Constraint Analyses Structures Task is tied
closely with the needs of program management, and this is the ability to assess quieMy
the impact upon the program of various changes in design, criteria, etc. With respect
to structural weight, this objective can best be reached through the use of a computer
pro_-am for structural optimization which is applicable to the Saturn V launch vehicle
and, at the same time, has the following capabilities:
a. Compare various structural configurations to determine the minimum weight
construction for the specific application.
b. Compare weights of "optimum design" structures made from various materi-
als which are acceptable for the specific application.
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c. Determine the approximate weight of the al)ove.
d. Assess the change instructural weight due tochanges inloads or design criteria.
1.3 SCOPE
The decision of how much detail should be considered in defining the loads on the launch
vehicle eornponents was based, to a great extent, upon the objectives of this task. This
is true also of the question of which types of construction to include in the program; how
refined should the stress analysis be, i.e., whether or not to include such things as dis-
continuity stresses, thermal stress, inelastic properties, etc.
Table 1-1 gives a brief outline of tile capability chosen to be included in tile loads defi-
nition. Essentially, the process of load calculation is that tank volumes are calculated
and thenliquid levels are determined at the time of interest. The hydrostatic and inter-
nal pressure stress resultants are then calculated and coml)ined with the resultants of
bending moment and axial loads due to aerodynamic and control considerations.
Table 1- 1
Summary of Items Considered by the STRFSS Program
Axial Load
Gas Pressure Loading
tlydrostatic Loading
Beam Bending Moment
Non-Axisymmetric
Loads
Axisymmetrie Loads
Tank Volume
Ca leulation s
Liquid Level
I)ete rminat ion
Shell Analyses
Right Circular
Cylinder Conical Spherical Ellipsoidal
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Ye s
Yes
_o
Yes
Yes
No
_o
Yes
Yes
Yes
.No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
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1.4 TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The Weight/Performance Constraint Analyses Structural Program is composed of three
major elements. These are (1) the Generalized AeroSpace Program (GASP), (2) the
Loads ?malysis for Saturn Structures (LASS-I), and (3) the Structural Weight Optimiza-
tion Program (SWOP). The general organization of these prolgrams with respect to one
another, as well as the important input and output parameters, are shown in Figure 1-1.
The GASP is a rigid-body analysis which uses the overall normal and axial aerodynamic
force coefficients. The vehicle is subjected to a synthetic wind profile while the control
system is attempting to keep the vehicle on a nominal trajectory. The outputs of GASP
(such as accelerations, angle of attack, engine gimbal angle, etc.) are used as inputs to
the L_SS-1 Program. In the LASS-1 Program, the vehicle is considered as a non-
uniform beam along which the aerodynamic and inertia forces are distributed. The force
distributions are integrated numerically to find the axial l orce and bending moment dis-
tributions at the preselected times of interest. Input and output summaries of GASP and
LASS-1 are presented in Table 1-2, and the major elements included in these two pro-
grams are summarized in Table 1-3.
The SWOP program considers the launch vehicle to be composed of elliptical and conical
shells. This program contains several subprograms controlled by an executive control
program as shown in Figure 1-2. One of the subprograms which is of primary impor-
tance in S%'OP is the STRESS subprogram. STRESS calculates the hydrostatic, hydro-
dynamic, and ullage pressure loadings in the propellant tanks and combines the pressure
loads with the force and moment distributions from LASS-1. These total loads are then
resolved into orthogonal stress resultants in the plane of the structural components.
This procedure of load calculation is repeated for every time point in the mission selec-
ted for investigation. The other subprograms can then use the stress resultants from
STRESS to calculate the structural weight for several types of construction. The types
of construction presently included in the SWOP program are illustrated in Figure 1-3.
The optimum structure required to withstand this "time" catalog of stress resultants is
then determined by suboptimization analyses for each type of construction. The mini-
mum weight configuration for each type of construction can be compared, showing the
relative advantages between different types of construction for the given application. It
is possible in some applications that it will not be convenient to select the parameters
or various types of construction arbitrarily such that an optimum design occurs. For
instance, if the total thickness of a waffle section is to be held fixed, while varying some
1-5
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Table 1-2
Input and Output Summaries
GASP LASS- 1
Input Parameters
• Overall normal aerodynamic force
coefficient versus much number.
• Overall axial aerodynamic force
coefficient versus much number.
• Center of pressure location versus
much number,
• Rigid body polar inertia versus flight
time.
• Control system gains versus flight
time.
• Wind profiie.
• Total initial weight and nominal
weight rate.
• Nominal thrust of engines.
• Number of fixed engines.
• Number of movable engines.
• Nozzle exhaust area.
• Reference diameter of vehicle.
• Radius of earth.
• Acceleration of gTavitT.
• Universal gravitational constant.
• ARDC atmosphere model.
• Pitch rate profile.
• Integration time step.
Output Parameters
t)_.l ra nl ctc F s
Normal force coefficientdistributions
for scvcral fixed mach numbers.
• Non-linear normal force coefficient
distributions.
• Ground wind profile.
• Lateral bending stiffness distribution.
• Axial force coefficient distributions for
several fixed roach numbers.
• l)ry weight distribution of vehicle.
• Propellant weight distribution with
associated burn times.
• Total thrust versus time.
• Location of engine gimbal point and
vehicle hold down points.
• Acceleration of gravity.
• Reference area of vehicle.
• Atmospheric density at sea level.
• Several time points which are identified
as design points are selected from the
GASP outputs with the associated angle
of attacks, math numbers, dynamic
pressures, and engine gimbal angles.*
Output Parameters
• Engine gimbal angle versus flight
time.
• Maeh number versus flight time.
• Lateral acceleration versus flight
time.
• Angular acceleration versus flight
time.
• Angle of attack versus flight time.
• Dynamic pressure versus flight time.
• Bending moment distribution for each
design time.
• Axial force distribution for each design
time.
• Lateral shear distribution for each de-
sign time.
• Lateral deflection for each design time.
*The gimbal angles from GASP are idealized values and must be increased by a predeter-
mined amount to account for misalignments, actuator error, etc.
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jl
Integral Stringer and Ring
Figure 1-3. Types of Construction Considered in SWOP
design criteria, an off-optimum design is generally inevitable. The "optimum" analysis
of each type of construction must be modified to handle these cases. Table 1-4 presents
a listof parameters to be considered in this respect.
During the development of this computer program, consideration was given to the types
of parameters which would be varied in order to obtain weight sensitivity coefficients.
The results are briefly summarized in Table 1-5. At the present time, with the limited
experience in running the program, not all of the parameters listed in Table 1-5 have
been studied. Some preliminary results are presented in Section 2.
Table 1-4
Off-Optimum Input Options
0
0
U
0 0
* Not Applicable = =
O O
**Not Available _ -_
Skin Thictmess
Core Thickness
Rib Spacing
Total Depth
Ring Spacing
Corrugation Pitch
Corrugation Height
Ring Height
Stringer Spacing
Stringer Height
Ring Thickness
Stringer Thickness
X
o _ _ _ _ "_
O
_-_ ,-_ _ _ -_
_ u u m N_
X X
X X
X
X X
X
X X
X X
X
X
X
X
i-ii
Table 1-5
Elements to be Considered in Weight Sensitivity Coefficient Studies
0
O"
0
0 "_ ._ _-_
O0 O " hi)
•_ ,< _ o ¢_ c_ o c_
b£
...d
Inflight Winds X
Ground Winds X
Bending Stiffness
Distribution X
Ullage Pressure X
Material Properties X X X X X X X
Factors of Safety X X X X X X X
Failure Criteria X X X X X X X
Geometric Proportions
of Walls X X X X X X
Percent Ullage Volume X
Propellant Densities X
Propellant Flow Rates X
Dynamic Multipliers X
Fabrication Factors X X X X X X X
Payload Weight X
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Table 1-6 presents the scopeof the Weight/PerformanceConstraint AnalysesStructural
Program. The typesof constructionwhichare beingconsideredare largely thosebeing
usedin the SaturnV launchvehicle. It shouldbenotedthat the weightof non-calculable
items is being includedin the program as indicatedin Table 1-6. This weight is ac-
countedfor by factors whichhavebeendeterminedfrom experiencein manufacturing
the various types of construction.
Thestructural materials that will be in theprogram for immediateuseby simply speei-
fying the material numberare givenbelow.
1. Aluminum 7075-T6
2. Aluminum 2024-T4
3. Aluminum 2014-T6
4. Aluminum 2219-T87
5. Magnesium HK 31A-H24
6. Beryllium Y5804t QMV-5
7. StainlessSteel 15-7
8. Steel AISI4340Alloy
9. Titanium 6AL-4V
desired, the material properties caneasily be inserted as input.
a wide rangeof material to be specified in anyanalysis.
If anothermaterial is
This flexibility allows
1.5 CONSTRAINTS
It is obvious that all of the factors which must be considered by a design engineer in
designing and manufacturing a structure cannot be included in a program of this type.
Many decisions must be made on such things as cost of material, cost of fabrication,
in-house capabilities, etc. Consideration of the advantages and disadvantages of these
factors requires engineering judgment and this cannot be put into a computer program.
Some of the more important manufacturing limitations can and have been incorporated
in this program, however. For instance, calculated skin thicknesses are compared to
the minimum thicknesses which can be practically manufactured for the type of material
considered. The calculated thicknesses are not allowed to become smaller than these
minimum thicknesses. A list of parameters which are considered to be subject to prac-
tical limitations are given in Table 1-7. Table 1-8 defines these limitations quantitatively.
The monocoque construction consists of a single face thickness so the constraint con-
cerned with here is the minimum sheet thickness which can be practically manufactured.
The honeycomb sandwich construction involves the core thickness, core density, and the
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Table 1-7
Parameters which are Subject to Practical Limitations for Various
Types of Construction
Core Shear Modulus
Core Cell Diameter
Skin/Face Thickness
Core Thickness
Rib/Stringer Spacing
Ring/Frame Spacing
Rib/Stringer Height
Stringer Thickness
Frame Thickness
Fillet Radius
Corrugation Pitch
Corrugation Height
Rib/Frame Height
Corrugation Thickness
o
0
o
X
..Q
0
o
0
0
X
X
X
X
%
!
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
O
G'_ °,-I
h_
,---4
o
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
o
o _
o
o
o
o
N
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
b_
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table 1-8
Material Parametersfor Various Typesof Construction
Type
Construction Parameter
Monocoque Skin Thickness
- Minimum
Honeycomb
Sandwich
Walfle -
45 ° and 90*
Corrugation
Semi-
Monocoque
Integral
Ring and
Stringer
Face Thickness
- Minimum
Core Thickness
- Minimum
- Maximum
Core Density (Modulus)
- Minimum
- Maximum
Cell Diameter
- Minimum
Rib Spacing
- Minimum
Rib Thickness
- Minimum
Skin Thickness
- Minimum
Over-All Thickness
- Minimum
- Maximum
Rib Spacing
- Maximum
Skin Thickness
- Minimum
Corrugation Thickness
- Minimum
Depth
- Minimum
- Maximum
Ring Thickness
- Minimum
Skin Thickness
- Minimum
Ring Spacing
- Minimum, Maximum
Stringer Spacing
- Minimum. Maximum
Ring/Stringer Height
- Minimum
- Maximum
Ring/Stringer Thickness
- Minimum
Skin Thickness
- Minimum
Ring Thickness
- Minimum
Stringer Thickness
- Minimum
Ring/Stringer Height
- Minimum
- Maximum
Sheet Length
- Maximum
Aluminum
.020
.012
.125
•080
•080
.020
.020
.020
• 020
•080
•080
.080
Magnesium Steel [Titanium
• 032 .020
• 016 .005 •005
• 125 .125 1.25
In put
Input
Input
Input
•080
•080
Limiting Value (inches)
Fiber-
glass
.020 .020
.030
.125
Beryllium
• 020
• 012
• 125
-_ Cutting Head Diameter + Rib Thickneas
.080 .08O
• 080 .080
Input
Input
All
Construction
• 032
15 x Overall Height
• 032 •020 •020 .020
.032 .020 .020 .020
_put
Input
• 032 .020 .020 ,020
.020 .020.020
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
• 080
• 080
.080
Input
Input
Input
• 080
• 080
• 080
.080
• 080
.080
• 080
• 080
• 020
.020
• 020
.020
• 080
• 080
.080
L
Fabrication
Factor
1.05
1.25
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
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cell diameter of the honeycombas well as the facethicknesswhichwas considered for
the monocoque construction. Core thickness and core density are governed from both a
minimum and a maximum thickness criteria. Note that the minimum core thickness has
been selected as i/8 inch for all of the materials. The maximum core thickness, mini-
mum and maximum core density, and minimum cell diameter have been left as input so
that the program user can select these values according to the type of problem being
handled. For the waffle construction, provisions are made for the practical aspects of
mechanical milling through the specification of a minimum value for the rib spacing.
This minimum spacing must be at least equal to the cutting head diameter plus the rib
thickness. Provisions are made also for the input of the maximum and minimum value
of the overall thickness of the waffle construction. This flexibility will allow the user
to specify a range within which the overall thickness must be. For instance, if the waf-
fle pattern is to be milled from a two-inch-thick sheet of stock material, then this con-
straint is imposed I)3" inputting both the minimum and maximum values of overall thick-
hess as t_vo inches.
All types of construction have the minimum skin thickness criterion imposed. In addi-
tion, certain parameters can be input for the corrugation, semi-monoeoque, and integral
stringer and ring constructions. The minimum and maximum values of corrugation
depth can be input and also the range of stringer and ring heights can be input for the
integral stringer and frame and semi-monocoque constructions. Provisions are made
also for specifying the minimum ring and stringer spacing in the semi-monocoque sub-
program. This allows the user to assure that the calculated spacing will not be so small
that it would be impractical to manufacture.
In all of the subprograms for the various types of constructions, a maximum sheet
length can be input. It is assumed that a large tank, for instance, would be composed
of a number of these sections of maximum sheet length, L. The thickness of each of
these lengths is allowed to vary; in other words, each of the sections is designed to
withstand the loads imposed within that section.
The calculated weights of the structure necessary to support a set of loads will not re-
flect the true weight of the structure as built, because the weight of non-calculable items
is always present. In this program, an attempt is made to account for these items
through a fabrication factor. The fabrication factors shown in Table 1-8, namely 1.05
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for monocoque and i.25 for honeycomb, have been obtained by analyzing re-entry vehi-
cle structural weight data. Itwas found that the non-calculable items in monocoque
construction result in a 10-percent weight increase and in honeycomb sandwich construc-
tion a 50-percent weight increase. Due to the greatly increased size of Saturn type
structures, these increases were cut in half to 5 percent and 25 percent, respectively.
Thus, the corresponding fabrication factors are 1.05 and i.25. A similar approach is
being used for other types of construction and the results are presented in Table 1-8.
These fabrication factors can be adjusted as more information about actual Saturn V
hardware becomes available.
While the Weight/Performance Constraint Analyses was being developed, decisions were
made as to the amount of sophistication that should be included in the program. There
are many factors that have an influence on this degree of sophistication. The major
questions that must be answered in this respect are, what is the intended application for
the program and what is the accuracy required to give the desired results? The answer
to the first question is that the main application of this program is intended to be a tool
for overall program control; a tool which will provide program management with a means
of rapidly assessing tile impact on the program of various proposed changes. The ac-
curacy of the results must be consistent with this goal. In this particular application,
greater depth in analyses to get more accurate results may not be desirable. For in-
stance, it would hardly be practical to develop a comprehensive stress analysis pro-
gram, considering such things in detail as thermal stress and discontinuity stresses
when these factors normally have localized effects. It has been shown, for example, in
the investigation of the effect of such factors on the overall structural weight, that the
effect of discontinuity stresses on the structural weight of big booster tanks is negligible•
So, in some respects, the failure to include these factors may be considered as limita-
tions; however, they are considered as of little consequence in this application of this
program. Other items considered to be of the same order of approximation are the
theory used for predicting elliptical shell critical buckling loads and the use of rigid
body instead of flexible body analyses in determining the bending moment and axial force
distributions on the vehicle. The analyses of the common bulkheads included the con-
sideration of buckling due to the potential compressive load on the convex side of the
shells. These shells are ellipsoidal in some stages of the Saturn V vehicle and, since
a method for predicting ellipsoidal shell instability was not immediately available, the
ellipsoldal heads were treated as equivalent spherical shells.
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Theconclusiondrawnthus far in respect to the rigid bodyanalysis usedin this program
versus anelastic bodyanalysis is that the additionalcontribution to the SaturnV vehicle
loadresulting from elastic bodyconsiderationis small. This was indicatedby a check1
case anda comparisonof the actual maximumbendingmomentwith the maximumbend-
ing momentcalculatedby the LASS-1program for the sameconditions (maximumq_)
showsa differenceof about9 percent. Thedifferencein the correspondingmaximum
axial loads is about6 percent. All of this differenceis not necessarily dueto dynamic
effects becauseof the possible error in interpreting values from curves for input
to the program.
Even though the dynamic effect appears to be small and would probably be insignificant
when calculating weight changes, dynamic correction factors are included in the LASS-1
program for application to the bending moment and axial loads.
The Saturn V has a fairly low L/D value and the dynamic effects will probably be small
for smaller L/D vehicles. When considering large L/D vehicles, the dynamic effect
could become very significant when exposed to sharp gusts. In this case, the develop-
ment of a program to consider the elastic body may be necessary, however the need for
this is not anticipated at this time.
The stiffness and weight distribution of the vehicle are input in the form of stored tables
in the LASS-1 program. During subsequent calculations involving the variation of struc-
tural or other parameters, these distributions of weight and stiffness are not corrected
to account for these variations. These variations are assumed to have a negligible ef-
fect on the original distributions because of the small order of magnitude of the param-
eter variation.
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SECTION2
RESULTS
2.1 WEIGHT SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS STUDY
The prhnary objective of this program is to provide meaningful information for
management plam_ing and control. To be useful, the information transmitted to manage-
ment must meet certain predetermined requirements. The starting point is, of course,
to have a clear definition of what information is wanted. This seems obvious enough
until it is recalled that many organizations generate information which is not useful,
needed, or wanted.
Assuming a clear-cut need for certain types of information, several questions need to
be resolved. For simplicity, these questions can be stated as: What?, When?, How?,
Who? Answers to these questions may not be simple. Taking them in order, the first
question is: What kind of information is needed or wanted? The answer will come out
of the nature of the subject being studied and the depth of information wanted. In some
cases, there may be a requirement not only for information about the effect of imple-
menting proposed changes, but also about possible alternate approaches and their con-
sequences. This brief elaboration will serve to illustrate that the answer to what kind
of information is wanted deserves careful definition.
Not only does the final decision on this question influence the information requirements
to perform the study, it influences the selection of mathematical models and their
utilization. The matter of when information is needed usually is resolved by the nature
of the problem being studied. This program is designed to give answers on a quick-
reaction basis which are based on the most recent technical data available. The lim-
iting factor will probably be the time required to reduce the raw numerical output to a
concise and meaningful format.
The question of how the information yielded by this program is to be transmitted refers
to the form to be employed rather than the channel to be used. The form requirements
are that the information be clear, concise, complete, and undistorted. Clarity is ob-
tained usually by employing graphic devices which convey meaning quickly. They can
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employwords, numbers, pictures, symbols, lines, bars, etc., arranged into charts,
tables, pictograms, andthe like.
Thequestionof wh..._ois to receive the information is nota concern about protocol but
about the level of refinement and the depth of detail needed in the reports. If, for ex-
ample, the report is for top management only, the inclusion of details of value only to
department managers merely introduces "noise" into the communication system.
The application of these general principals to a specific problem is not an easy task since
the raw numerical data for some studies can be extensive. Suppose, for example, that
it is required to establish relationships between several launch vehicle parameters and
structural weight. The first step would be to specify a reference or nominal vehicle
configuration. By making a run through the computer program, the primary structural
weight associated with this nominal configuration is determined, and is used as a basis
for comparison in subsequent runs.
Once the structural weight of the nominal configuration is established, we can proceed
to determine the effect of varying certain parameters of structural weight. Vor example,
if we wish to find how changes in the factor of safety influence the structural weight, we
choose several different values of factor of safety which are slightly different than the
nominal value and make a run through the computer program for each of them. The
results of each computer run will be a complete structural weight breakdown by stages
and interstages for each value of factor of safety. This process can then be repeated
for other parameters such as thrust-to-weight ratio, ullage pressure, allowable working
stress, payload weight, probability of winds, etc.
It is obvious that weight tabulations for a study involving several parameters and var-
iations thereof would be extensive and difficult to comprehend for quick management
decisions. Since this violates the intended objective of this program, a method has been
devised to present this type of detailed weight data in a concise format which can be
assimilated quickly. This method presents the results as a comprehensive matrix of
weight sensitivity coefficients. We obtain these coefficients by plotting the structural
weights which were calculated for various values of a given design parameter such as
ullage pressure or factor of safety as sho_m in Figure 2-1. If the relationship of the
structural weight is reasonably linear for small variations of the design parameters,
2-2
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Figure 2-1. Structural Weight versus Design Parameter - Linear
about their nominal values, a straight line can represent these calculated weights with
acceptable accuracy. The slope of this straight line, therefore, characterizes the effect
of varying a given design parameter on structural weight. This slope is called the
weight sensitivity coefficient which has the units "Pounds of Structural Weight per Per-
cent Change of Parameter" or, by dividing this quantity by the appropriate performance
tradeoff factor, it could be given in the units "Pounds of Equivalent Payload per Percent
Change of Parameter."
It is possible that variation of some parameters which have a strong influence on the
trajectory may have nonlinear relationships with structural weight. In those cases, it
will be necessary to present the results in the slightly less compact form of a graph as
shown in Figure 2-2.
Each stage or interstage structure will therefore have either a weight sensitivity coeffi-
cient or a simple graph for each parameter of interest. Data presented in this format
will allow management to digest a large amount of data very quickly and permit them to
make quick decisions on proposals relating to changes in launch vehicle parameters.
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Figure 2-2. Structural Weight versus Design Parameter - Nonlinear
2.2 TYPICAL RESULTS
The true value of a program of this type becomes apparent only through using the pro-
gram and observing the results of particular studies. In order to demonstrate some
of the features of the program, a series of computer runs was made in order to assess
the change in structural weight when certain parameters were varied about a defined
nominal. The configuration used in this study is shown in Figure 2-3. The aerody-
namic, weight, and control data used in the GASP and LASS-1 programs were taken
from Reference 1. Otherwise, the nominal configuration was defined to be:
Material
Ultimate factor of safety
Mlowable working stress
Ullage pressure
Thrust-to-weight ratio
Payload weight
Inflight Winds
2219-T87 Aluminum
1.40
44,286 psi
36 psi
1.25
95,000 lbs
95% Probability of Occurance
In each computer run, the primary structural weight is calculated subject to the loads
imposedatprelaunch, maximum qot, and maximum thrust. The computer printout for a
typical case is shown in Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5. These data were used as a basis for
calculating structural weight sensitivity coefficients as outlined previously. Consideration
was given to six parameters -- Factor of Safety, Mlowable Working Stress, Ullage Pres-
sure, Thrust-to-Weight Ratio, Payload, and Inflight Wind Loads. Weight sensitivity
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coefficients are tabulated in Table 2-1 through Table 2-6 for the total launch vehicle using
Monoeoque, Honeycomb, 45°Waffle, 90 ° Waffle, Semi-Monoeoque and Integral Stringcl"
and Ring t3>es of construction. Since the corrugation types of construction are intended to
be used in the unpressuriz ed sections of tile launch vehicle only; Table 2- 7 through 2-14 pre-
sent weight sensitivity coefficients for eight types of construction in unpressurized sections
only. In all of these tables, the nonlinearity of the thrust to weight ratio variations made it
necessary to present the data in the form of graphs in Figure 2-6 through Figure 2-19.
In all of the tables, tile weight sensitivity coefficients arc presented as tile potmds of
equivalent payload for a one percent increase in the parameter being wtried. The nun>
bers in parenthesis represent changes in structural weight. For example if we assume
that the factor of safety is increased 1 percent, from Table 2-1 it is seen that, for
nmnocoque construction, the 8--IC stage structural weight would increase 644 pounds.
Assuming a Performance Trade-Off Factor of 15.0 the payload capability would there-
fore be decreased 43 pounds.
2.3 DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
The weight sensitivity coefficient approach has been used because it is a simple and
straightforward method of presenting numerical results. This over-simplification
sometimes obscures some of the more subtle implications of the analysis, so it will be
worthwhile to have an awareness of the more common pitfalls in interpreting tile results.
In calculating the weight sensitivity coefficients, it has been assumed that the param-
eters being varied have a linear relationship with structm'al weight. Most of the param-
eters which are of interest in these types of studies can be considered linear for small
variations about the nominal configuration with only negligible error. In order to discuss
the nature of the nonlinearities, it is advisable to talk about two different classes of
parameters: those that have an influence on the trajectory, and those that do not have
an influence on the trajectory. Examples of the first classification are engine thrust,
vehicle mass properties, and propellant loading. Examples of parameters which do not
significantly affect the trajectory are ullage pressure, factor of safety, and material
properties. Several studies have been made for variation of the parameters ullage pres-
sure and factor of safety and it has been found that, for reasonable changes in these
parameters, the increased structural weight will have a negligible infiuence on the mass
characteristics of the launch vehicle in a trajectory analysis. In other words, the output
of the SWOP program is not used to modify the input to the GASP program because the
changes in weight are very small compared to the total weight of the vehicle and the
2-8
Table 2-1
Monocoque Structural Weight Sensitivity Coefficients
(Total Launch Vehicle)
*P.T.F.
S-IC
Stage
S-IC/S-II
Interstage
S-II
Stage
S-IL/S-IVB
Interstage
15.0
14.0
3.2
3.2
Factor
of
Safety
- 43
(+644)
-Iii
(-354)
Allowable
Working
Stress
+ 41
(-616)
+4.6
(- 64)
+106
(-339)
Ullage
Pressure
+ 13
(-195)
0
(o)
- 23
(+ 72)
- 17
(_ 54)
+ 16
(- 52)
0
(0)
S-IVB 1.0 - 76 + 72 -3.8
Stage (- 76) (- 72) (+3.8)
I.U. 1.0 0
(0)
Thrust-to-
Weight
Ratio
!
¢9
O
O
Payload
Change
-2.1
(+31.3)
In[light
Wind
Loads
- 90
(+1344)
- 0.3 - 13
(+ 3.8) (+ 177)
- 3.7 - 69
(+11.7 (+ 220)
- 1.4 - 62
(+ 4.4) (+ 198)
- 4.1 - 65
(+ 4.1) (+ 65)
- 50
(+ 30)
Table 2-2
Honeycomb Structural Weight Sensitivity Coefficients
(Total Launch Vehicle)
S-IC
Stage
"P.T.F.
15.0
Factor
of
Safety
Allowable
Working
Stress
L21age
Pressure
- 5O
(-743)
- 16
(+235)
S-IC/S-II 14.0 -3.2 *3.1 0
Interstagc (_ 45) (- 43) (0)
S-II 3.2 -103 + 9S - 51
Stage (_330) (-315) (_164)
S-- IU'S-IVB 3.2 -7.5 _7.5 0
Intcrstagc (- 25) (- 24) (0)
S-1WB 1.0 66 - 63 - 42
Stage (+ 66) (- 63) (+ 42)
I.U. 1.0 0
(0)
Thrust-to-
We i ght
Ratio
¢xl
O
g.
O
Payload
Change
Infl ight
Whld
Loads
- 2O
(+ 297)
-0.2 - 8.4
(*2.7) (+ 117)
-0.2 - 32
(+0.7) (+ lOl)
28
(_ 89)
- 78
(+ 78)
- 2O
(+ 20)
*Performmlce Trade-Off Factor - The ratio of change in stage or module weight to the
change in payload eal)ability.
Weight Sensitivi_ Coefficients are the pounds of equivalent payload for a one percent
increase in the l)arameter being varied. The numbers in parenthesis are the changes
in structural weight.
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Table 2-3
45 ° Waffle Structural Weight Sensitivity Coefficients
(Total Launch Vehicle)
S-IC
Stage
s-Ic/s-II
Interstage
S-II
Stage
S-II/S-IVB
Interstage
*P.T.F.
15.0
14.0
3.2
3.2
Factor
of
Safety
- 61
(+915)
-4.9
(+68)
-112
(+357)
Allowable
Working
Stress
+ 58
(-875)
+4.6
(- 65)
_107
(-341)
Ullage
Pressure
- 14
(+207)
0
(o)
- 4O
(+128)
-15.3
(+ 49)
+14.7
(- 47)
0
(o)
S-IVB 1.0 79 + 76 - 29
Stage (+ 79) (- 76) (+ 29)
I.U. 1.0 -4.2 ÷,t.0 0
(+4.2) (-4.0) (0)
Thrust-to-
Weight
Ratio
oo
!
¢q
Inflight
Payload Wind
Change Loads
-0.5 - 33
(+6.8) (+496)
-0.3 - 14
(+3.8) (+200)
-0.8 -141
(+2.5) (+452)
-1.2 - 69
(+3.8) (+221)
-9.7 - 78
(+9.7) (+ 78)
-0.4 - 50
(+0.4) (+ 50)
Table 2-4
90 ° Waffle Structural Weight Sensitivity Coefficients
(Total Launch Vehicle)
S-IC
Stage
*P.T.F.
15.0
Factor
of
Safety
Allowable
Working
Stress
Ullage
Pressure
- 63
(_945)
4 60
(-904)
9
(+135)
S-IC/S-II 14.0 -5.9 +5.7 0
Interstage (+ 83) (- 80) (0)
S-H 3.2 -133 +127 - 55
Stage (+424) (-405) (+177)
S-IL/S-IVB 3.2 - 17 + 16 0
h_terstage (+ 53) (- 51) (0)
S-IVB 1.0 - 83 + 80 -44
Stage (+ 83) (- 80) (+ 44)
I.U. 1.0 0
(o)
Thrust-to-
Weight
Ratio
!
¢-q
Payload
Change
Inflight
Wind
Loads
45
(+671)
-0.3 14
(+4.i) (+202)
-0.9 - 63
(+2.8) (+203)
-1.3 - 66
(+4.2) (+212)
-1.8 - 26
(+1.8) (+ 26)
- 51
(+ 51)
*Pcrformmxce Trade-Off Factor - The ratio of change in stage or module weight to the
ch;mge in payload capability.
Weight Sensitivity Coefficients are the pounds of equivalent payload for a one percent
increase in the parameter being varied. The numbers in parenthesis are the changes
in structural weight.
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Table 2-5
Semi-Monocoque Structural Weight Sensitivity Coefficients
(Total Launch Vehicle)
S-IC
Stage
"P.T.F.
15.0
Factor
of
Safety
Allowable
Work ing
Stress
Ullage
Pressure
- 51
(+772)
+ 49
(-738)
- 16
(+246)
S-IC/S-II 14.0 -2.9 +2.7 0
I_nterstage (+ 40) (- 38) (0)
S-II 3.2 -118 +113 - 29
Stage (+377) (-361) (+ 92)
S-If/S-IVB 3.2 -6.9 +6.6 0
hlterstagc (+ 22) (- 21) (0)
1.0S-IVB
Stage
+ 59
(- 59)
+5.8
(-5.8)
1.0
(+ 22)
0
(0)
Thrust-to-
Weight
Ratio
IoU.
- 62
(+ 62)
-6.1
(+6.i)
t
o,1
¢0
)
_J
Payload
Change
-2.7
(+40.5)
Inflight
Wind
Loads
- 37
(+55o)
- 0.2 - 7.9
(+ 2.3) (+ 110)
- 21 - 929
(+ 68) (+2974)
- 0.5 - 28
(+ 1.7) (+ 90)
5.2 - 332
(+ 5.2) (+ 332)
- 25
(+ 25)
Table 2-6
Integral Stringer and Ring Structural Weight Sensitivity Coefficients
(Total Launch Vehicle)
S-IC
Stage
*P.T.F.
15.0
Factor
of
Safe_
- 64
(- 965)
Allowable
Working
Stress
+ 62
(- 923)
Ullage
Pressure
+7.4
(-111)
S-IC/S-II 14.0 - 3.1 + 2.9 0
hlterstage (+ 43) (- 41) (0)
S-II 3.2 - 311 + 297 - 76
Stage (, 994) (- 951) (+244)
S-II/S-IVB 3.2 -10.6 +10.3 0
h_terstage (+ 34) (- 33) (0)
S-IVB 1.0 197 + 188 -6.5
Stage (+ 197) (- 188) (+6.5)
I.U. 1.0 + 9.4
(- 9.4)
0
(o)
Thrust-to-
Weight
Ratio
,--4
,-4
I
;4)
O
oO
Payload
Change
-0.5
(+ 8.1)
Inflight
Wind
Loads
-5.9
(+ 89)
- 11
(+15o)
- 0.6 - 444
(+ 1.9) (+1422)
- 1.0 - 59
(+ 3.2) (+ 190)
- 9.8 - 145
(+ 9.8) (+ 145)
- 25
(+ 25)
*Performance Trade-Off Factor - The ratio of change in stage or module weight to the
change in payload capability.
Weight Sensitivity Coefficients are the pounds of equivalent payload for a one percent
increase in the l?arameter being varied. The numbers in parenthesis are the changes
in structural weight.
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Effect of Thrust-to-Weight Ratio Variation on Structural Weight -
Semi-Monocoque Construction - Total Launch Vehicle
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Table 2-7
Monocoque Structural Weight Sensitivity Coefficients
(Unpressurized Sections of Launch Vehicle Only)
S-IC
Stage
*P.T.F.
15.0
Factor
of
Safety
- 18
(+272)
Allowable
Working
Stress
+ 17
(-259)
Ullage
Pressure
0
(o)
S-IC/S-II 14.0 -4.8 +4.6 0
Interstage (+ 67) (- 64) (0)
S-II 3.2 - 21 + 20 0
Stage (+ 68) (- 65) (0)
S-II/S-IVB 3.2 - 17 + 16 0
h_terstage (+ 54) (- 52) (0)
S-IVB 1.0 - 19 + 18 0
Stage (+ 19) (- 18) C0)
I.U. 1.0 -3.7 +3.6 0
(+3.7) (-3.6) (0)
Thrust-to-
Weight
Ratio
5"q
_9
¢9
:D
In_flight
Payload Wind
Change Loads
-0.6 24
(+8.7) (+ 364)
-0.3 13
(+3.8) (+ 177)
-1.4 56
(_4.6) (+ lS0)
-1.4 62
C+4.4) (+ 19s)
-2.2 3_
C+2.2) (+ 3_)
-0.6 50
(*0.6) (- 50)
Table 2-8
Honeycomb Structural Weight Sensitivity Coefficients
(Unpressurized Sections of Launch Vehicle Only)
S-IC
Stage
*P.T.F.
15.0
Factor
of
Safety
Allowable
Working
Stress
Ullage
I)ressure
- 16
(*233)
t 15
(-223)
0
(o)
S-IC/S-II 14.0 -3.2 +3.1 0
Interstage (+ 45) (- 43) (0)
3.2
3.2
S-II
Stage
-10.3
(, 33)
S-IIfS-IVB
hlter stagc
[ S-IVB
+7.5
(- 24)
+1.4
C-1.4)
Stage
0
(o)
0
(o)
0
(o)
0
(o)
Thrust-to-
Weight
Ratio
I.U.
1.0
1.0
2
_9
¢D
Payload
Change
-0.5
(+6.8)
Inflight
\Vin(l
L(mds
- 2o
(- 295)
-0.2 - s..1
(+2.7) (_ 117)
-0.8 - 3O
(+2.4) (_ 96)
-0.7 - 2_
(+2.1) (+ ._9)
-0.9 15
(+0.9) (+ 13)
-20.0
(+20.0)
*Performance Trade-Off Factor - The ratio of change in stage or module weight to the
change in payload capability.
Weight Sensitivity Coefficients are the pounds of equivalent payload for a one percent
increase in the parameter being varied. The numbers in parenthesis are the changes
in structural weight.
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Table 2-9
45 Waffle Structural Weight Sensitivity Coefficients
(Unpressurized Sections of Launch Vehicle Only)
S-IC
Stage
*P.T.F.
15.0
Factor
of
Safety
Allowable
Working
Stress
Ullage
Pressure
- 22
(+327)
+ 21
(-312)
0
(0)
S-IC/S-II 14.0 -4.9 +4.6 0
Interstage (- 68) (- 65) (0)
S-rl 3.2 - 22 + 21 0
Stage (+ 69) (- 66) (0)
S-IL/S-IVB 3.2 -15.3 +14.7 0
Interstage (+ 49) (- 47) (0)
S-I_'B i. 0 - 21 +20 0
Stage (+ 21) (+20) (0)
I.U. 1.0
Thrust-to-
Weight
Ratio
0
(0)
I
r/)
Payload
Change
Inflight
Wind
Loads
- 33
(+496)
-0.3 - 14
(+3.8) (+200)
-1.2 - 64
(+3.9) (+205)
-1.2 - 69
(+3.8) (+221)
-1.8 - 71
(+1. s) (+ 71)
- 5O
(+ 50)
Table 2- I0
90 Waffle Structural Weight Sensitivity Coefficients
(Unpressurized Sections of Launch Vehicle Only)
Factor
of
Safcty
Allowable
Working
Stress"P.T.F.
S-IC 15.0 - 2"2 _ 21 0
Stage (-327) (-312) (0)
S-IC/S- II 14.0 -5.9 +5.7 0
Interstagc (+ S3) (- S0) (0)
S-II 3.2 23 + 22 0
Stage (- 72) (- 69) (0)
S-II/S- 1%'B 3.2 - 16.6 +15.9 0
h_terstage (- 53) (- 51) (0)
S-IVB 1.0 - 21 * 20 0
Stage (* 21) (- 20) (0)
I.U. 1.0 -4.5 +4.8 0
[ (-4.5) (-4.8) (0)
L11age
Pressure
Thmlst-to-
Weight
Ratio
t_
7
O4
0)
U)
Payload
Change
Inflight
Wind
Loads
-0.7 - 30
(+9.9) (+455)
-0.3 - 14
(+4.i) (+202)
-i.3 - 63
(+4.3) (+203)
-1.3 - 66
(+4.2) (+212)
-1.9 - 26
(+1.9) (+ 26)
- 51
(+ 51)
*Perforlnmme Trade-Ofl Factor - The ratio of change in stage or module weight to the
chm_ge in l)ayload eal)ability.
Weight Sensitivi_- Coefficients are the pounds of equivalent payload for a one percent
increase in the paralneter being varied. The numbers in parenthesis are the changes
in structural weight.
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10K
I. 2300
4K
° i
S-IV-B
Stage _ 3K
2K
1.2300
I. 2500
T hrust-To-_Veight Ratio
1. 2500
Thrust-To-Weight Ratio
1.2700
1.2700
I.U.
_700
_600
5OO
1.2300 1. 2500 1. 2700
Thrust-To-Weight Ratio
K : 1000 pounds
Effect of Thrust-to-Weight Ratio Variation on Structural Weight -
90 ° Waffle Construction - Unpressurized Sections of Launch
Vehicle Only
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Table 2- I 1
60 No-Face Corrugation Structural Weight Sensitivity Coefficients
(Unpressurized Sections of Launch Vehicle Only)
s-IC
Stage
*P.T.F.
15.0
Factor
of
Safety
Allowable
Working
Stress
Ullage
Pressure
-7.7
(+116)
+7.4
(-111)
0
(o)
S-IC/S-II 14.0 -1.9 +1.8 0
Interstage (+ 27) (- 26) (0)
S-H 3.2 -6.9 +6.6 0
Stage (+ 22) (- 21) (0)
3.2 -5.6
(+ i8)
S--II/S-IVB
Interstage
S-IVB
Stage
0
(o)
o
(o)
0
(o)
Thrust-to-
Weight
Ratio
1.0
1.0I.U
_9
<D
Payload
Change
Inflight
Wind
Loads
11
(+159)
-0.1 -4.8
(+1.5) (+ 07)
-0.5 21
(+1.7) (+ 66)
-0,4 21
(+1.4) (+ 66)
-0.8 68
(t0.s) (+ 68)
(* 1_)
Table 2-12
Single-Face Corrugation Structural Weight Sensitivity Coefficients
(Unpressurized Sections of Launch Vehicle Only)
S-IC
Stage
S-IC/S-II
Interstage
S-II
Stage
S-II/S-IVB
Interstagc
S-IVB
Stage
I.U.
14.0
3.2
3.2
Factor
of
Safety
-9.2
(+138)
-6.4
(+90)
- 39
(+125)
-ii.3
1.0
Allowable
Working
Stress
+6.1
(- 86)
+ 37
(-119)
+10.6
Ullage
Pressure
0
(o)
0
(o)
0
(o)
Thrust-to-
Weight
Ratio
_D
r,,
Payload
Change
Ilfflight
\Vind
Loads
- 24
(+366)
- ii
(+156)
-4.4
(+141)
-i. 0 -4.-1
(+1-t0)
-126
(+126)
1.0
(+ 36)
*Perfomntmcc Trade-Off Factor -
change in l)ayioad eal)ability.
(- 3,0
+8.9
(-8.9)
(o)
0
(o)
0
(o)
The ratio of change in
(,3.1)
_D
-1.2
(+1.2)
-0.2
(+0.2)
stage or module weight to the
32
(+ 32)
Weight Sensitivity Coefficients are the pounds of equivalent payload for a one percent
increase in the ¿)arameter being varied. The numbers in parenthesis are the ehmlgcs
m structural weight.
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60 ° NO-FACE CORRUGATION
S-IC
Stage
25K
_23K
21K
1. 2300
j
1.2500
Thrust -T o -Weight Ratio
tS
/
1.2700
6K
n.
s-ic/s-n
Interstage _ 5K
4K _
i. 2300 i. 2500
Thrust-To-Weight Ratio
1.2700
5K
s-n
Stage _ 4K
3K
1. 2300
= l
_4oooI
S-H/S-IVB =
Interstage " i
_35o0:
3000
1.2300
13oo
S-IV'B
Stage _1200
II00
1.2300
_o
1. 2500 1. 2700
Thrust-To-Weight Ratio
1. 2500 1. 2700
Thrust-To-Weight Ratio
I. 2500 i. 2700
Thrust-To-Weight Ratio
I.U°
300
_ 250
2OO
1.2300 I. 2500 1. 2700
Thrust-To-Weight Ratio
K = i000 pounds
Figure 2-I6. Effect of Thrust-to-Weight Ratio Variation on Structural Weight -
60° No-Face Corrugation Construction - Unpressurized Sections
of Launch Vehicle Only
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SINGLE FACE CORRUGATION
Figure 2-17.
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S-IC
Stage
_50K
_40K
30K
1. 2300 1. 2500
Thrust-To-Weight Ratio
1.2700
m
_12K
S-IC/S-_ .5
Interstage _10K
8K
1. 2300 1.2500
Thrust -To -Weight Ratio
1.2700
S-II
Stage
9K
_ 7K
5K
1. 2300 1. 2500
Thrust-To-Weight Ratio
1.2700
8K
S-II/S-IVB ._
Interstage } 7K
6K
I. 2300
_] [_" ]
1. 2500 1. 2700
Thrust-To-Weight Ratio
!
3K
S-IVB ._
Stage _ 2K
1K
1. 2300
--j
1.2500 1.2700
Thrust-To-Weight Ratio
I.U,
!
_1ooo
0
1.2300 1.2500 1.2700
Thrust-To-Weight Ratio
K = 1000 pounds
Effect of Thrust-to-Weight Ratio Variation on Structural Weight -
Single-Face Corrugation Construction - Unpressurized Sections
of Launch Vehicle Only
Table2-13
Semi-MonocoqueStructuralWeightSensitivityCoefficients(UnpressurizedSectionsof LaunchVehicleOnly}
S-IC
Stage
*P.T.F.
15.0
Factor
of
Safety
Allowable
Working
Stress
Ullage
Pressure
- 16
(+ 233)
0
(0)
o
(o)
Thrust-to-
Weight
Ratio
S-IC/S-II 14.0 - 2.9 + 2.7 0
h_terstage (+ 40) (- 38) (0)
S-If 3.2 - 10 + 9.7 0
Stage (+ 32) (- 31) (0)
S-II/S-IVB 3.2 - 6.9 + 6.6 0
h_terstage (+ 22) (- 21) (0)
S-IVB 1.0 - 11 + 10 0
Stage (+ 11) (- 10) (0)
I.U. 1.0 +5.8
(- 5.8)
o0
09
_D
Payload
Change
-0.6
(+9.5)
Inflight
Wind
Loads
- 21
(+320)
-7.9
(+110)
- 3O
(+ 95)
-0.5 - 28
(+1.7) (+ 90)
-1.2 -238
(+1.2) (+238)
- 25
(+ 25)
Table 2-14
Integral Stringer and Ring Structural Weight Sensitivity Coefficients
(Unpressurized Sections of Launch Vehicle Only)
S-IC
Stage
*P.T.F.
I.U.
15.0
Factor
of
Safety
- 16
(+ 234)
Allowable
Working
Stress
+ 15
(- 223)
Ullage
Pressure
0
(o)
S-IC/S-II 14.0 - 3.1 + 2.9 0
hlterstage (_ 43) (- 41) (0)
S-II 3.2 -15.3 +14.7 0
Stage (+ 49) (- 47) (0)
S-II/S-IVB 3.2 -10.6 +10.3 0
inters/age (+ 34) (- 33) (0)
S-IVB 1,0 - 16 + 15 0
Stage (+ 16) (- 15) (0)
1.0 o
(o)
Thrust-to-
Weight
Ratio
7
Cxl
CD
0Q
Inflight
Payload Wind
Change Loads
-0.5 - 23
(+8.1) (+347)
-0.2 11
(+3.4) (+150)
-0.4 - 47
(+1.2) (+151)
-0.1 - 59
(+3.2) (+190)
-0.4 98
(+0.4) (+ 98)
-2.6 - 25
(+2.6) (+ 25)
*Performance Trade-Off Factor - The ratio of
change in payload capability.
Weight Sensitivity Coefficients are the pounds
increase in the parameter being varied. The
in structural weight.
change in stage or module weight to the
of equivalent payload for a one percent
numbers in parenthesis are the changes
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Figure 2-18.
SEMI-MONOCCQI'E
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Effect of Thrust-to-Weight Ratio Variation on Structural _ eight -
Semi-Monocoquc Construction- Unpressurized Sections of Lam_eh
Vehicle Only
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Figure 2-19.
INTEGRAL S_'RINGER AND RING
6ox
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Effect of Thrust-to-Weight Ratio Variation on Structural Weight -
Integral Stringer and Ring Construction - Unpressurized Sections
of Launch Vehicle Only
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influence on the trajectory from a structural loads standpoint is negligible. This argu-
ment does not hold if there are large variations in parameters such as propellant load-
ing. The changes in propellant weight could be a significant part of the total launch ve-
hicle weight and its effect on the trajectory would have to be evaluated.
To further illustrate the dependence of the trajectory on certain parameters, let us con-
sider an analysis for thrust-to-weight ratio variations. It is first necessary to establish
whether the change thrust-to-weight ratio involves a change in the thrust or a change in
the weight. If the weight has changed, it is necessary to establish how the weight change
is distributed along the vehicle axis and how the other mass characteristics such as mass
moment of inertia are affected. It is possible, therefore, to get many different values
of weight sensitivity coefficients for the thrust-to-weight ratio variations depending upon
how the changes in thrust and weight are established. For simplicity, the analyses \xhich
have been performed to date considered thrust-to-weight ratio variations through changes
in thrust only. Even with this simplification, there are still some qucstions to be answered
before a unique solution can be specified. In order to gain an understanding of this
problem, it will be necessary to discuss the definitions of gmidance, control, anti tra-
jectory as they are used in this discussion.
The position of the launch vehicle at any particular flight time may be desc'ribed by the
components of the position vector related to an XYZ coordinate system with its origin
at the center of the earth. The trajectory, therefore, is the locus of the position of the
vehicle which is a function of flight time as well as the XYZ coordinates. By this defi-
nition, a path described within the spatial frame is not a trajectory until the position of
the vehicle along this path as a function of flight time is also specified.
This leads us into a discussion of the g_idanee system. The g_idance system, in general,
specifies a trajectory to be followed by the vehicle for ideal conditions - that is, for no
disturbing forces such as winds and no inaccuracies in any of the funetional systems.
We see that for a given vehicle configuration there are infinitely many trajectories that
could be specified by the g_idanee system; but only one of these trajectories will aeeom-
plish the mission with a minimum expenditure of energy. Such a trajectory is called the
"optimum trajectory" subject to the other constraints which are imposed. This defini-
tion of optimum depends on the reference which has been established; that is, precisely
what parameters have been fixed and what parameters have been allowed to vary in
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searching for the minimum ener_v trajectories. The first-stage flightwill normally be
governed by a gq-avityturn. Then, for a fixed configuration (i.e., for specified vehicle
mass, aerodynamic, thrust, and control configurations), the minimum energy trajectory
can be determined. This is not an easy problem, however, as is witnessed by the many
trajecto_, optimization studies which have been (and stillare) in progress throughout
the technical world. The complexity of a "Trajectory Optimizer" weighed heavily in the
decision to exclude itfrom the scope of this program. The trajectory is, therefore, a
required input for the GASP program. For a fixed vehicle configuration, a given trajec-
tory can be specified by a pitch rate profile (i.e., pitch rate as a function of flighttime).
Since the pitch rate is an important parameter in the control system equations, the input
format of GASP requires that the trajectory be specified by a pitch rate profile. The
imtx)rtant thing to remember here is that the pitch rate profile specifies a given trajee-
tory for a fixed vehicle configuration, so that any changes in the vehicle characteristics
such as thrust or mass properties will also result in a different trajectory which will not
necessarily be the optimum one. As long as we are concerned with the idealized eondi-
tion of the trajectory analysis with no disturbing winds, small changes in the trajectory
will have very little effect on the structural loads imposed on the vehicle. Since a gravi-
ty turn is specified for the atmospheric flight, the only loads on the vehicle are drag and
thrust. Both of these forces are functions of local atmospheric properties and, since
the atmospheric properties are functions of altitude, changes in trajectory will be re-
fleeted in changes in the drag and thrust loads. For reasonable variations in the trajec-
tories, however, these effects on the loads will be negligible.
Once a trajectory is selected, the next step in the analysis is to determine the response
of the aerodynamically unstable vehicle to inflight disturbances such as winds and gusts.
This part of the analysis is performed by the GASP program. An accurate model of
inflight winds and gusts is not easily formulated, but a synthetic wind profile with an
embedded gust was selected as a suitable description for this program. The vehicle is
represented by a rigid body where the mass properties vary with flight time to account
for the effects of expended propellants. As the rigid body vehicle flies along the pre-
scribed trajectory, the wind loads that have been introduced will cause the vehicle to
deviate from the intended course unless a control system is introduced for the vehicle.
Thus we see the difference between a control system and a guidance system. The guid-
anee system provides the vehicle with an idealized optimum trajectory, while the control
system tries to keep the vehicle as near as possible to the prescribed trajectory when it
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is subjectedto disturbancessuchas windgusts. Thelargest loadsimposedon the struc-
ture maywell be dueto thesetransients as the vehicle respondsto disturbing forces with
the aid of the control system. Thecontrol systemwhich is usedfor the rigid bodystudy
is givenby the simple equation
; + b_
= a_ + al o
o
where
=
¢ =
ac, al, bo =
engine gimbal angle.
pitch error.
pitch rate error.
angle of attack.
gains of the control system.
The control gains vary with flight time and are chosen so that the vehicle has the proper
stability characteristics and minimizes the drift away from the intended trajectory. Just
as the optimum trajectory analysis is a study within itself, so is the analysis todetermine
the control characteristics. For this reason, a control analysis is considered to be
outside the scope of this program and the control system gains as a function of flight
time are required inputs for the GASP program. Even so, it is informative to investi-
gate briefly the nature of the equations which are used to determine the control gains.
The gain, a 1, is used to introduce the proper amount of damping in the system. The
magnitudes of the gains a o and b o establish the frequency of the control system. In a
loads analysis, the frequency of the control system and the amount of damping are of
lesser importance. Of greater concern are the relative magnitudes of the gains a ° and
b o. For the drift minimum principle of control, the relative magnitudes of the gains
a o and bo must be chosen to satisfy the simplified equation
b + c_ C
Aq C
o F Cg z
a ° F - Aq C d
where
ao, b° =
A =
control system gains.
reference area of vehicle.
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C
z
c_
F
C
g
C
P
C d
= gradient of normal aerodynamic force coefficient.
= magnitude of thrust vector.
= distance between gimbal point and center of gravity.
= distance between gimbal point and center of pressure.
= dynamic pressure.
= axial aerodynamic force coefficient.
The input requirements of GASP assume a knowledge of the trajectory, the mass char-
acteristics, the control system gains, the aerodynamic coefficients, and the atmospheric
properties. Usually, these data will be available from other more specialized studies,
but they will not all be functions of the same independent variable. The control gains,
the trajectory, and the mass characteristics will be functions of flight time; the aero-
dynamic coefficients will be functions of mach number; and the atmospheric properties
will be functions of altitude. For a fixed configuration, a functional relationship is
established between tile three independent variables: mach number, flight time, and
altitude. If we then change any of the parameters which affect the GASP analysis, we
also will change the functional relationship of these independent variables.
In order to illustrate the significance of the above discussion, let us examine a specific
example. First, suppose that a nominal or reference configuration is established and
the optimum trajectory and the proper control gains have been determined. It will be
possible then to carry the analysis of the nominal configuration through the GASP,
LASS-l, and SWOP programs and establish the minimum structural weight subject to
the constraints imposed. Now, suppose we would like to determine how much the struc-
tural weight changes when the thrust-to-weight ratio changes. In view of our earlier
discussion it xx-ill be assumed that the thrust will change and the weight of the vehicle
will remain unaltered. Then, except for the thrust of the vehicle, all other input data
to the GASP program will be the same as for the nominal configuration. We can now
trace the progression of events as the flight of the vehicle is simulated in the GASP pro-
gram. At some arbitrary time after launch, the vehicle will be at a different altitude
than the nominal configuration at the same flight time. This is partially due to the change
in trajectory (since the trajectory is described by a pitch rate/flight time relationship)
and partially due to the increased thrust. We also notice that the velocity at this arbi-
trary time point is different, so the mach number is different due to the change in veloc-
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ity andthedifference in atmosphericproperties at thenewaltitude. Thuswesee that
the relationshipbetweenmachnumber, altitude, andflight time is completelydifferent.
From our earlier discussionof the control system, we seethat the control systemgains
will nolonger satisfy the requirementsof a drift minimumprinciple. Also, since the
syntheticwindprofile is at a fixed altitude, the masscharacteristics of thevehicle will
bedifferent whenmaximumwind loadsoccur.
After a little reflection on theseevents, it is not surprising that changesin certain pa-
rameters (such as thrust) have nonlinear relationships with changes in structural weight.
It is difficult to make generalizations about the magnitudes of these nonlinearities and,
in some cases, even the direction of change in structural weight is difficult to predict
for a given change in a parameter. The primary purpose of this discussion is to provide
the program user with a means of interpreting the numerical results of an analysis.
This is not an easy task and all aspects of the analysis will have to be given careful con-
sideration if the results are to satisfy a useful end.
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SECTION3
RECOMMENDATIONS
In the courseof developingthis computerprogram, anawarenessof several improve-
mentsor extensionsto this work haveevolvedwhichwouldprovidevaluableadditionto
the presentcapabilities. Further considerationof theseadditional features shouldyield
gainful contributionsto the utility of this program. Theserecommendationsare de-
scribed briefly below.
Preliminary results indicate that, in someinstances, the honeycombanalysis will select
"optimum" designswhichare slightly heavier thansome"off-optimum" designs. This is
dueto constraints imposed on the shear modulus of the honeycomb core and its complex
interrelation with the buckling criteria. Further study is needed in this area to insure
that the minimum weight design will be selected in every case.
Aft bulkheads which are partially filled with liquid can, under certain conditions, have
compressive hoop stresses which are of sufficient magnitude to cause local buckling of
the bulkhead skin. At the present time, this program does not include an analysis which
considers this mode of failure. Additional examinations of this mode of failure arewar-
ranted to see if the magnitude of structural weight involved is significant enough to re-
quire that another mode of failure be included in the analysis.
Recent studies of eccentrically stiffened orthotropic shells have shown that the eccen-
tricity of the stiffeners can have significant effects on the buckling strength of shells
even if the radii of the shells are very large. Techniques which account for the eccen-
tricity of stiffeners are presently included in the analysis of single-face corrugation and
integral stringer and ring configurations. These techniques should be extended to the
other types of construction that use eccentric stiffeners.
Experience with the results of runs for 45 ° and 90 ° waffle configurations indicate that
the optimization techniques could be improved by rearrangement of some of the compu-
tational operations in the computer program. These improvements will reduce the run-
ning time of the computer and will give improved results. The computational procedures
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of theSTRESSprogram shouldalso be reviewedandre-aligned to obtain shorter running
times on the computer.
In manycases, the rings at joints andkick frames contribute significantly to the total
structural weightof a vehicle. At the present time, the considerationof theseweights
is includedin the fabrication factor which modifiesall calculatedweights. More .sophis-
ticatedproceduresshouldbedevisedfor calculatingthe weightof thesestructural ele-
mentsto improve theoverall effectivenessof the program.
Thebucklinganalysesusedin this program are correlated to experimentaldatax_ith
bucklingcorrection factors. Sincethesefactors havea direct bearing on the structural
weight, it is important to havebuckling correction factors whichreflect the most recent
experimentaldataavailable. Also, the,fabrication factors, which were mentionedear-
lier, must beconstantlyupdatedas more databecomesavailableonactual hardware
weightsothe non-calculablestructural weightscanbe includedas accuratelyas possible
in structural weightcalculations.
It wouldbe aesirable to perform a ._eries of computer runs which could be used as a
basis for generating minimum weight charts. These charts could be used to quickly de-
termine optimum designs. There are at least two types of these charts that would be
useful. The first one might be a plot of a weight ratio versus the structural load index
for a given material as shown in Figure 3-1.
Wei
1.0
ht Ratio
___ Monocoque
----7
_ -, ttonevcomb
m
x x ,, /Corrugation
N/D
x
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Figure 3-1. Minimum Weight Chart for a Given Material
Theweight ratio wouldbe definedas
Weight of Particular Construction
Weight Ratio = Weight of Monocoque Construction
This type of plot could be developed for cylinders as well as for ellipsoidal and spheri-
cal heads.
The other minimum weight chart that would be useful would be a plot of weight ratio
versus structural loading index for honeycomb construction made with several different
materials as shown in Figure 3-2.
Weight Ratio
1. (_ ._ Base Material
" -.. - -X_ --..,. / Aluminum
Titanium _ --""
Steel
Nx/D
Figure 3-2. Minimum Weight Chart for Honeycomb Construction
The weight ratio in this case is
Weight Ratio = Weight of Base Material
Weight of Particular Material
Again, this type of plot can be developed for bulkheads as well as for cylinders. The
buckling efficiency is dependent upon the modulus of elasticity to density ratio, which is
nearly constant for conventional materials operating in the elastic range. Since the
honeycomb construction will probably be the only type of construction to have optimum
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designs in the elastic-plastic range, this type of minimum weight chart will only be
necessary for honeycomb construction.
These charts could be used to compare differences in materials and types of construc-
tion very quickly. Itshould be noted that any differences in weight ratios at low load
levels may be attributed to different minimum gages for the various materials.
Presently, the computer program confines itself to the analysis of technical problem_
which are likely to be given to a program manager for resolution. It is important to
realize that these decisions cannot be made solely on the basis of technical evidence.
The program manager must also be aware of the impact of his decisions on schedules
and monetary resources. The importance of cost is evident when comparisons :ire m:_(l_
between various stages, modules, and functional systems of space vehicles. The cost
of some systems is significantly higher than for others. In a weight reduction program,
it is necessary to determine which modules or subsystems :ire the least expensive to
change and how these changes will effect the schedules. Schedule slips can also reduce
the effectiveness of the program and delay other related development progTams. It is,
therefore, advantageous to have executive decisions based upon the facts relating to
costs and schedules as well as the technical requirements. This can be accomplislmd
in an efficient maimer by extending the scope of this computer program to include sched-
ule and cost considerations. Techniques have been and are being developed which \_ill
help to integrate cost effectiveness and schedule predictions, and these technique._ could
be employed very effectively as additions to this computer program.
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SECTION 4
EXECUTIVE CONTROL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND PHILOSOPHY
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The current and future trend in digital computer program technology is to ever larger
and more complex programs. Quite often, however, these programs tend to be rigid
in their formation, inflexible in their input/output, difficult to modify, and programer
dependent. It was with these constraints in mind that the executive control program
logic was developed.
The design of the program is modular in concept. This means that changes to any one
section of the coding will generally not affect any other section. It also means that any
number of programers can work on the various modules at one time, since the basic
interface logic between modules is always under executive control.
The input/output subroutines of the executive program provide the user with a flexible
control that allows selection of run options and output formats at executive time. The
input data is checked by a control program subroutine and errors in input format will
cause the run to terminate before costly machine time is wasted. A restart capability
is also included.
The following paragraphs detail the overall functions, options, and methods of operation
of the executive control program developed for the Structural Weight Optimization
Program.
4.2 ADVANTAGES
The advantages of executive control program design for the Structural Weight Optimiza-
tion Program include:
a. Minimal data manipulation by subroutine.
b. Flexibility:
(1) Wide range of run-time options.
(2) Executive program guides flow of control through only the modules
needed by user-defined job.
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c. Convenient output:
(1) User picks the output matrices desired.
(2) Optional intermediate output.
(3) Facility to subtotal weights.
(4) Matrices scan for and print out minimum weights.
d. Convenient input:
(1) ID word on READH format cards simplifies input organization.
(2) Data not frequently changed is prestored, cutting run-time input to
minimum.
(3) Any desired run-time changes of stored data can be made easily.
e. Compatible with different facilities:
(1) Tape selection is made by user to fit system configuration at his
location.
(2) Modular design allows easy overlay adaptation for each location.
(3) Nearly all of program is coded in FORTRAN IV.
f. Savings of running time:
(1) Executive control program bypasses modules not needed I)3• user-
de'fined job.
(2) Centralization of material property handling, input, output, sheet
dividing, and other functions saves time and core locations.
g. Future expansion:
(1) Provides for addition of more construction subprogram modules.
(2) Provides space for adding more built-in materials.
(3) Modular construction simplifies changes (only module being changed
needs recompilation).
4.3 STRUCTURAL WEIGHT OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM (EXECUTIVE CONTIIO[.}
4.3.1 CURRENT CAPABILITIES
The current design capabilities of the program are:
a. Construction types (limited to 10; program presently uses 8):
(1) Monocoque shell.
(2) Honeycomb sandwich.
(3) Waffle 45 °.
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(4) Waffle 90°.
(5) No-face corrugation.
(6) Single-face corrugation.
(7) Semi-monocoque.
(8) Integral ring and stringer stiffened.
(9)
Blank for future expansion.
(lO)_J
b. Materials (up to 12; program now uses 9):
(1) Aluminum 2014-T6.
(2) Aluminum 7075-T6.
(3) Aluminum 2024-T4.
(4) Aluminum 2219-T87.
(5) ,Titanium 6A1-4V.
(6) Steel AISI-4340.
(7) Magnesium HK31A-H24.
(8) Stainless Steel PH15-17Mo.
(9) Beryllium Y5804-QMV5.
(lO)_
(11)_ Blank for future expansion.
/
(12)j
c. Design parameters, such as:
(1) Safety factors.
(2) Fuel densities.
(3) Fuel flow rates.
(4) Ullage pressures above fuel (includes time dependence).
(5) Hydrostatic test fluid density.
(6) Dynamic multipliers for moments from LASS-I program.
(7) Dynamic multipliers for axial forces from LASS-1 program.
(8) Fuel temperatures.
(9) Fabrication factors.
d. Construction subprogram options:
(1) Setting limits on construction parameters (manufacturing limitations
or desirable ranges).
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(2) Specifying
(generally
remaining
(a) Fixed
(b) Fixed
(c) Fixed
(d) Fixed
(e) Fixed
(f) Fixed
(g) Fixed
(h) Fixed
(i) Fixed
(j) Fixed
(k) Fixed
(1) Fixed
(m) Fixed
fixed values of construction parameters usually optimized
resulting in somewhat off-optimum designs since only the
non-fixed parameters are then optimized):
core thicknesses (honeycomb sandwich).
rib spacing (45 ° waffle and 90 ° waffle).
total depth (45 ° waffle and 90 ° waffle).
corrugation depth (no-face and single-face corrugation).
ring spacing (no-face corrugation).
corrugation thickness (no-face corrugation).
frame spacing (semi-monocoque).
frame thickness (semi-monocoque).
frame height (semi-monocoque).
skin thickn'ess (semi-monocoque).
stringer thickness (semi-monocoque).
stringer pitch (semi-monocoque).
stringer height (semi-monocoque).
The wide variety of optional operations indicated above required the development of a
highly efficient input method to allow maximum run-time flexibility with a minimum
volume of simple input. Rcsults are clearly presented in final output matrices, and the
option of easily obtainable detailed intermediate output is also available. The final pro-
gram is compatible with the IBM 7094, IBM 7044, and GE 625/635 computers, and is
easily adapted to the system in use at any particular location. The most efficient way
to fulfill these program requirements has been to design the program according to the
executive control program concept.
4.3.2 METHOD
The executive control program consists of a controlling main program and modules de-
signed to do a particular task. The main program guides the flow of control through the
necessary modules as it determines which sequences are required to satisfy the pre-
selected job options.
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Thefollowing modulesare used:
a. XQTIVE - the executivecontrol program - a FORTRAN IV main program
handles control cards that the customer uses to define his job, then calls
the input handling module, STRESS tape generating module, the LOOP
module, and the output matrix module. It stacks jobs in one run and has
a job timing feature available for use on computers with an intervaltimer.
b. Input module handles run-time input for each job.
c. LOOP subprogram - performs sequencing and looping for vehicle sections.
construction subprograms, and materials. As each suboptimization returns
its resultant weights, they are stored in the proper summary matrix.
LOOP also performs sheet divisions and determines maximum loads in
each sheet before it calls a construction subprogram.
The DIVIDE subroutine prints out details of sheet divisions and maximum
loads when specified.
The INTERP subroutine interpolates on stored material properties to find
properties at temperature of station under consideration.
d. MATRIX subprogram prints out comparative matrices including minimums
and totals.
The CRUNCH subroutine is used by MATRIX in computing subtotals for
matrices of comparative subtotal weights.
e. STRESS and its subroutines take moments and axial forces from the LASS-1
program, then resolve all forces into stress resultants which include ef-
fects of liquid levels, flow rates, ullage pressures, and hydrostatic tests.
The maximum values (over the time points under consideration) of the
stress resultants are saved on the restart tape for the LOOP routine's
sequence of structural subprograms or for future runs.
f. MONMAS and its subprograms perform computation of monocoque shell
construction parameters. They will print intermediate output if requested
and can handle both cylinders and heads.
g. HONMAS and its subprograms perform optimization and option computa-
tions for honeycomb sandwich structures, and print out intermediate output
if requested. They can handle both heads and cylinders.
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h. W45MASandits subroutinesperform optimization andoptioncomputations
for 45°waffle constructions, printing out intermediate output if specified.
Both cylinders andheadsmay becomputed.
i. W90MASandits subroutinesperform optimization andoptioncomputations
for 90°waffle constructions, printing out intermediateoutputif specified.
Both cylinders andheadsmaybecomputed.
j. CR1MASandits subroutinesperform optimization andoptioncomputations
for no-facecorrugation sections, printing out intermediateoutput il re-
quested. Applicable only to cylinders.
k. CR2MAS and its subroutines perform optimization and option computations
for single-face corrugation sections, printing out intermediate output if
specified. Applicable only to cylinders.
1. SEMMAS and its subroutiries perform optimization and option computations
for semi-monocoque constructions, printing out intermediate output if
specified. Applicable only to cylinders.
m. INTMAS and its subroutines perform optimization computations for integral
ring an0 stringer constructions, printing out intermediate output if speci-
fied. Applicable only to cylinders.
Data needed by more than one subprogram is handled through "common" blocks accessi-
ble to the right routines. The resolved loop and meridional stresses, however, are
stored on tapes which may be saved for later runs. This results in a minimum of data
manipulation, as well as permitting computations to restart from the stresses tape.
Because of the large size of the Structural Weight Optimization Program, all of it can
not fit into core at the same time. Modular construction allows for easy division of the
program into sections small enough to fit into the computer. The main control routine
and the common blocks used to keep data accessible to all routines are kept in core at
all times, but other modules and common blocks needed by only a few routines arc read
into core only as needed.
To keep the program compatible with the IBM 7044, IBM 7094, and GE 625//635 com-
puters, FOItTItAN IV coding is used whenever possible. Only one major routine,
ItEADH, is written in machine hmguage, it exists in versions for both IBM machines
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presently, andanadditionalversionwill bewritten for theGE625/635in thenearfuture• To
aid compatibilitybetweenlocations, physicaltapeandlogicalunit selectionsarevariable.
4.3.3 INPUTOUTLINE
Theexecutivecontrol program input is designedto reducedatavolumeto the minimum
required to definethe givenjob.
As previously discussed, theprogram maintains thecapability to alter at run time any
datawhichchangesinfrequently andtherefore is prestored.
Prestored data is kept in the block dataprogram.
a. Tapeselections.
b. Storedmaterial properties.
c. Temperatureprofile.
d. Fabrication factors.
e. Ullage pressure time variations.
f. Namesfor use in matrix labeling.
It includes:
All prestored dataexcepttapeselectionscanbechangedor addedto at run time. This
permits the user to avoidtedious inputtingof large amountsof data, but maintainthe
ability to changestored datawith run-time input whendesired.
Tapeselections for a given facility are generally not flexible andmost users havelittle,
if any, knowledgeof the logical tapeunits availableto them. It was thus decidedto pre-
store the tapedesignationsfor eachfacility. The routine in whichtapeselection is made
is easily recompiled in theunlikely eventthat a facility changesits tapedesignations.
All run-time input is handledthroughthe READHroutinewhichreads cards with a six-
letter ID nameandfree-field format for both integerandfloating point numbers.
The ID word on all READHinput cards labelsall input, thuspermitting the user the
flexibility of a randominput arrangementexceptfor the initial control cards whichmust
be in a sequentialorder.
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The READHroutine is independentof systemI/O whichfacilitates usageat the various
sites.
4.3.4 OUTPUTOUTLINE
All outputcanbeselectedor supressedat run time, as the user seesfit. Vt%enevera
type of outputis supressed,anycomputationswhichcan therefore beomitted are by-
passedto savecomputertime. There are three levels of output as follows:
a. Detailed output of each optimization procedure:
(1) Sheet divisions and maximum loads per sheet - computed once for
each construction subprogram specified for a structural section to be
divided up into sheets.
(2) Construction details of the best solution - computed [or each material
specified for the "construction subprogram - structural section" com-
bination under consideration.
b. Comparative matrices - these show the weights of each structural section
specified in a matrix that compares different structural subprograms,
materials, designl)arameters, or program options.
e. Comparative subtotal matrices - which show the structural section weights
added up into subtotals specified at run time and put into comparative
matrices. The subtotal feature is valuable m examining total weights of
stages, interstages, tanks, etc.
Sample output sheets are included with this user's manual under the detailed input/output
instructions section.
4.3.5 MATRIX FORMATS
-t. 3.5.1 General
There are five main types of comparative weight matrices. The subtotal and individual
section matrices of the same type are similar, except that one contains subtotal weights
while the other contains weights for each individual structural component.
Note that computer printer size limits the number of construction types, material,
options, or design parameter values that may be compared in a single matrix. This
hardware limitation may be bypassed by dividing the total job desired into matrices
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that are small enoughfor the printer, andthenusingthe stackedjobs feature of this
program to run the smaller matrices as stackedjobs in the samecomputerrun.
A job of type2, 3, or 4 mayproduceits output in more than one matrix type. These
three job types may output via any or all three of matrix types 2, 3, or 4. Jobs of
type 1 or 5 may output only their respective matrix.
Stacked jobs are separate jobs computed in the same computer run. This feature means
that many jobs may be run at one loading of the computer, thus saving computer time.
The "JOBS" input card specifies how many jo_s are to be stacked in this run, and the
separate data packages for each job follow.
4.3.5.2 Format One
Comparative Weight Matrix for Stress Program Parameters for Construction
Material
Param. Param.
Section or Subtotal Value Value
Identification ID (I) ID (6)
TANK 1 BHD. W W W
ii 12 i_
TANK 1 CYL. W
21
ETC.
Weights Printed Here
Minimum
Wmin(1)
Wmin(2)
and
Totals Wtotal(1 } Wmi n total
A job of type 1 performs parameter studies requiring recomputations of the stress tape,
such as parameter studies on ullage pressure or fuel flow rates. The weights are printed
in matrix form and the minimum weight for each structural section is put in the mini-
mum column. The columns are then totaled. If the construction is not applicable to a
particular section, the space contains a zero.
4.3.5.3 Format Two
Comparative Weight Matrix for Different Construction Types for Material
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Identification of Construction Construction Construction
Section or Subtotal One Two Five Minimum
TANK 1 BHD. W
11
TANK 1 CYL. W
21
ETC.
W W
_ 1s Win" 1 )
Weights Printed ttere
Totals Wtotal(1) Wmi n total
A job of type 2 investigates the effect of changing construction types for a given mate-
rial. The weights are printed in matrix form, with the minimum weight for each sec-
tion put in the minimum column. The columns are then totaled. Construction and
material combinations not applicable to a section are filled with zeros.
4.3.5.4 Format Three
Comparative Weight Matrix for Different Materials for Construction "Fype
Identification of Mate rial Mate rial Mate rim
Section or Subtotal One Two Six Mini mum
TANK 1 BHD. W
11
TANK 1 CYL. W
F1
ETC.
W W W (1)
Weights Printed Here
Totals Wtotal(1 ) Wmi n total
A job of type 3 investigates the effect of changing materials for a given construction
type. The weights arc printed in matrix form with the minimum weight for each section
in m, the minimum column. Each column is then totaled. Construction and material
combinations not applicable to a section are filled with zeros.
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4.3.5.5 Format Four
Comparative Weight Matrix for Section or Subtotal
Mate rial Mate rial Mate rial
Material One Two Six
Subprogram
Construction One
Construction Two
Construction Three
Construction Five
W W W
Ii 12 16
Weights Printed Here
W W
51 56
The minimum weight occurs for subprogram __, and material
A job of type 4 compares weights of different construction and material combinations for
a given structural section or subtotal. The weights appear in matrix form, and the min-
imum weight configuration is specified below the matrix. Particular combinations of
construction and material which are inapplicable to the section or weren't specified by
the user are filled with blanks.
4.3.5.6 Format Five
Matrix of Comparative Weights for Different Option Settings for Construction
and Material
Section or Subtotal
Identification Option One Option Two Option SIX Minimum
TANK 1 BHD. W W W11 12 16 Wmin (1 )
TANK 1 CYL. W
21
TANK 1 THD. W
31
ETC. Weights Printed Here
Totals Wtotal(1 ) Wmintotal
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A job of type 5 compares weights for different option settings for a particular construc-
tion and material combination. The weights are printed in matrix form and the mini-
mum weight for each section or subtotal is placed in the minimum column. The col-
umns are then totaled. If the construction is not applicable to a particular section, the
space contains a zero.
4.3.6 FLOW CHART
An overall flow chart is given in Appendix D.
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SECTION 5
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
5.1 GASP-RIGID BODY LAUNCH SIMULATION
5.1.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM
The Generalized Aerospace Program (GASP) is used as the first step in the analysis of
the loads imposed on a space vehicle. The general function of this analysis is to deter-
mine the response of the space vehicle to aerodynamic and control loads which are pres-
ent during atmospheric flight. The mathematical description of the true physical prob-
lem has been the subject of many technical studies in recent years. While these studies
have resulted in many analyses of varying sophistication, none can be described as
"exact" solutions of the general problem. In any study the mathematical model must be
chosen so that the application of this analysis is not seriously constrained by the simpli-
fying assumptions. At the same time, the mathematical model must not be overly rig-
orous so that the analysis becomes unduly complicated.
It is these general guidelines which helped to establish the mathematical model to be
used in this particular analysis. The space vehicle is described as a rigid body whose
mass properties {weight, center of gravity, polar moment of inertia) are variable with
flight time. The motion of the space vehicle is described by three coordinates, two in
translation and one in rotation. Thus, the motion of the vehicle is constrained to a sin-
gle trajectory plane. The forces which are imposed are aerodynamic forces, and con-
trol forces. The aerodynamic forces are considered as functions of mach number, angle
of attack, and dynamic pressure. The center of pressure location is expressed as a
function of mach number and atmospheric properties are given by the ARDC Model
Atmosphere of 1959.
The space vehicle can, in general, be treated as an aerodynamically unstable vehicle
which is artificially stabilized with gimbaled engines. The general form of the control
equation is
fl = ao_b + al_ + boc_
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where
a_,
o_
al, bc are control gains.
is the position error.
is the position rate error.
is the angle of attack.
The control gains are considered to be functions of flight time and are determined to
satisfy some control principle such as minimum acceleration, minimum drift, etc. All
calculations which have been performed to date with this analysis have used the drift
minimum principle (DMP), since the control gains have been readily available from
Reference 1.
The mathematical model just described'is used to determine the rigid body motions of
the space vehicle. This implies the assumption that the forces on the space vehicle in
this part of the analysis are independent of the elasticity of the space vehicle. In gen-
eral, this is not true since the applied forces will cause deformations which result in
local variations of angle of attack and dynamic pressure which, in turn, affect the mag-
nitude of the applied forces. The general study of these effects comes under the heading
of aeroelastic analysis. While for very flexible aerodynamic bodies the aeroelastic ef-
fects may be of great importance, for most space vehicles which are of major impor-
tance today the aeroelastic effects may be excluded with negligible error.
All of the equations used in describing the mathematical model are presented in detail
in Appendix B. These equations compose a program called simply the Wind Stress
Launch Program - 27B. This program is included under the GASP system which is a
general approach to the problem of developing flight simulation error analysis programs.
A library of programs and program parts (modules) is maintained, and any of these may
be incorporated into a new simulation effort without further testing. The GASP concept
allows large programs to be subdivided into smaller, independent pieces so that maxi-
mum use can be made of existing programs (see Figure 5-1).
A wide range of operation is possible using GASP. A given program may consist of one
or several machine loads, depending upon the particular needs of the user. Parts of a
large simulation and analysis program may be executed at different times and the results
saved on magnetic tape, allowing complete analysis of a given section before moving on
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to the nextpart. Since the generation and analysis of data can be separate operations,
one simulation may well suffice for a number of post-flight analyses. The GASP sys-
tem is also a valuable tool for program development. A particular computation or (le-
cision function may be accomplished in a number of ways, and the comparative benefits
of each method may be analyzed by inserting them one at a time into the program. Only
the module containing the operation of interests needs to be replaced.
In addition, the following advantages of GASP should be of specific interest to the user:
a. Short lead time - Simulation or analysis problems generally include a number
of standard operations such as numerical integration, interpolation, and co-
ordinate transformations. As the GASP library becomes more comt)lete,
most of these standard operations will be available in finished form. The pro-
gramer determines the manner in which these operations are related in the
particular problem and programs any special-purpose operations not cur-
rently available. The resultant reduction in programing and program testing
is passed along to the user as a decrease in program development time.
b. Increased program reliability - Preprogramed components of the GASP sys-
tem have been thoroughly tested; hence, testing of a new program cm_ be
mostly devoted to testing new modules and overall program accuracy. Since
more extensive tests can be conducted for a given amount of machine time,
overall program reliability is improved.
e. Internal compatibility - All of the GASP programs share a block of data
(COMMON) which is dimensioned for double precision. This feature allows
a computation to be upgraded in accuracy by merely rewriting it in double
precision. The added advantage of such capability is that sensitive operations
sueh as coordinate transformations can be aecgmplished in double t)reeision
while the rest of the program can be a single precision.
d. External compatibility - GASP programs make extensive use of magnetic
tape. Since data is saved for an entire simulation, communication with other
programs is easily achieved. For example, the output of a GASP sinmlation
can be converted to an appropriate form for immediate processing by error
analysis routines.
The Wind Stress Launch Simulation Program is a subset of the GASP system of t)ro-
grams. Since the GASP program handles the basic programing problems of trajectory
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designwork (input, program control, integration, andoutput), the programing problems
involved in the development of the Wind Stress Launch Simulation Program were reduced
to the writing of the appropriate derivative list and the desirable output formats. The
following simplified flow chart, Figure 5-2, illustrates the functions of GASP in this
application. I
GASP
Program
Control
He ade r
Card
Processor
Output
Control
Integration
Control Integrator
| r
I
I !
I
I I
I I
1 L
Output
Processor
i
I 1
I
Derivatives i
to be I
Integrated i
__ __.,.J
Figure 5-2. Block Diagram of GASP System
The addition of the blocks enclosed by dotted lines represent the additions necessary to
include the Wind Stress Launch Simulation Program under the GASP system.
A more detailed consideration of the actual computations performed in the GASP pro-
gram is contained in Appendix B.
5.1.2 INPUT AND OUTPUT - USE OF PROGRAM
The general input and output parameters which are of interest in the GASP program are
listed in Table 1-1 in Section 1. The input to the program is furnished by header cards
which are described in the following pages. A listing of a typical set of header cards is
presented in Figure 5-3. The output format is indicated by Figure 5-4.
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5.1.3 GASP HEADER CARD DESCRIPTION
5.1.3.1 General
The GASP I system has a flexible input format that enables the user to specify only those
parameters necessary to execute a particular simulation. Required cards are kept to
a minimum.
In general, header cards are interpreted using columns 1-6. These locations contain a
TITLE. Information contained in columns 7-72 may consist of alphanumeric SPECIFI-
CATIONS and numerical DATA. All information must be in standard READH format.
Each titled header card may consist of several physical cards (up to 20 words total),
but an asterisk must follow the final entry. Only the first six letters of a specification
are ever interpreted, so words may often be abbreviated. Data may be entered in either
octal or single precision floating point, and critical variables may usually be entered in
double precision if desired.
The following description discusses the header card inputs presently available. Any
term in brackets may be omitted. If a preset choice is available, this is indicated by
an underscore.
5.1.3.2 Job Control Card
5.1.3.2.1 GASPGO Card
The first physical header card in every GASP I deck must be a GASPGOcard. On this
card, tape assignments and program linkages are defined. The subroutine description
concerning program GASPGO describes the format of the card in greater detail. For a
single link run, only the run number needs to be specified.
5.1.3.2.2 ENDG Card
Following the last simulation phase must be an ENDG card. This card signals the end
of computation and initiates the output processing activities. Two specifications are
allowed on the ENDG card, REWIND or UNLOAD. In any case, an asterisk is required
to follow the last data word.
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Onlythe first word in the datafield is scanned.
in the binary output tape being rewound:
ENDG REWIND *
ENDG
ENDG
Thus, all the following examples result
REWIND OUTPUT TAPE *
REWIND AND TAKE A BREAK *
In like manner, the word UNLOAD in place of REWIND will result in the binary output
tape being rewound and unloaded.
5.1.3.3 Phase Control Card
Each discrete phase requires both a GASP card at the beginning of the header cards for
the phase and an ENDCSE card following the last header card for that phase.
5.1.3.3.1 GASP Card
Each phase is headed by a GASP card which specifies the type of action to be taken be-
tween phases. One of three specifications are required as the first item:
BASIC - If the phase is the first (or only) element of the simulation.
PERTURB - If the phase requires reinitialization, the PERTURB option
is used. This is the case when running multiple cases.
CONTINUE - The CONTINUE card signals a temporary interruption in the
simulation. This option is used for staging and other related
operations.
The remaining space on the GASP card may be used for identification. This data will
be used as a title by the output processor. Asterisks may be used on either side of the
identification as illustrated below:
GASP BASIC ***SAMPLE OUTPUT***
GASP CONTINUE *LUNAR TRAJECTORY
5.1.3.3.2 ENDCSE Card
The last card of each phase must be an ENDCSE card. The appearance of this card sig-
nals the end of the input processing for the phase, and several transformations may be
selected at this time.
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Two specifications may appearon the ENDCSEcard, ORIENTand TRANSFORM.
SpecificationORIENTproducesa standardearth launchorientation for a rigid body.
Theroll axis of thevehicle is assumedto benormal to the surfaceof the earth, andthe
yawaxis points in the oppositedirection from the azimuth. Thepitch axis completes
the right-hand set. (Seesubroutine PRAXISfor further details. ) SpecificationTRANS-
FORMcomputes inertial cartesian coordinates of position and velocity from altitude,
latitude, longitude, relative speed, path angle, and path azimuth. (see subroutines
DLNCH1 and DLNCH2 for further details. )
5. I.3.3.3 PHASE Card
The PHASE card allows the integration procedure to be interrupted. The basic format
is given below. Quantities in brackets may be omitted if desired. Underlined quantities
will be assumed by the input processor' if no explicit values are given:
+1 O. ACT.
PHASE VAIl [, NP] ACT. TOL.
-1 INCR. CUT.
On the PHASE card,. VAIl is the decimal location in COMMON of the variable to be mon-
itored. If this variable is to apply over an entire run, NP should be zero. Otherwise,
NP should be the phase number preceded by a comma. If a variable with NP = 0 is ex-
ceeded, the run is terminated immediately. Thus, the format can be used to specify
operating limits and error conditions. A variable paired with a non-zero NP causes
program operation to be interrupted when the action value (ACT) is exceeded. At this
time, all variables with non-zero NP are removed from the monitor table.
As indicated above, ACT is the value of the associated variable at which the program is
to interrupt computation. ACT should be specified as a single precision floating point
number.
The next number on the card should be the desired iteration tolerance; that is, the allot'-
able discrepancy between the computed value of VAR and ACT. A maximum of 10 itera-
tions will be performed in an effort to achieve the desired accuracy (see subroutine
ITERAT). l,:xperience indicates that one or two iterations are usually sufficient.
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The next number on the card is a flag word to indicate the direction from which the
variable approaches ACT. If VAR is decreasing toward ACT, a + 1. should be used.
If VAR is increasing toward ACT, a - 1. must be inserted.
Provision has been made for systematically incrementing the action value to some pre-
specified cutoff value. The increment is supplied as INCR and the cutoff value as CUT.
These may be omitted if desired.
5.1.3.3.4 CONTROL Card
The CONTROL card provides miscellaneous control information to the GASP system.
The card format is:
CONTROL NEQN. MEQN. NFREQ.
DUMP
EXIT *
GASPXT
INDE PENDENT
NEQN is the number of equations of motion integrated (e. g., 6 for point mass, 12 or 15
for a rigid body depending on whether two or three body axes are integrated).
MEQN is the number of extra equations to be integrated (present maximum is 10).
NFREQ is the number of integration steps per output print.
The fourth word on the card may specify an error option. If an error occurs and control
is transferred to TERMN, the standard error routine, this word is checked. If the con-
tents correspond to one of the options indicated above, the appropriate action follows:
If word is
DUMP
EXIT
GAS PXT
INDE PENDENT
(None of the above)
Transfer is to
DUMP Routine
EXIT Routine
GAS PXT Routine
XEQLEE Routine
Routine appropriate to error code
Subroutine XEQLEE may be incorporated into a module execution list to allow multiple
independent cases to be processed. If no such routine is included, the library routine
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XEQLEEis loadedwhich, if called, will transfer control to EXIT. Most of the internal
optionsresult in a call to EXIT also.
5.1.3.3.5 TIMESCard
The TIMEScard maycontainas manyas three floating point, doubleprecision numbers.
Theseare:
TIMES (DT. (T. (HAGZ. *
In theaboveexample, DT is the desired integration stepsize in seconds,T is the start-
ing time for the phasein seconds,andHAGZis anhour anglethroughwhichthe position
andvelocity vectors are rotated in order to accommodatespecial coordinatesets. For
example, in order to obtainoutput in a Vernal EquinoxInertial Set, HAGZshouldcontain
the hour anglebetweenAries andthe Prime Meridian at the time of launch. If T is un-
specified, the time is left unchanged. If HAGZis unspecified, it is assumedto bezero.
5.1.3.3.6 LAUNCHCard
TheLAUNCHcard i_rovidesinput positionandvelocity data.
(1) Singleprecision inertial cartesian, (2) doubleprecision inertial cartesian, and
(3) single precision spherical. The forms of eachof theseare illustrated below:
LAUNCH CART X. Y. Z. X. Y. Z. *
LAUNCH CART (X. (Y. (Z. (X. (Y. (Z. *
LAUNCH GEOG H. FLAT. FLONG. BETA. GAMMA. AZL. *
Threeforms areallowable:
In the last example:
H is the altitude in feet.
FLAT is the geographiclatitude in degrees.
FLONGis the geographiclongitudein degrees.
BETA is the relative velocity magnitude.
GAMMAis the pathangleof the relative velocity vector measuredfrom
the local horizon, positive up.
AZL is the pathaximuth measuredfrom the north pole, positive eastward,
to the projection of the relative velocity vector.
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All data is in floating point andfollows the standardREADHformat. Theword following
LAUNCHis the specification anddeterminesthe mannerin which the following data is
to be interpreted. Only the first three letters of thespecification are examined, sothe
word maybeof any length. For example, GEO, GEOG,GEOGRAPHIC,GEODETIC,
andGEOCENTRICare all acceptable.
5.1.3.3.7 ORIENTCard
This card allows dataconcerningtheorientation of a rigid bodyto be inserted in the
simulation. All datamust besuppliedin doubleprecision floating point form. Thefirst
three numbersare the direction cosinesof the roll axis in inertial cartesian coordinates.
The secondthree values are the direction cosinesof theyawaxis, andthe last threeare
the direction cosinesof thepitch axis. Thepitch axis componentsmaybeomitted, in
which casethey abecomputedfrom the roll andyawaxes.
NOTE
Thesevalues are notaffectedby the insertion of anhour angle
on the TIMEScard. Hencecautionmust beobservedin setting
up the simulation to avoid introducingtwo inertial sets, onefor
the orientation axesandonefor the positionandvelocity
measurements.
This card maybe omitted completely for point mass simulations or cases in which the
standard launch configuration is desired. For a standard launch, supply altitude, lati-
tude, and longitude of the launch site, using a LAUNCH card with GEOX specification.
Beta should be set to 0., GAMMA to 90 °, and AZL to the downrange direction. See sub-
routines DLNCH1, DLNCH2, and PRAXIS for pertinent computations.
5.1.3.3.8 CONSTS Card
The CONSTS card allows the physical constants within the system to be redefined. All
data must be supplied in double precision. The number of constants to be redefined may
be any length, but the sequence must be maintained. Thus, in order to change the gravi-
tation parameter GM, it is also necessary to redefine GO, A, B, and W(9). The follow-
ing values are automatically set to the indicated double precision values:
GO = 32. 146472 ft/sec 2 Gravitational acceleration.
A = 2. 0925696E+7 ft Semimajor axis or radius.
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B = 2. 0855546E+7ft
W(_) = 7.292115E-5rad/sec
GM = 1.407645E+16ftU/sec2
J = 0.0
D = 0.0
H = 0.0
Semiminor axis.
Angular velocity of rotation.
Gravitational parameter.
First harmonic.
Second harmonic.
Prolateness factor.
If a spherical earth is to be simulated, set A = Re and B = 0.
5.1.3.3.9 VEHICL Card
This card is used to read various values concerning the vehicle being simulated.
following example indicates the data to be entered on this card.
VEHICL WT. D. S. [CA. ] *
in which:
WT is the weight of the vehicle at the start of the phase,
D is the diameter of the vehicle in feet.
S is the aerodynamic reference area in square feet.
CA is the axial drag coefficient.
The drag coefficient need not be entered if drag tables are being used.
in pounds.
The
5.1.3.3.10 STEER Card
The STEER card allows various data for the guidance module. The actual data format
depends on the particular guidance module in use. Up to 18 single precision guidance
values may be read, and these are stored in consecutive locations in the STEER block
in COMMON memory.
5.1.3.3.11 EXTRAS Card
It is impossible to anticipate the data which may be required for any simulation. In
order to provide built-in escape, the EXTRAS option is included. When such a card is
encountered, subroutine PROCES is called. This subroutine may be easily modified
to process any type of data, yet the basic header card processor remains unaffected.
The current standard version of PROCES recognizes four specifications, POWER, HEAT,
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MAXG, andCHANGE:
a. The POWERspecification allowsthrust models to be introduced.
bo
C.
d°
EXTRAS POWER F. AC. FWl.
PEXTRA(1) (2) (3) *
in which:
FW2. DWT. FL1.
F is the nominal (vacuum) thrust per engine (lbs).
AC is the exhaust area (square inches).
FW1 and FW2 are fuel flow coefficients.
DWT is the weight flow rate for the stage (lb/sec).
FL1 is the distance of the gimbal, from station 0 in the vehi-
cle (feet).
PEXTRA(1) is the total number of engines in stage.
PEXTRA(2) is the number of movable engines in stage.
PEXTRA(3) is the number of fixed engines in stage.
Particular thrust modules may make different use of the format, and
the specific module writeup should be consulted for proper data
preparation.
The HEAT specification performs computations in connection with the
heating rate modules:
EXTRAS HEAT NCR. *
in which NCR is the nose cone radius (feet). The square root of NCR
is computed and stored for use during the integration.
The MAXG specification causes a zero to be stored in STEER (19) for
use in computing maximum instantaneous g-force during a flight. No
other data is required on this card.
The CHANGE specification causes an immediate transfer of control to
subroutine GASPXT.
5.1.3.3.12 * Card
This card allows extra comments and identifying information to be inserted in the input
deck and printed as a part of the input data summary. For greatest efficiency, an as-
terisk should also appear before the actual comment.
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5.1.3.3.13 TABLE Card
The TABLE card permits tabular data to be readby the program.
a table is:
TABLE TABDAT * card n
5.0 7.0 13.52 ..... * cardn+l,
Theform for entering
If it is desired to havethis dataappearin the input summary, the word PRINTshould
appearfollowing the table nameon the TABLE card. Otherwise, only the TABLE card
itself will appear.
It is also possibleto reserve a block for a table at executiontime. This is doneby
addinga table countfollowing the name. This results in a table of specifiedsize being
reservedin unusedupper core.
To erasethe internal table of table namesinsert a TABLE card in the deckwith zeros
in placeof thetable name.
All tabularvaluesare processedby subroutinesDESIGandTABLES. For a more de-
tailed discussionof the actual procedure, refer to the moduledescriptions for these
routines. The maximumnumberof separatetables that canbeaccommodatedis 25.
5.1.3.4 Output Control Cards
The SCAN card is used by the SCAN program (Program 1000). It contains three integer
constants required to properly process a binary output tape. The format is:
SCAN O, N1 O, N2 O, N3 *
in which:
N1 is the output frequency.
N2 is 0 if no end-of-phase output is requested.
N2 is 1 if end-of-phase output is requested.
N3 is the number of lines per printout.
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It shouldbenotedthat N1 is the ratio of binary taperecords to outputprints. Thus, if
bothN1andNFREQis large, hardly anyprintout will occur at all. Thefirst time point
andthe last time point of a phasewill alwaysbewritten, regardless of the value of N1.
Integer N2signalswhetheror not a dumpof COMMONfollowing the final printout of a
phase is desired. If N2 is nonzero, COMMON will be dumped in both octal and decimal
providing a useful guide to the actual condition of all variables at the end of a phase.
This dump can be eliminated by setting N2 equal to 0.
N3 specifies the number of lines of output produced by the output routine if called. This
provides the SCAN program with information necessary to properly restore the page and
print title information.
5.1.4 WIND STRESS LAUNCH SIMULATION PROGRAM INPUT DESCRIPTION
All input to the Wind Shear Launch Simulation program will conform to the GASP header
card descriptions, restrictions, and requirements. In addition to the header cards
needed to describe the initial conditions of the launch, the following tabular information
must be supplied to the program by means of the GASP table header card option:
a. Mach Number versus Drag
1. Table Name: MACHNO
Type: Independent
Variable: Mach number
2. Table Name: DRAGCO
Type: Dependent on table MACHNO
Variable: Axial drag force (first table)
Normal drag force (second table)
b. Weight versus Moment of Inertia
3. Table Name: WEIGHT
Type: Independent
Variable: Weight
4. Table Name: MINERT
Type: Dependent on table WEIGHT
Variable: Moment of inertia
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c. Weight versus Center of Gravi.ty
5. Table Name: DOWNT
Type: Independent
Variable: Weight
6. Table Name: POWCG
Type: Dependent on table DOWNT
Variable: Center of gravity of the vehicle
d. Mach Number versus Center of Pressure
e°
fo
7. Table Name: POWMN
Type: Independent
Variable: Mach numbers
8. Table Name: POWCP
Type: Dependent on table POWMN
Variable: Center of pressure of the vehicle
Time versus Commanded Pitch Rate
9. Table Name: GT2
Type: Independent
Variable: Time
10. Table Name: PR2
Type: Dependent on table GT2
Variable: Commanded pitch rate
Time versus Time Varying Guidance Constants
11. Table Name: GT1
Type: Independent
Variable: Time
12. Table Name: GC1
Type: Dependent on table GC1
Variable: First guidance constant {first table)
Second guidance constant (second table)
Third guidance constant (third table)
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The following rules apply to the use of all tables:
1. The independent tables will always have algebraically increasing numbers.
2. No more than one thousand words of total tabular information are allowed.
3. For each independent table, there may be more than one dependent table
under one table name (i. e., if table ABC is dependent, and contains three
actual tables, and is dependent on table XYZ which has N entries, then
table ABC will have 3N entries of which the first N entries are the first
table, the second N entries are the second table, and the third N entries
are the third table}.
5.1.5 ROUTINES USED IN THE WIND STRESS LAUNCH SIMULATION
a. GASP Control Routines
1. START 1
2. START -
3. STZ
4. XEQ
GASPInputRoutines
5. SETUP -
6. ICCHG
Dummy main program used as an entry point to the
GASP program.
Controls basic logic flow of the GASP program.
Zeros out all of common except the constants block.
Secondary control routine.
b°
7. PROCES -
8. DESIG
9. LAUNCH
Header card reading control routine.
Sets up the terminal flight conditions from the PHASE
header cards.
Stores information which is read in from the EXTRAS
header cards.
- Stores tabular information.
- Converts geographic coordinates into inertial carte-
sian coordinates.
10. PRAXIS - Dummy routine (not used by BMP).
11. MZETA - Dummy routine (not used by BMP).
GASP Integration Routines
12. TRJGEN - General integration control routine.
13. TERROR - Checks integration errors when a variable-step in-
tegration mode is chosen.
C.
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do
e.
14. ICCKEI{ - (Secondary entry point to subroutine ICCHG). Checks
for terminal conditions and controls the iteration to
the terminal conditions.
Fourth-order Runge-Kutta integrator.
Routines
Print frequency control routine.
General GASP Routines Which are Used in the Wind Stress Launch
15. INTGRT
GASP Output Control
16. CKOUT -
f.
Simulation
17. ARDC59 - Finds as a function of altitude:
1. Local speed of sound.
2. Air density.
3. Temperature.
4. Atmospheric pressure.
18. TABLES - Finds appropriate tables which will be used in a
specific subroutine.
19. GLINT - Performs linear interpolation from the tables.
20. PGHD - Prints page headings.
Routines Used in the Derivative List for the Wind Stress Launch
Simulation Program
1. DERIV
2. GUIDE
3. DYNAMO
4. GRAV
5. ALT
6. MACH
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
DRAG
POWE R
AERF
TORQUE
STATE
Execution list of routines which will calculate the
derivatives for BMP.
- Contains the guidance equations.
- Controls routine for the calculation of atmospheric
forces and powered flight.
- Computes inertial gravitational forces.
- Computes altitude, longitude, and latitude.
- Computes the roach number, relative velocity, and
angle of attack.
- Computes the drag coefficients.
- Computes inertial thrust forces.
- Resolves the aerodynamic forces into inertial forces.
- States the torque equations.
- States the equations of motion.
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g. Output Routines for the Wind Stress Launch Simulation Program
1. FTITLE - Writes title page.
2. OUTPUT - Converts and sets up output to be printed.
3. WRITE - Writes out output.
5.2 LASS-1 - DETERMINATION OF STRUCTURAL LOADS
5.2.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM
The next step in the analysis of the loads on the space vehicle structure is to determine
the axial force distributions and the bending moment distributions along its axis. For
the analysis, the space vehicle is represented by a non-uniform beam with lateral and
axial load distributions. The load distributions can be classified as aerodynamic, con-
trol, and resultant loads. Since the dynamic aspects of these loads are considered in
the Wind Stress Launch Simulation of GASP, it is possible to treat all applied forces in
this part of the analysis as static or static equivalent forces for aspecific instantoftime.
In the rigid body analysis, it is sufficient to describe the aerodynamic and mass charac-
teristics of the space vehicle as overall quantities which act at the center of pressure
and the center of gravity respectively. In this analysis, the nature of the distribution
of aerodynamic and inertia forces along the vehicle axis is required for each instant of
time where an analysis is to be performed. It will be possible to select several "design
points" from the output of the Wind Stress Launch Simulation to be studied further in the
analysis programed in LASS-1. That is, while the rigid body simulation does repeated
calculations over small time intervals to accurately define the motion of the space vehi-
cle, we can select several points in time from the rigid body solution which will com-
pletely specify the "worst case" loads in the LASS-1 analysis. Some examples of these
design points would be maximum axial acceleration and maximum qa product.
The total force distributions which exist for each "design point" are integrated numeri-
cally to find bending moment distributions, axial force distributions, and deflections of
the space vehicle relative to the selected coordinate system. The bending moment dis-
tribution and the axial force distribution for each design point are written on a binary
tape which can be scanned in subsequent analyses such as the analysis within the pro-
gram SWOP. The SWOP program is discussed in another section of this report.
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The required input andoutputparameters are listed in Table 1-1 of the Introduction.
Oneof the most important features of the LASS-1 program is the capability to store
within the program a large block of input data associated with a particular space vehi-
cle configuration. Examples are axial and normal aerodynamic force coefficient dis-
tributions stored for several specific math numbers. When a "design point" requests an
analysis for some arbitrary math number, an automatic linear interpolation developes
the aerod3_namic eoefficient distributions for the design point. An automatic linear in-
terpolator also selects the proper mass distribution for any "design point. " The studies
performed to date with this analysis have used data presented in Reference 1. The input
format and the equations in the analysis, in general, conform to the manner in which
the aerodynamic and mass data is presented in this reference.
The detailed equations of the analysis are presented in more detail in Appendix C.
5.2.2 INPUT AND OUTPUT - USE OF PROGRAM
The input sheets for LASS-1 are shown in Figures 5-5 and 5-6. This rather simple in-
put format is easily understood with the aid of the User's Manual which is presented in
the following pages. The output format is represented by typical printout sheets in Fig-
ures 5-7 through 5-14.
5.2.3
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PROGRAM DOCUMENT FOR LASSMP AND LASS-1 (PART 1)
1. Program Number - 29I
Program Name - LASSMP - Loads Analysis of Saturn Structures
Date of Issue - 28 May 1965
2. Program Obsolesced - None.
3. General Description - This program is designed to set up conditions for
entering LASS-l, the subroutine which performs the actual loads analysis.
It will read the stored table data, referred to in the report by the request-
er, either from cards or from binary tape if those data have been previously
stored there by this program.
4. Usage and Restrictions - The program was written in FORTRAN IV for
running under GG-IBSYS; READH input format is used.
5. Particular Description - Since this program performs no computations re-
quired for the loads analysis, but serves only to set up conditions for call-
ing the computational subroutine, Figure 5-15 gives a nearly adequate
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DATA PREPARATION FOR LASSI
Each line on the opposite side represents a card to be punched. Cross out all lines not
to be punched.
Pages 2 and 3 of Part I_ Page I of Part 2 and the revised flowchart from the program
document will be helpful in preparing data.
CARD TYPE A
The number in the first field_ (KI), on this card determines the source of the stored
tables. The number in the second field_ (K2)_ determines whether any changes to the
tables are to be made" before execution.
CARD TYPE B
The number in the only field_ (KI)_ on this card determines which physical quantities
are to be read from the following Type C cards,
CARD TYPE C
The numbers in the six fields on each of these cards describe the vehicle or its environs.
There may not be more than 250 quantities (42 cards) supplied and there must be an
asterisk (*) punched after the last quantity in the set.
CARD TYPE D
After the last set of B-C type cards_ the first field on this card must contain 18 or
19 and the second field must contain I or 2 depending on whether a tape record or a
printed record of the stored table is desired.
CARD TYPE E
The number in the first field, (KI)j on this card determines the mode of analysis. The
number in the second fieId_ (K2)_ determines whether or not printout will be made. The
numbers in the next five fields must conform to the sample data below and are described
in part two of the program document.
SAMPLE DATA FOR TYPE C AND E CARDS
ENGINEERING NOTATION KEYPUNCH FORM
3.7 x 10 -2 0.0037 or 3.7-3
-7.695 x 106 -Y695000. or -7.695+6
2.0 x 10 -12 2.-12 only w
*No more than eight significant figures may be expressed.
No quantity may be continued from one card to the next,
A decimal point must be expressed. A + or - sign must be expressed to separate the
mantissa from the characteristic,
All other input (K] and K2) must be expressed as l or 2 digit numbers without decimal
points.
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Figure 5-6. Input Format - LASS-1 (Rear)
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Figure 5-15. LASS-1 Flow Chart
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.description. It remains only to define the input data. All of the input data
are stored in common arrays except for three sets of common singles.
Each array and each set of common singles are loaded by reading in an
appropriate value for a constant, K1, and then reading in the data. The
array name, the appropriate value of K1, its definition, and dimensions
follow. Unless otherwise stated, the maximum size of each array is
250 locations.
Description of Input - The first items read in are K1 and K2.
indicates their functions:
Figure 5-15
Name K1 = Definition Dimension
AP(I) 1
AQ( I ) *
AR(1) 3
AS(1) 4
AT(I) 5
AU( I ) 6
AV(I) 7
AW( I ) 8
AX(I ) 9
AY(I) 10
CZMACH(I) 11
Longitudinal distance along the vehicle
from some arbitrary station.
AP(I+I)-AP(I). These are computed
and need not be read in. AQ(L)=0.0.
Dry weight of the vehicle at Station 1.
Propellant weight stored at Station 1.
The time after launch at which the
propellant at Station 1 has been
expended.
Bending stiffness at Station 1.
Wind velocity at Station 1.
Angle of attack multiplier at Sta-
tion 1.
Dynamic pressure multiplier at
Station 1.
Cross flow coefficient for ground
winds at Station 1. Note that there
may be up to 250 stations along the
longitudinal axis and that L (read
in later) must be equal to the num-
ber of these stations.
Mach number. Linear interpolation
is performed on CZA, CZB, and
CZC (defined below) using respec-
tively, the first 10, the second 10,
and the third 10 of the words in this
array. Therefore, CZMACH(I)
must be less than CZMACH(I+I)
within each of the above three sub-
sets of values of this array. Maxi-
mum array size is 30 words.
inches
inches
pounds
pounds
seconds
inches_-lbs
inches/sec
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Name K1 = Definition Dimension
CZA(I) 12
CZB(1) 13
CZC(1) 14
THRVFT(I ) 15
Norrrml linear aero force coefficient.
Normal nonlinear aero force
coefficient.
Drag coefficient. (In storing CZA,
CZB, and CZC, note that if there
are L stations and more than one
value for mach number, the values
of CZA, CZB, and CZC are each
stored in the first L words, the
second L words, etc. Do not re-
serve 250 locations for values of
CZA, for example, unless there
are 250 stations along the longi-
tudinal axis of the vehicle. Maxi-
mum array size is 2500 words. )
Alternating values of time and
thrust as a function of time. Maxi-
mum array size is 500 words.
per degree
seconds
The first set of common singles are defined below:
K1 is read in as 16
G
S
RHO
CTI'
CT2
Acceleration of gravity at earth's
surface
Reference area of vehicle
Atmospheric density at sea level
0.2
0.8
ft/sec 2
inches 2
slug/inch 3
The second set of common singles are defined below. K1 is read in as 17.
These values of I refer to the array AP and identify the station:
ICO Engine gimbal point.
IHO Vehicle hold-down point.
IHB Vehicle weight support point.
IHTL Lower propellant tank support point.
ITT Point between propellant tanks. Note that AS(ITT+I)
and AT(ITT) must be 0.0 and that AT(I) mustbe a de-
creasing sequence. (AT(I} > AT(I+I) except AT I=ITT.)
IHTU Upper propellant tank support point.
L Uppermost point of vehicle. (= the number of
stations. )
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7.
8.
The control constants K1 and K2 serve various functions which are most
clearly seen by reading Figure 5-15. Included is a provision for writing
the stored tables onto binary tape 934 and for reading the tables from that
tape if long-term storage is desired.
The third set of common singles are read in within the subroutine LASS-1
and are described in Part 2 of this document.
As indicated in Figure 5-15, the stored tables may be read from binary
tape 934 if they have been previously stored there.
Description of Output - The entire stored tables may be stored on binary
tape 934 if desired. Note that the term "stored tables" refers to all the
arrays and the common singles defined on the previous pages. The option
of printing the stored tables exists.
Internal Checks and Programed Stops - There are no internal checks on
the data, but the following must be observed:
a. The arrays AP, AR, AU, AV, AW, AX, and AY must all contain the
same number of entries, and L must be read in with this value.
b. Any "zero values of AU will be treated as ones since they appear as
divisors.
c. WNatever value between 1 and N-1 is read in for ITT, AT(ITT) must
be zero.
d. AT(I) to AT(ITT) and AT(ITT+I) to AT(250) must both be monotonically
decreasing sequences, each of which must contain at least one value
greater than FLYTYM and one or more values equal to zero and no
negative values.
e. Each of the 3 ten-word subsets of CZMACH must be a monotonically
increasing sequence containing at least one value greater than ZMACH
and no negative values.
f. If any of the 3 subsets of CZMACH contain more than one value for
mach number, and there are L stations, the corresponding array CZA,
CZB, or CZC will contain KL values read into the first KL locations,
where K is the number of values of maeh number, and L is the number
of stations.
g. The first, third, fifth ..... , etc., values read in for THRVFT must
be a monotonically increasing sequence, the first of which is less than
or equal to FLYTYM and the last greater than FLYTYM.
5.2.4
9. Library/System Subroutines- READH, (TSB), (SLI), (RLR), (RWT),
(STB), (SLO), (WLR), (STH), (FIL), EXIT.
10. Independent Subroutines - LASS-1
11. Completion Date - 23 June 1964.
PROGRAM DOCUMENT FOR LASSMP AND LASS-1 (PART 2)
1. Program Number - 29I
Program Name - LASS-1
Date of Issue - 28 May 1964
2. Programs Obsolesced - None.
3. General Description - This subroutine carries out the actual loads analy-
sis in any one of four modes:
a. Lateral inflight analysis.
b. Axial inflight analysis.
c. Lateral prelaunch analysis.
d. Axial prelaunch analysis.
The program needs loading only once to carry out any number of analyses
in any combination.
4. L'sa_e and Restrictions - The subroutine was written in FORTRAN IV for
running under GG-IBSYS; READH input format is used.
5. Particular Description - The equations, definitions, and units of variables
are attached. The subroutine is divided into five major functionalsegments,
one for each of the four modes of analysis, and one for output.
6. Description of Input - The inputs to this subroutine consist of the common
data described in part one and the following:
K1 Specifies mode of analysis:
K2
= 1 Lateral inflight.
= 2 Axial inflight.
= 3 Lateral prelaunch.
--- 4 Axial prelaunch.
Specifies print option:
= 0 No printout.
0 Printout. For lateral modes, every "K2"-th
station will be printed.
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.FLYTYM Time after launch, sec
ZMACtt Mach number.
ALFA Angle of attack, deg
Q Dynamic pressure, lbs/in _
BETA Engine gimbal angle, deg
Description of Output - The output consists of two parts; preliminary -
those items used in later computations, and final - the results of the
analysis. The outputs are listed below and the applicable modes indicated:
Mode
i 2 3 4Preliminary,
Singles:
Flight time X X
Mach number X X
Angle of attack X X
Dynamic pressure X X
Engine gimbal angle X X
Arrays:
Station X X X X
Lateral weight distribution X X
"Bending stiffness X X
Normal linear aero force coefficient X
Normal nonlinear aero force coefficient X
Angle of attack multiplier X
Dynamic pressure multiplier X
Axial weight distribution X X
Drag coefficient X
Ground wind cross-flow coefficient X
Ground wind velocity X
Final
Singles:
Flight ti me X X X X
Mach number X X X X
Angle of attack X X
Dynamic pressure X X
Engine control angle X X
Total vehicle weight X X X X
Total thrust X X
Gimbal station X X
Total normal aero force X
Center of pressure X
Pitch moment of inertia X
Center of gravity X
Lateral rigid body acceleration X
Angular rigid body acceleration X
Maximum bending moment X X
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Final
Singles:
Maximum bending moment station X X
Total drag X
Axial acceleration X
Arrays:
Station X X X X
Shear X
Bending moment X X
Relative slope X X
Relative deflection X X
Axial force distribution X X
8. Internal Checks and Programed Stops - See paragraph 8 of Part 1 of this
document.
9. Libral3_/System Subroutines-READH, (STH), {FIL), SIN, COS.
10. Independent Subroutines - None.
11. Completion Date - 23 June 1964.
5.3 SWOP - STRUCTURAL WEIGHT OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM UNDER
EXECUTIVE CONTROL
5.3.1 INTRODUCTION
The main computational modules of the executive program are the STRESS subprogram
and the various construction suboptimization subprograms.
The STRESS subprogram interface with the various construction subprograms is a con-
venient break in the computations at which to divide the program for restart capability.
At this point, the resultant stresses are stored on a tape from which any number of con-
struction suboptimization runs can later be made. This allows a wide variety of con-
struction options to be run from the restart point.
Thus, an executive run can consist of a complete run, a STRESStapegenerationonly, or
a construction suboptimization run only from a previously generated restart tape.
The STRESS tape-generating subprogram and each construction suboptimization subpro-
gram are self contained modules and can be replaced bydummy routines whennot needed
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for a particular run. This saves computer time in the loading phase of the computer
operation. Furthermore, the STRESS subprogram input is input in one block, and can
be completely omitted when starting from a previously generated loads tape.
5.3.2 DESCRIPTION
Input cards fall into five classes:
a. Control Cards - individual cards used to define number and type of job. A
l_lowledge of the input flow chart is needed in setting up the correct se-
quenee of these few cards.
b. PROCES Cards - these arc handled by the routine PIIOCES for the STRESS
subprogram. They are an independent group needed only for the runs
where new STIIESS tapes are generated and are input together in one group.
They are described in more detail in paragraph 5.3.3.
c. CASEIN Cards - these are handled by the routine CASEIN and set up the
construction and material loops, and the construction subprogram options.
d. Block Data Changing Cards - used to alter at run time stored data blocks
that contain fabrication factors, material properties, and similar data.
NOTE
Only those cards needed for a particular job need be input
(the others are to be omitted). Itowever, only complete
jobs must be input. All input is wiped out between stacked
jobs to reduce errors, nmMng input on only complete jobs
necessary--no___tt just the data changed from the last stacked job.
There are two cases, however, where cases are stacked within a job. Whenever run-
ning a STRESS parameter study or a job that requires computating a STRESS tape, the
input for each stacked case of STRESS needs only to contain the data changes from the
case just preceding it. This procedure saves rewinding and recomputing of tapes on a
STRESS parameter study, and makes stacking STRESS cases on one tape more convenient.
The other instance when cases are stacked within a job occurs when an option compres-
sion matrix (job type 5) is being computed. When comparing options, each set of
CASEIN handled data cards needs to contain only the data changed from the previous
option compare case. Refer to the flow chart for illustration.
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EXECUTIVE PROGRAM INPUT INSTRUCTIONS
5.3.3.1 General
5.3.3.1.1 Format
All header cards for this program are read by READHP which permits the user to enter
data between columns 7 to 72 of each data card. Each data entry must be separated by
at least one blank. Data may be entered on more than one card and each read is termi-
nated by an asterisk in the data field.
In addition to the above requirements, an identification word must be entered, starting
in column 1, on the first card to be read by each individual read. Each read is identi-
fied by checking the IDentification word in control dictionary within the program.
The input header cards will be described in the following manner:
Sample Header Card
/NAME X Y ALT I N * /
_ "_ __Aetu_l data entries are represented by alphanumeric
/ names following Fortran variable name spelling rules.*
READHP will interpret numbers in the following manner:
Mathematical READHP
Representations Representation
/ (!) Integers 1 or 1.0 1
(2) Floating Point No. 2 or 2.0 2.0
(3) Exponential 3.5 x 105 3.5 + 5
_---This is the ID word and will appear as shown in the card
description.
*All variable names beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are integers and will have NO
decimal point. All other names are considered floating point numbers and will need a
decimal point.
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If this sampleheadercard were to beused, anactual datacard mayappearas
follows:
/NAME 8.0 9.5 + 8 16.0 8 10 *
or
NAME
8.0 950000000.0 16.0 8 10 *
5.3.3.1.2 Sequence of Input
The sequence of input is as shown in the flow chart, Figure 5-16.
5.3.3.1.3 Jobs Card
The format of the jobs bard is as shown:
J;BS
NOJOBS *
NOJOBS = Number of stacked jobs in this run, occupies NC(1) in
NC/CN array.
*All variable names beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are integers and will have NO
decimal point. All other names are considered floating point numbers and will need a
decimal point.
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DO-LOOP = Number of Jobs
Optional
ID Cards
( STRPRM
Job T_'lae i
1
CASEIN
Processed
Input
Jobs
_ Changes in IBlock Data
Job Types
2, 3, and 4
[- CASEIN]
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Job Type 5
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: Number
of Options
(
(
STRESS
Subprogram
Input
OPTVAR
CASE IN
Processed
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I
Figure 5-16. Flow Chart for Input Organization
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///_YPE
IJBTYP N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 *
IJBTYP = Signal for type of job, occupies NC(2) in NC/CN array.
= 1 _ Compare different values of STRESS parameters
for a given construction and material.
= 2 _ Compare different construction types for a
material.
= 3 _ Compare different materials for a given
construction.
= 4 _ Compare different material/construction combina-
tions for a structural section.
= 5 _ Compare different executive options, or compare
different construction subprogram options for a
given construction and material.
N1 = Signal for subtotal matrix, occupies NC(150).
-- 0 _ Don't print subtotals matrix.
= 1 _ Print subtotals matrix.
N2 = Signal for sections matrix, occupies NC(151).
= 0 _ Don't print sections matrix.
= 1 _ Print sections matrix.
N3 = Signal for details of construction printout, occupies
NC(152).
= 0 _ Don't print detailed printout.
= 1 _ Print detailed printout.
*All variable names beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are integers and will have N_._00
decimal point. All other names are considered floating point numbers and will need a
decimal point.
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N4 = Signal for additional matrices, occupies NC(153),
NOTE
Matrices 2, 3, and 4 are only different, 2-dimensional
slices of a 3-dimensional array showing weights for sec-
tions versus constructions versus materials.
N4 -- 0 _ No additional matrices wanted.
= 1 _ One additional matrix type will be specified.
= 2 _ Two additional matrix types will be specified.
N5 _ Signal for first additional matrix, stored in NC(154).
N6 _ Signal for second additional matrix, stored in NC(155).
N5 and N6, when used, may equal 2, 3, or 4, as is desired.
Block Data Changing Cards
NEw_IAT
IMAT PROP (ITMAT, 1-12) *
IMAT = Index of material to be added or to receive new
properties (1-12).
PROP(ITMAT, 1-12) =
PROP(ITMAT, 1)=
2 =
3 =
4 =
5 =
6 =
7 =
The ten non-temperature dependent properties
stored for each material as follows:
Density of material.
Poisson's ratio.
Monocoque minimum skin thickness.
Honeycomb minimum face thickness.
W45 and W90 minimum rib thickness.
W45 and W90 skin thickness.
Corrugation minimum skin thickness.
*All variable names beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are integers and will have NO
decimal point. All other names are considered floating point numbers and will nee-_-a
decimal point.
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PROP(ITMAT, 8)=
(Cont.)
9 -
10 =
11 =
PROP(ITMAT, 12) =
PROP(ITMAT, 13-16) =
Corrugation minimum corrugation thickness.
Corrugation minimum ring thickness.
Semi-monoeoque minimum skin thickness.
Integral stiffened minimum skin thickness.
Integral stiffened minimum stringer thickness.
Are 4 spaces saved for expansion, and may be
used if needed later.
This card must be followed by a card with a 12-letter name in columns 1-12. This
name is used in matrix printout titles.
MATERIAL NAME
NE WTMP
IMAT TPROP(IMAT, 1,1 IMAT, 5,1 ITMAT. 5,9 *
IMAT = Index of material to be added or to receive new
properties (1-12).
TPROP(IMAT, 1, 1 ITMAT, 5, 9) = 45 ° temperature dependent
material properties. Give Ec, cr yield, Crult, cro' _,: for
each of 9 temperatures presently used (100 ° - 300 ° in
50 ° increments).
NEWFAB
ICON FAC *
IFAB = Index of construction subprogram to receive new
fabrication factor.
FAC = Value of the factor.
*All variable names beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are integers and will have NO
decimal point. All other names are considered floating point numbers and will need a
decimal point.
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NEWTLE NDISC NTYP *
NDISC= Discontinuity number of section to receive new name for
matrices.
NTYP = Type code of section to receive new name for matrices.
This card must be followed by a card which contains the 12 letter name to be given to
the specified section in columns 1 through 12.
SE CTION NAME
NONE W
This card signals that all block data changes are complete for this job, and that flow of
control is to leave the block data changing section. The block data changing cards may
be in any order as long as the name cards follow the correct header (READH format)
card, and as long as the NONEW card is the last card in the block data changes. When
no stored data is to be changed, use the NONEW card to bypass the data changing sec-
tion of the program.
STRTAP
N1 NR NP *
N1 = Signal for status of STRESS program tape.
= 1 _ We have an already computed STRESS tape on NTAPE 4.
= 2 _ We will compute a STRESS tape and then perform
structural suboptimizations.
= 3 _ We will compute a STRESS tape, but will not perform
structural suboptimizations, saving the tape for future runs.
*All variable names beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are integers and will have NO
decimal point. All other names are considered floating point numbers and will need a
decimal point.
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When N1 = 2 or 3, a LASS 1 output tape must be mounted on NTAPE 1, a save tape for
the STRESS program must be mounted on NTAPE 4, and scratch tapcs must be mounted
on NTAPE 2 and NTAPE 3.
NR = Run number to pick off the STRESS or LASS 1 tape.
NP = Plmse number to pick off the STRESS tape.
The LASS i tape has stacked runs on it.
The STRESS program numbers phases (or stacked cases) for each LASS 1 run it uses.
For jobs of type 1, NR and NP indicate run and phase at which to start parameter study
from the STRESS tape.
STRPRM NOPRM NAMPRS *
NOPRM = Numbers of parameter values to run (paper size limits
use to a maximum of 6, use stacked runs for more).
NAMPRS = 0 * No names follow.
= 1 * Name cards (format 2A6) follow for mg_trix column
headers (one name card for each parameter ease).
This card used only for jobs of type 1.
OPTVAR
NOPTS NAMOS
NOPTS = Number of option setting to run.
NAMOS = 0 _ No names follow.
= 1 * Name cards (format 2A6) follow for matrix column
headers (one name card for each option setting).
This card used only for jobs of type 5.
*All variable names beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are integers and will have NO
decimal point. All other names are considered floating point numbers and will need a
decimal point.
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CASEIN Processed Input
The routine CASEIN processes general input for the executive control program.
up material and program loops and sets all options.
It sets
All input is wiped out between jobs to decrease mistakes. Jobs of type 1, 2, 3, or 4
require one package of CASEIN input.
A special case is the job of type 5, which compares weights for different executive or
subprogram options. In this case "NOPTS" number of CASEIN input packages must be
stacked in one job, since we are comparing NOPTS number of option settings. These
CASEIN input packages only need include the input changes from the immediately pre-
ceding option setting (because they are part of the same job).
SAFFAC
SFY SFU *
SFY = Safety factor for yield stress, stored in CN(7) of
NC/CN array.
SFU = Safety factor for ultimate stress, stores in CN(8),
SCTION
NS NE *
NS = Discontinuity number at which to start weight
computations, stored in NC(5).
NE = Discontinuity number at which to end weight
computations, stored in NC(6).
*All variable names beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are integers and will have NO
decimal point. All other names are considered floating point numbers and will need--'-a
decimal point.
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LOADSM
INDLM FLM
INDLM = An indexto be set to oneif a loads multiplier is to be
used, stored in NC(9).
FLM = Actual factor to multiply stressesby if INDLM = 1.
Omit this card if no loads multiplier is to be used.
SUBUSE
NSP NSI-- -up to---NS5
NSP= The total numberof construction subprograms(upto 5)
that user wishesto enter into a single pageof matrix
output.
NS1= The NSPnumberof indicesof the actual programs to
to be run (seereference table of indices).
NS5
MATUSE
NMAT NM1- - -to- --NM6 *
NMAT = The total numberof materials (upto 6) that user wishes
to enter into a pageof matrix output.
NM1= TheNMAT numberof actual material indices to beused
to (seereference table of indices).
NM6
The limits of 5 subprogramsand6 materials were set by limitations onpaper size of
computeroutput. To run more construction subprogramsand materials used
stackedjobs.
*All variable namesbeginningwith I, J, K, L, M, or N are integers andwill haveNO
decimalpoint. All other names are considered floating point numbers and will need a
decimal point.
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1. Aluminum
2. Aluminum
3. Aluminum
4. Aluminum
5. Titanium
6. Steel
7. Magnesium
8. StainlessSteel
9. Berylium
Material Indices
2014- T6
7075- T6
2024- T4
2219- T87
6A1- 4V
AISI- 4340
HK 31A- H24
PH 15- 17Mo
Y5804- QMV5
10\
11 Blanks for future expansion
12. l
..J
1,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
1::}
11.
12.
13.
Construction Subprogram Indices
Monocoque
Honeycomb Sandwich
Wa ffl e 45 °
Waffle 90 °
No-face corrugation
Single face corrugation
Semi- monocoque
Integrally stiffened
Blanks for future e.xpansion
For the "NEWFAB" card the following additional indices are used.
Monocoque Heads
Honeycomb Sandwich Heads
Waffle Heads
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SUBNAM NM MI--- up to---M6
SUBNAM= 6 letter subprogramnameaccordingto the
following code:
MONOCQ-
HONCOM-
WAF45D-
WAF90D-
CORUG1-
CORUG2-
SEMIMQ-
INTSTF -
Monoeoque
HoneycombSandwich
Waffle 45°
Waffle 90°
No-face corrugation
Single-facecorrugation
Semi-monocoque
Integrally stiffened
Thereare 2blank namesreserved for future expansion.
NM = Total numberof materials to be run with this sub-
program (up to 6).
M1 . . = The actual material indices as indicated in the
to . . M6 index code.
NOTE
The MATUSE and SUBUSE cards set up the matrix and
these subprogram cards set up the individual loops - thus
avoiding the need to run all subprograms with all mate-
rials. Unused combinations in the matrix are filled with
zeroes.
///_PROPT
X(I) I- -- up to- --22
SPROPT = 6-letter code name to indicate which subprograms
run time options are being input on this card. The
following code applies.
*All variable names beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are integers and will have NO
decimal point. All other names are considered floating point numbers and will need a
decimal point.
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MONOPT- Monocoque
HONOPT- HoneycombSandwich
W45OPT- Waffle 45°
wg0OPT- Waffle 90°
CR1OPT- No-facecorrugation
CR2OPT- Single-facecorrugation
SEMOPT- Semi-monocoque
INTOPT- Integrally stiffened
X(I) = The run-time inputs (options, limits, constants, etc.).
I up to 22.
TheX(I) are described in the input descriptions of eachconstructionsubprogram.
In therm_-timeinput andoptionscards, 2 card namesare set asideas blanks for in-
sertion of future expansions.
STOTAL
NST NS NE NSB NST NEB NET *
NST = Number of this subtotal (up to 10 are provided for in the
storage arrays).
NS = Discontinuity at which to start adding up this subtotal.
NE = Discontinuity at which to finish adding up this subtotal.
NSB = Signal for including bottom head at NS.
NST = Signal for including top head at NS.
NEB = Signal for including bottom head at NE.
NET = Signal for including top head at NE.
*All variable names beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are integers and will have NO
decimal point. All other names are considered floating point numbers and will need a
decimal point.
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Headsinclusion signals are to be set equalto 1 if the headis to be included. Signalis
to be set to 0 if the headis not to be includedin this subtotal, or if the signal is in-
applicableto this discontinuity.
NOTE
A 72-letter description card {format 12A6}
must follow each STOTAL card.
CASEND
This card signals that all input for this case is finished and that control is to be re-
turned to the executive control program from the input cataloging routine CASEIN.
*All variable names beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are integers and will have NO
decimal point. All other names are considered floating point numbers and will need a
decimal point.
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OutputMatrix Formats
a. Format 1 - Type Construction/Material
Section X X X X X
1 _ 3 4 5
Weights will be printed here.1-2
2-3
3-4
IV
Total
A job of type No. 1 is used for parameter studies requiring recomputation of the
loads tape.
b. Format 2 - Material
Se ction Monocoque
1-2
2-3
3-4
I
i
I
Total
Weights will be
Honeycomb Corrugation
printed here.
Waffle
A job of type No. 2 investigates the effect of changing construction types for a given
mate rial.
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c. Format 3 - Section
Construction AI. Be Ti St
Weightswill beprinted hereMonocoque
Waffle
Honeycomb
I
i
A job of type No. 3 shows weights for different structural concepts for each section
investigated.
d. Format 4 - Construction Type
Section
1-2
2-3
3-4
A1. Be
\Vetghts will be printed here.
Ti St
Total
Output matrix of a job of type No. 4 shows weights of different materials for a given
construction.
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e. Format 5 - TypeConstruction/Material
Section
1-2
2-3
3-4
Total
Y Y Y
1 2 3
m
Weights will be printed here.
Y
4
Y
5
Jobs of type No. 5 compare weights for different settings of subroutine options or dif-
ferent values of subroutine parameters.
5.3.3.2 STRESS Subprogram (Input and Output)
5.3.3.2.1 General
The first two computer programs discussed in this user's manual are concerned with
finding the magnitudes of the aerodynamic and control loads and determining how these
external loads are reacted through the structure of the space vehicle. In the STRESS
subprogram described here, the pressure loads are analyzed and all external forces are
resolved in orthogonal stress resultants in the plane of the structural system. These
resultants are then stored on the restart tape for use by the construction subprograms.
A flow chart is illustrated in Figure 5-17.
The structural system in this analysis is assumed to be formed of elliptical and conical
shells. It is noted that spherical and cylindrical shells are special cases of these two
general classes of shells. The structure and the loading is assumed to be axisymmetric
and the shell parameters are identified at several hundred fixed points along the shells
in the meridional direction. The envelope dimensions of the structure are described by
specifying radii of curvature, cone angle, or other identifying geometric parameters.
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Figure 5-17. STRESS Flow Chart
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The loadsappliedto the shells are continuouslyvarying with time, but it is possible to
describe this variation by performing analysesat several discrete time points during a
mission. The total pressure at every point alongthe shells must bedeterminedat each
of thesediscrete time points. Sincethetectalpressure is the sumof the hydrodynamic
pressure of the propellants andthe ullage pressure in the tanks, it is necessaryto
analyzethe time variations of thesepressures. The"Ullage Pressure/Time" relation-
ship is a required input parameter. Thehydrodynamicpressure is a function of axial
acceleration, propellant density, andlevel of propellant. Axial acceleration is found
from GASP,andthe propellantdensity is a required input. Only the level of the propel-
lant must becalculated.
Theinitial loadingof the tank is specifiedby giving the percent of total volumewhich is
ullage spaceas an input parameter. Knowledgeof the envelopedimensionsof the tank
permit a calculation of the total volumewith the equationspresentedin Part 1of Ap-
pendixE. Oncethe initial propellant level is calculated, the level at anyother flight
time canbe foundby subtractingthevolume of propellant burned. This obviously re-
quires a knowledge of the propellant flow rate. The equation for the total pressure at a
point "d" units below the propellant level of the propellant is then given by
Ptotal = Pullage + fl "/d
where
Ptotal = total pressure.
Pullage -- ullage pressure.
fi = axial acceleration in g's.
T = propellant density.
d = distance below propellant level.
Once the total pressure has been found for every station at each time point, then the
pressure forces can be combined with the other external loads found in LASS-1. The
loads are combined by resolving all forces into stress resultants in the plane of the
shells. The stress resultant for the meridional and circumferential directions of a gerl _
eral shell section are given by the equations in Part 2 of Appendix E.
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and NUsing the equation of Appendix E, a complete catalogue of stress resultants, N x e
are developed for each station at each flight time to be considered. It is important to
note that these stress resultants depend only on the envelope dimensions of the shells
and are independent of the type of wall construction. Thus, this catalogue of stress
resultants are used to analyze all seetions of the launch vehicle whether they may be
monoeoque, waffle, integral stiffened skin, or any other type of construction.
There is, however, another load condition that must be considered other than the pre-
launch and inflight, and this is the hydrostatic test condition for the tanks. After a tank
which has been designed for a certain internal pressure loading is manufactured, it is
common procedure to subject the tank to a pressure test. This test will subject the
tank to, at least, the maximum pressure environment which the tank will experience
during actual flight conditions. This test is commonly called the hydrostatic test. It
will be aeeounted for in this program by hypothetically filling the tank with liquid and
then pressurizing the tank until the pressure envelope matches or exceeds by a speci[ied
amount the pressure experienced during flight at the most critical point.
For instance, at liftoff, each fuel or LOX tank will have a pressure distribution which
is a eombination of gas pressure and liquid pressure as depicted in Figure 5-18. During
the flight, the gas pressure may vary with time and the axial acceleration will vary as
will the liquid level. An envelope of maximum pressures at each station of the tank is
generated as a result of this variation with time and the general envelope is illustrated
in Figure 5-19. The hydrostatic test envelope is that represented by the dashed curve
in Figure 5-19.
X
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\
Figure 5-18.
Pgas-D liquid
P
Initial Pressure Distribution
XP
g
f
Figure 5-19.
P
Envelope of Maximum Pressures
This envelope has the mathematical form
Ps(X) = PG_tS(x)
which is a linear function with the slope depending upon the specific weight of the test
fluid. The pressure, PG' is determined such that the flight envelope of maximum pres-
sures is enclosed.
_'nen the pressure, PG' is known, the test pressure envelope is then multiplied by a
factor which may be equal to or greater than unity. That is, the final hydrostatic test
envelope can be represented as
PF(X) = mP (x), (m -> 1)8
Using this pressure distribution, a membrane analysis is performed with all other loads
absent and a hydrostatic test stress resultant distribution is calculated. If the strength
criteria selected is independent of the type of construction, then the time variable can
be eliminated by choosing the worst combination of stress resultants at each station for
all the time points considered. This distribution is then compared with that resulting
from the hydrostatic test calculation and the worst combination is chosen. The structure
must be designed to withstand this load environment. A summary of these loads is
printed on the optional output sheets of the stress subprogram as shown in Figure 5-20.
Note also, that the maximum compressive load is chosen for use in buckling design.
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If the strength criteria is not independent of the type of construction, time cannot be
eliminated and the shell thickness calculations must be made for each time point plus
the hydrostatic test case, and the thicknesses are then compared to determine the larger
for each station or section whatever the case may be. This does not affect the choosing
of the buckling design load, however.
5.3.3.2.2 User's Manual for the STRESS Program
5.3.3.2.2.1 General
All header cards for this program are read by REAI)HP which permits the
user to enter data between columns 7 to 72 of each data card. _iach data
entry must be separated by at least one blank. Data may be entered on
more than one card and each read is terminated by an asterisk in the data
field.
In addition to the above requirements, an identification mark must be en-
tered, starting in column 1, on the first card to be read by each individual
read. Each read is identified by checking the identification word m the
control dictionary within the program. The following control words are
now recognized by this program.
a. TIMES
b. FUEL
c. TABLE
d. TANK
e. STAGE
f. OPTION
g. ENDCSE
h. FINISH
i. RUN NO
Each individual read need not be in any special order since the read is
identified by the control dictionary (by means of the ID word) within the
program.
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5.3.3.2.2.2 Specific Header Card Requirements
The input header cards will be described as illustrated in the following
sample card:
1 6[7 72173 80
Name I I XYALT I N]
/_ s following FORTRAN variable name spelling rules. *-- A:tual data entries are represented by alphanumeric
- READHP will interpret numbers in the following manner:
/ Mathematical READH P
Representations Representations
/ (1) Integers- 1 or 1.0 1
(2) Floating Point No. 2 or 2.0 2.0
(3) Exponential 3.5 x 105 3.5 + 5
/ _ This is the ID word and will appear as shown in the
card description.
If this sample header card were to be used, an actual data card might
appear as follows
8.0 9.5 +8 16.0 8 10 *or
NAME
Name
5.3.3.2.2.3
I'/TIMES
where:
STIME
ETIME
8.0 950000000.0 16.0 8 10 *
Data Card Requirements
STIME ETIME IST LST DH PSTART PEND *
= the time of flight where the analysis will be started (sec).
= the time of flight where the analysis will be terminated (sec).
*All variable names beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are integers and will have NO
decimal point. All other names are considered floating point numbers and will need
a decimal point.
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LST
DH
IST = discontinuitynumberwhereanalysis is to bestarted (see
description of STAGEcard for discontinutiy number
description).
= discontinuity numberwhere analysis is to bestopped.
= the height interval increment at whichthe analysis is to
beperformed (inches).
PSTART = the time of flight in secondswhenthe printing is to start.
PEND = the time of flight in secondswhentheprinting is to end.
where:
N
BR
GAM
P
T
1
T
2
FU E L N BR GA M T T *
1 22
= the fuelID number (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5).
= burn rate (lbs/sec).
= specific weight of fuel (lbs/in °).
= pressure above fuel (lbs/inF).
= Temperature of the fuel (degrees fahrenheit).
= Temperature of the gas above the fuel
(degrees fahrenheit).
.
Card 2
Card 1
where:
N
AT BT RBB RTT HLOC PULL *
TANK N TYPE HB HM HT liB RT AB BB
the tank number (number the tanks consecutively starting
with 1). The tank number hams to be with respect to height
of the tank, i.e., tank 3 is higher than tank 2 and tank 2 is
higher than tank 1. Only 10 tanks are allowed.
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TYPE
HB
HM
HT
RB
RT
AB
BB
AT
BT
RBB
RTT
HLOC
PULL
_=
a code number which describes the tank. This code number
will always have 4 digits to the left of the decimal point and
none to the right.
The thousandth's _tigit is used to describe the top head:
1 = convex
2 = concave
The hundredth's digit is used to describe the bottom head:
1 = convex
2 = concave
3 = convex - complex
The tenth's digit agrees with the fuel number of the fuel used
in the tank.
The one's digit agrees with the metal number of the metal
that the tank is constructed of (see Figure 5-21).
the distance from the lowest point on the tank to the highest
point of bottom head (inches).
the distance from the highest point of the bottom head to the
lowest point of the top head (inches).
the distance from the lowest point of the top head to the
highest point on the tank (inches).
the radius of the tank at the height HB (inches).
the radius of the tank at the height HB + HM (inches).
semimajor axis of the bottom head (inches).
semiminor axis of the
semimajor axis of the
semiminor axis of the
the radius of the tank
the radius of the tank
the distance from the
bottom head (inches).
top head (inches).
top head (inches).
at its lowest point (inches).
at its _ point (inches).
structure's reference point (0.0 height)
to the lowest point on the tank (inches).
percent ullage in the tank at the star......_tof the flight.
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Figure 5-21. Tank Diagram
, /
Card N /H R NTYPE NMETAL *
/ n n n nJ
/
Card 3 / H R NTYPE NMETAL
/
Card2 / H R NTYPE NMETAL
/ 2 2 2
Card 1
STA R NTYPE NMETAL
GE Hz 1 1 1
This input is used to mathematically describe the shape of the structure by
stations (see Figure 5-22). In order to describe a station, the program
must know three values (height, radius, and type). As noted above (card
example), the information about all of the stations is read with one read
(please note that there is only an asterisk on the last card). The stations
must be ordered with respect to increasing height. The program will num-
ber the stations consecutively starting with 1 (i.e., card 1 represents
station 1); Station 1 must be the lowest point on the structure to be analyzed.
n
I{ =
NTYPE =
2 =
13 =
23 =
24 =
33 =
34 =
the height of the station from a zero reference on the
vehicle* (inches).
the radius at H (inches).
a code number which describes the station. The follow-
ing code numbers are now recognized by the program.
no discontinuities and no tanks.
two discontinuities and no tanks.
three discontinuities (two shells and a top head of a tank).
three discontinuities (two shells and a bottom head of a
tank).
three discontinuities (two shells and a partial bottom
head).
three discontinuities (two shells and a compound**
top head).
four discontinuities (two shells, a bottom head, and a
compound top head).
* This reference mus_._.__tconform to the reference point used in the LASS-1 program (see
Tape De sc riptions).
**A compound head, in this use, refers to a head which acts as a common head for
two tanks.
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T ank
6
@
 ,.jJ
NTYPE14 = 0
NTYPE13 = 13
NTYPE = 24
12
NTYPEj 1 = 35
NTYPE = 2
10
NTYPE 9 = 2
NTYPE 8 = 13
NTYPE 7 = 34
NTYPt': 6 = '2
Greater than or Equal to the
-Hightest Point to be Analyzed
i
H14
H
13
H12
H
I1
HIO
NTYPE 5 = 13 H)
it
Tank 2 _ H8
NTY PE 4 = 2 3
= 13 H6
Tank 1 NTYPE 2 = 237 H 4
_ _/ _[ It 3--
NTYPE,L HI ' ] ! 1 ]] :o I
| Lower than or Equal to the Lo eat Point to he Anatyzed
_-'R eference Point (0.0) Same as in LASS-1
Figure 5-22. Structure to be Analysed
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35
NMETAL
= three discontinuities (bottom head, top head, and partial
bottom head}.
= a metal ID number. This number will agree with a metal
ID number of the metal that is to be used for the skin
area above this station, but below the next higher station.
where:
Word 1
Word 2
GAMT
OPTION Word 1 Word 2 GAMT HYMX *
= the word MEMBRN or NO. If MEMBRN is specified, the
membrane solution will be performed; otherwise, this
solution will be ignored.
= the word HYDRO or NO. If HYDRO is specified, a hydro-
static test analysis will be performed.
= the specific weight of the liquid to be used in the hydro-
static test (lbs/in). If GAMT is set to (0.0), the actual
fuel specific weights will be used.
HYMX = the hydrostatic multiplier.
Two examples of the above card are as follows:
OPTION MEMBRN HYDRO .03611 1.0 *
OPTION MEMBRN *
. / RUN NO N Word 1 XMM FM *
where:
N
Word 1
XMM
FM
= an integer which agrees with a run on the LASS-1 input tape
to SWOP.
= DYNAM. If this word is omitted or misspelled, the rest
of this data field will be omitted. If the DYNAM option
is specified, the next two floating point numbers will con-
tain dynamic multipliers.
= dynamic multiplier for moments inputted by LASS-1.
= dynamic multiplier for the forces inputted by LASS-1.
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.'Card
rd 3
N DN DN DN ---DN. *
l 2 u j
D2 D2 D2 ---D2.
1 2 3 J
ard
ard 1
D1 D1 D1 ---DI.
i 2 3 J
Table I XIN XIN XIN - - - XIN.
1 2 3 J
where:
I = The Table Number.
XIN = Independent Table.
DN = The Dependent Tables.
The STRESS program has two tables, which may be read in by means of
Table ¢ards.
Table 1 is the time versus Ullage Pressure Table and the table entries
are as follows:
I = 1.
XIN = Time Table in ascending order with 6 entries (seconds).
D1 = Ullage Pressure Table for Fuel 1 (6 entries).
D2 = Ullage Pressure Table (LBS/IN 2) for Fuel 2 (6 entries).
D3 = Ullage Pressure Table (LBS/IN 2) for Fuel 3 (6 entries).
D4 = Ullage Pressure Table (LBS/IN 2) for Fuel 4 (6 entries).
D5 = Ullage Pressure Table (LBS/IN 2) for Fuel 5 (6 entries).
Table 2 is the Height versus Temperature Table and the table entries
are as follows:
I = 2.
XIN = Height Table in ascending order with 16 entries (inches).
D1 = Temperature Table (16 entries) (Degrees Fahrenheit).
*All variable names beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are integers and will have N__O
decimal point. All other names are considered floating point numbers and will need a
decimal point.
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8. / ENDCSE *
!
This card tells the program that there are no more cards to be processed
for this case and consequently the program will start to perform the analy-
sis on the desired structure. When multiple cases are run, only cards
identified by 1 read (all information between card ID name and an asterisk)
that need to be changed must be re-entered.
[
9. / FINISH *
This card tells the program that there are no more cases to be processed.
Much time can be saved and many errors can be avoided if the input is
written on FORTRAN coding sheets. If this advice is followed, the
FORTRAN coding sheets can be directly keypunched by a keypunch operator
since the information is now in a 1 to 1 ratio with the cards to be punched.
On the following pages is a sample input for this program in the forms
ready to be keypunched (see Figures 5-23 and 5-24).
5.3.3.2.2.4 Tape Requirements
This program requires four tapes, 2 scratch, one input, and one output.
The two scratch tapes can be and should be utility tapes and are addressed
indirectly. The scratch will be addressed in the program as either
NTAPE2 or NTAPE3.
In addition, the program will expect on NTAPE1, a LASS-1 binary input
tape. The LASS-1 tape will contain a time history of force-moment-height
profile of the vehicle. As mentioned before, the reference height (0.0) of
the card input of SWOP must agree with the reference height of the LASS-1
input.
Whenever the program is run, it will always write a summarized time
history of stress on NTAPE4.
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The block data subroutine assigns numerical values to NTAPE1 through
NTAPE12 (there is room for assignment of LGU numbers to 12 tapes,
allowing for future expansion). These numerical values are the FORTRAN
logical unit addresses of these tapes. NTAPE5 is to be assigned the sys-
tem input tape LGU, and NTAPE6 is to be the output tape.
5.3.3.2.2.5 Routines Used in STRESS
a. Control Sections
1. ST-,'ESS - Controls starting, processing of input, and general
logic flow of the program.
2. SFORCE- Control routine for membrane calculations.
b. Calculation Routines
1. ANGLE - Finds cone angles in radians.
2. DISTB - Performs membrane calculations at desired inter-
vals on the skin of the vehicle. This routine also
does hydrostatic test check when desired.
3. HYDRO - Finds hydrostatic test conditions.
4. HEADS - Performs membrane calculations at desired inter-
vals on all desired heads.
5. LEVELS - Finds liquid levels and cone angles at liquid levels
for all desired tanks.
6. NSERCH - Performs a binary search of LASS-1 input for de-
sired values.
7. ROOT - Finds roots of first- to fourth-degree equations.
8. TERMN - Error exit routine.
9. TLOC - Determines specific information about area to be
analyzed.
10. UNPAC - Deciphers eontrel words.
11. UPDATE- Writes and edits a summary tape.
12. VOLUME- Finds partial and total volumes of vehicle tanks.
13. GLINT - Generalized linear interpolater.
e. Output Routines
1. ATITLE - Prints basic ease information.
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d.
2. BTITLE - Prints specific case information.
3. PRINT - Prints specific structural information.
Input Routines
1. PROCES- Reads header cards.
5.3.3.2.2.6 Program Description
The STRESS program has been written completely in FORTRAN IV and is
compatible with the IBM 7090, IBM 7040, and the GE 600 series computers.
The program uses an in-house input routine (READHP) which is written in
both 7044 and 7094 MAP. This special input routine will have to be re-
written for GE 600.
The program was written in a highly modular fashion in order to ease de-
bugging problems and costs, simplify the modification of the program, and
to simplify the understanding of the program. A large common package is
used for the communication link between the programs subroutines. Fig-
ure 5-25 describes the basic programs organization.
()utput
Processor
STRESS
Control
lIeader
Card
PFOCOSSOF
Structural
Calc ulations
Figure 5-25. Simplified STRESS Flow Chart
The program is completely in single precision and the English unit system
is used throughout the program.
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5.3.3.3 Mono¢oque SubDrot_ram
When the monocoque program is specified to be run by the control program, the follow-
ing card is used to input the specifics of the construction:
/
whe re:
MONOPT SHEETL NSMH NBUCK *
"MONOPT" =
SHEET L =
NSMH =
NBUCK =
the required identification word for this subprogram input. This
must be in columns 1 through 6.
floating point - maximum sheet length to use in designing cylin-
drical sections.
integer - number of sheets in which to divide heads.
integer - buckling, analysis signal:
0 => perform membrane solution only (ignore buckling).
1 => perform buckling analysis only, and design to governing
condition.
Figure 5-26 is a sample printout of the monocoque subprogram output.
5.3.3.4 Honeycomb Sandwich Subprogram
5.3.3.4.1 Honeycomb Sandwich Cylinders
The function of the honeycomb subroutine is to design an optimum cylindrical structure
with strength and buckling as the governing criteria. The program will determine the
required face and core thicknesses and the core shear modulus.
The various K-sections (tanks and interstages) are divided into equal lengths, dependent
upon the maximum sheet length that is commercially available. The option to specify
this length is available in the form of an input. Eaeh of these lengths are designed for
the critical loading condition (buckling or strength) that exists during any time of the
flight. Various limitations have been built into the program such as minimum allowable
faee thickness, maximum and minimum allowable core thickness, maximum and mini-
mum available values of core shear moduli, and maximum allowable core cell diameter.
The resulting design will consist of stepped face thicknesses, eonstant core thiekness,
and variable shear core modulus (see Figure 5-27). The weight of the optimized struc-
ture is then calculated.
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tf, Face Thickness Based on Buckling,
l Strength, or Minimum Gage
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Figure 5-27. Face and Core Parameters
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Thefollowing is anoutline of the honeycomb subroutine:
a. Divide each K-section into equal lengths as follows:
1. Let L equal the length of the K-section (defined as a single tank
or interstage).
2. Let Linpu t equal the input of maximum allowable sheet length.
3. Divide L/Linpu t and round off to the next highest whole number,
n, e.g., if L/Linpu t =5.25, usen=6.
4. Equal lengths, 1 = L/n.
b. From the SWOP program, determine the maximum strength loading
condition and maximum compressive buckling load for each of the
1-sections.
c. Based on the maximum compressive load for each 1-section, design
the shell for buckling.
1. Multiply the compressive load by the ultimate safety factor.
2. Determine the maximum core shear modulus based on yield stress
from one of the following limitations:
(a) Face wrinkling.
(b) Shear instability.
(c) Minimum value that is commercially available.
3. Determine the core thickness required based on the above de-
termined core shear modulus and yield stress.
4. Calculate correction factor, K 1, and determine optimum face
working stress.
5. Check to insure that the optimum face working stress satisfies
both the ultimate and limit load criteria.
6. Determine required core thickness based on the optimum face
working stress.
7. Determine the maximum allowable core cell diameter based on
monocell buckling.
8. Increase the initial value of core shear modulus by a finite amount
and perform steps 3 through 7. Continue this until the maximum
allowable value of core shear modulus is reached.
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9. Eliminate anycombinationof core thicknessandshear modulus
that complieswith the following:
(a) Calculatedmaximumallowablecell diameter is less than
the minimum availablecore cell diameter correspondingto
the core shear modulus.
(b) Calculatecore thicknessis greater thanthe maximum
allowable.
(c) Calculatecore thicknessis less than the minimum allowable.
10. Choosethe combinationof core shear modulusandcore thickness
that results in the minimumweight.
d. Basedon maximumstrengthloadingconditiondesignthe sheetfor
strength. Checkto insure that the designsatisfies boththe ultimate
andlimit load criteria.
e. Choosethe maximumrequired face thicknessper 1-section basedon
oneof the following:
1. Buckling.
2. St rength.
3. Minimum gage.
f. If the face thickness of any 1-section is governedby strength or mini-
mum gage, the core thickness can be reduced (due to the fact that the
buckling stress level has been reduced} by using the maximum com-
pressive load in the 1-section and the increased face thickness to cal-
culate the reduced core that is required for stability using the pre-
viously determined optimum core shear modulus.
g. Choose the maximum required core thickness within a K-section and
use a core of constant thickness.
h. If a 1-section is governed by buckling and the uniform core thickness
is greater than the required core thickness, the face thickness is
reduced until the core thickness required approaches the uniform core
or until the face thickness approaches the thickness based on strength
or minimum gage.
i. Calculate the resulting weight of the K-section.
The honeycomb subroutine is also provided with the option of specifying the core thick-
ness. The various sections (tanks and interstages) are divided into equal lengths (as
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hasbeenpreviously described) anddesignedfor thecrit;cal loadingcondition (buckling
andstrength)that exists. Eventhoughthe core thicknessis specified, the program
will optimize the required core shear modulus. Theresulting designwill consist of
steppedface thicknesses, specified core thickness, andvariable core shear modulus.
5.3.3.4.2 HoneycombEllipsoidal Heads
Thefunction of thehoneycombellipsoidal headssubroutineis to designanoptimum
ellipsoidal shell subjectedto a uniform external pressure loading. Theprogram will
determine the optimumface thickness, core thickness, andcore shear modulusbased
uponstrengthor buckling, whicheveris the governingcriteria.
The ellipsoidal headis subdividedinto equalheightsdependinguponthe numberof
steppedfacesthat are desired (seeFigure 5-28). Theoptionto specify the numberof
equalheights is available in form of an input. Eachof the equalheights is designedfor
the critical loadingconditionthat occursduring anytime of flight. Various practical
limitations havebeenbuilt into the program suchas minimum allowableface thickness,
maximumandminimum allowablecore thicknesses, maximumandminimum available
values of core shear modulii, andmaximumallowablecore cell diameter. Theresulting
optimum designwill consist of steppedfacethickness, constantcore thickness, and
variable core shear modulus. Theweightof the optimizedstructure is thencalculated.
Figure 5-28. HoneycombEllipsoidal Head
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Thefollowing is anoutline of the cllipsoidal shell subroutine:
a. Divide the heightof the shell up into equalheights:
1. Let H = the heightof the shell.
2. Let m= the input numberof steppedfacesdesired.
3. Equalheights, h = H/m.
b. From theSWOPprogram, determinethe maximumstrengthand mini-
mummeridional compressiveloadfor eachequalheight.
c. Basedon the maximum compressive load for each h-section, design
the shell for buckling.
d. Based on maximum strength loading condition, design each h-section
for strength. Check to insure that the design satisfies both the ulti-
mate and limit load criteria.
e. Choose the maximum required face thickness per h-section based on
the maximum of the following:
1. Buckling.
2. Strength.
3. Minimum gage.
f. If'the face thickness in any given h-section is governed by strength
or minimum gage, the core thickness can be reduced since the buck-
ling stress level has been decreased. Using the maximum compres-
sive load in the h-section and the increased face thickness, calculate
the core thickness required for stability using the previously deter-
mined optimum core shear modulus.
g. Choose the maximum required core thickness with each equal height
section and use a core of constant thickness.
h. If an equal height section is governed by buckling and the uniform core
thickness is greater than the required core thickness, the face thick-
ness is reduced until the core thickness required approaches the uni-
form core or until the face thickness approaches the thickness based
on strength or minimum gage.
i. Calculate the resulting weight of the ellipsoidal head.
The honeycomb ellipsoidal heads subroutine is also provided with the option of specifying
the core thickness. The various equal heights are designed for the critical loading con-
dition {buckling or strength) that exists. Even though the core thickness is specified,
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the subroutine will choose the optimum core shear modulus. The resulting design will
consist of stepped face thicknesses, specified uniform core thickness, and a variable
core shear modulus.
5.3.3.4.3 Input Description
The input format for the honeycomb sandwich suboptimization subprogram of SWOP
follows exactly the general format for SWOP input (see description of general SWOP
input).
Data is entered in columns 7 through 72 of each data card, with each data entry sepa-
rated by at least one blank. The identification word HONOPT must be entered in col-
umns 1 through 6 of the first card. The data may be entered on as many cards as
needed, but an asterisk must follow the last entry to terminate the reading in of data for
the honeycomb subprogram.
The honeycomb input may be placed anywhere in the input deck and is processed by the
CASEIN routine. For example:
card 4
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 NSHHD *
SHEET GLT1 GLT2 GLT3 GLT4 GLT5
CON2 TCMAX GLTMIN GLTMAX DELGLTHONOPT ITCFIX MIK MIS MIN CON1
card 3
card 2
card 1
The numbers ITCFIX, MIK, MIS, MIN, and NSHHD are integers, the rest are floating
point. The word HONOPT is the required name in columns 1 through 6, the other en-
tries must have numbers inserted as follows:
MIS = Maximum number of iterations allowed for T iteration procedure in
subroutine STE PTO. core
MIN = Maximum number of iterations allowed for a iterations in subroutine
STPSIX. opt
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ITCFIX
MIK
CON1
CON2
TC MAX
= A signal to distinguish an option built into the program:
0 => find optimum core thicknesses.
1 --> design optimum under constraint of a fixed input core
thickness input in space for TCMAX.
= Maximum number of iterations allowed for K optimization procedure
in subroutine TONINE. x
= C , the specific shear modulus of the core material (psi/lbs/ft3).
1
= C 2, the specific modulus of elasticity of the core material
(psi/lbs/ft _ ).
= Tcmax, the maximum core thickness allowed (inches).
NOTE
TCMAX is to the input giving the required core thickness when
the ITCFIX = 1 option is later addedl
GLTMIN = Gltmi n, the core shear modulus at which to begin investigation (psi).
GLTMAX = Gltma x, the core shear modulus at which to terminate investigation
(psi).
DELGT = A'Glt, the interval at which to investigate core shear moduli (psi).
(Example: Gltmi n = 15000, Gltmax=75000, Glt=20000, means investigate
15000 to 75000 in steps of 20000).
SHEET = The maximum sheet length allowed (used in stepping both honeycomb
and monocoque constructions).
FLT1, FLT2, FLT3, GLT4, GLT5 are values of core shear modulus at which there is
a change in minimum available core cell diameter; these must have 5 values, the 5th
value slightly greater than GLTMAX. D1, D2, D3, D4, D5 are minimum available core
cell diameters corresponding to GLT1, GLT2, etc. The input value covers the range
of GLT that is less than the corresponding values of GLT1, GLT2, etc.
NSHHD is the number of sheets in which to divide the heads construction of honeycomb
sandwich.
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NOTE
For the maximum number of iterations, use the following:
MIK = lO
MIS = 50
MIN = 10
The heads iterative procedures use the same values of MIK, MIS, and MIN as the analo-
gous cylinder procedure.
An explanation of the input relation between allowable core cell diameters and core
shear moduli is as follows. When selecting the optimum core shear modulus, the cell
diameter must not be greater than the maximum allowable required to preclude monocell
buckling. If this value equals 1.0, it means that we have no axial compressive load on
this section. For example, Figure 5-29 shows the availability of core shear modulus
versus core cell diameter for an aluminum hexagonal core.
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Figure 5-29. Availability of Core Shear Modulus versus Core Cell Diameter
for an Aluminum Hexagonal Core
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The input in this case would appear as follows:
f
card 6 /r " 375 .25 .1875 .125 .125 NSHHD
card 5 y 20,000 25,000 40,000 60, 000 60,000
5.3.3.4.4 Output Description
The output (see Figure 5-30) is provided for each section (tank or interstage) under the
following headings:
a. Sheet number - designated number for equal length sheets within a
section. The numbers begin at the aft end of the section.
b. Strength face thickness - required face thicknesses based on the
strength criteria (inches).
c. Buckling thicknesses - required core and face thicknesses based on
the buckling criteria (inches).
d. Non-uniform thicknesses - required core thickness based on buckling
and'the maximum face thickness based on buckling, strength, or mini-
mum gage (inches).
e. Final face thickness and uniform core - uniform core thickness based
on the required maximum within the K-section and the final face thick-
nesses based on the uniform core (inches).
f. Core shear modulus - optimum core shear modulus to be used (psi).
g. Weights using non-uniform core - weight of the face plus the core
based on the non-uniform thicknesses (pounds).
h. Weights using uniform core - weight of the face plus the core based on
the uniform thicknesses (pounds).
5.3.3.5 45 o Waffle Stiffened Subprogram
5.3.3.5.1 General
The function of the waffle stiffened subprogram is to design an optimum cylindrical or
conical structure with strength and buckling as the governing criteria. Conical sections
are analyzed by treating them as a cylinder of equivalent length and radius. The pro-
gram will determine the following optimum design parameters: skin thickness, rib
thickness, rib spacing, and the overall depth.
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Based upon the maximum sheet lengths that are commercially available, the various
K-sections (tank and interstages) are divided into equal lengths. The option to specify
this length is available in the form of an input. Each of these lengths is designed for
the critical loading condition (buckling or strength) that exists during any time of the
flight. The optimum design parameters are restricted to the following manufacturing"
limitations: minimum rib spacing, minimum rib and skin thicknesses, and maximum
and minimum overall depth.
The following is an outline of the waffle subprogram:
a. Divide each K-section into equal lengths as follows:
1. Let L equal the length of the K-section (defined as a single tank
or interstagc).
2. Let Linpu t equal the input of maximum allowable sheet length.
3. Divide L/Linpu t and round off to the next highest whole number,
n, e.g., if L/Linpu t equals 5.25, use n equals 6.
b. From the SWOP program, determine the following loading conditions
that exist for each 1-section:
l. Maximum strength loading.
2. Maxinmm compressive loading.
3. Maximum algebraic sum ol' the compressive loading and the cor-
responding hoop loading.
e. Design an optimum structure based on buckling or strength:
1. Optimum proportions, as a function of overall depth, are de-
termined based on the compressive loading.
2. If there is no compressive loading a small value (unity) is assigned
to determine the optimum proportions.
3. Maintaining the optimum proportions, the strength condition is
investigated (ultimate anti limit criteria).
4. If strength governs, the parameters are increased proportionally
to develop the necessary strength.
5. The various manufacturing limitations are checked. If any of the
design parameters are increased due to violation of minimum
gage, the other parameters are adjusted such that the same load
carrying capacity exists (buckling or strength depending on the
gove rning condition).
d. Calculate the weight of the resulting K-section.
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The45_waffle subprogramis also providedwith the option to specify the overall waffle
depth or the rib spacing. Given one of these options, the other three design parameters
are chosen such that an optimum design results. Basically, the same procedure is
used as has been previously described with.the exception that the optimization is per-
formed with three parameters rather than four.
5.3 3.5.2 Waffle Stiffened Hlipsoidal Shells
The function of the waffle stiffened heads subprogram is to design an optimum shell
subjected to external collapsing pressure. Only shells with meridional compressive
loading are considered. If there is no compressive loading, the shell is strength
governed and there is no need for a shell of waffle stiffened construction since a mono-
coque based on strength would require the same amount of material. Therefore, if
there is no compressive loading, the program will automatically design a monocoque
shell. Since this subroutine does not have a stepped construction ability, the strength
governed cases will result with a uniformly thick monocoque shell. If it is desired to
step the uniform thickness, it is simply a matter of using the monoeoque subroutine
which has the capability of stepping the faces.
For buckling governed cases, the following optimum design parameters are determined:
overall waffle depth, skin thickness, rib thickness, and rib spacing. These design
parameters are restricted to minimum thickness requirements for the skin and ribs.
If the optimum design violates the minimum gage, the thicknesses are increased to
satisfy these requirements. Due to the increase in these parameters, the remaining
ones are altered such that the same load carrying capacity exists. This would result in
a so-called off optimum design due to the manufacturing limitations.
The following is an outline of the ellipsoidal shell subroutine:
a. From the SWOP program, determine the following loading conditions:
1. Maximum compressive meridional loading.
2. Maximum von Mises loading.
b. Design an optimum structure based on buckling. If there is no com-
pressive loading, a monocoque shell is designed based on strength.
c. Investigate minimum gage requirements. If any of the design param-
eters are increased to satisfy minimum gage, the other parameters
are altered such that the same load carrying capacity exists.
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d. Check strength based maximum von Mises loading:
1. If strength is violated, increase the skin thickness.
2. The other design parameters are not altered.
e. Calculate the weight of the resulting design.
A description of the input-output is as follows:
/
whe re:
C4
C5
HMAX -
HMIN -
TSHEET -
VIP4
W45OPT C4 C5 HMAX HMIN TSHEET VIP4
ratio of fillet radius to overall depth.
ratio of cutting head radius to overall depth.
maximum allowable depth.
minimum allowable depth.
manufacturer's sheet length.
indicator for options:
1..VIP4 = . 1 for It-option, the input value of H will be read in location
of H MAX.
2. VIP4 > . 1 for rib spacing option, input the actual value of rib
spacing in VIP4 location.
All header cards for this program are read by READHP which permits the user to enter
data between columns 7 through 72 of each data card. Each data entry must be separated
by at least one blank. Data may be entered on more than one card and each read is
terminated by an asterisk in the data field.
In addition to above requirements, an identification word must be entered in column 1
on the first cardtobe readbyeach individual read. Each read is identified by checking the
identification word in control.
Subroutine WHAT prints waffle structural analysis information as follows:
a. Sheet number N
b. Weight of each sheet W
c. Skin thickness TS
d. Web thickness TWS
e. Rib spacing BS
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f. Overall depth H
g. Fillet radius RWS
h. Cuttingheadradius RN
Dataneededfor STRESSprogram to run the wafflesubprogramis as follows:
a. CompressiveNx UPD(400,7)
t
b. \/t Nx2 NxNy +Ny2 UPD(400, 5)
c. Length of section UPD(400, 1)
d. Radius UPD(400, 4)
e. Algebraic quantity N +N UPD(400, 13)
x y
+ N -UPD(400, 11) + UPD{400, 12)f. -N x y
Figure 5-31 shows a sample printout from the 45°waffle stiffened subprogram.
The nomenclature required from the executive control program for the 45 ° waffle sub-
program is as follows:
Name Definition ECP Name
MUE Poisson's ratio PROP (ITMAT, 2)
E Modulus of elasticity (psi) TPROP(II, 1, KK)
DE N Material density (lbs/ft u) PROP (ITMAT, 1)
SIGY ayield of material (psi) TPROP (II, 2, KK)
SIGULT aultimate of material (psi) TROP (II, 3, KK)
SFULT Safety factor, ultimate CN(8)
SFYLD Safety factor, yield CN(T)
SHEET Manufacturer's sheet length SHEET
TMIN Minimum gage thickness Cinches) PROP (ITMAT, 6)
TRIB Minimum rib thickness Cinches) PROP (ITMAT, 5)
FABX(3) Fabrication factor FABX(3)
5.3.3.5.3 Waffle Stiffened Heads
Subroutine WHEAD has been designed to analyze waffle stiffened heads. It is called into
use by subroutines W45MAS and W90MAS when needed. There is no direct input to this
routine; the necessary information is shared with other routines.
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Theanalysis includes the calculationandtesting of designparameters until anoptimum
set hasbeenreached. Onceminimumgagerequirementsandstrength requirements
are satisfied, the weight is calculatedandoutputwith the optimumdesignparameters,
as follows:
a. Skin thickness (inches).
b. Rib thickness(inches).
c. Rib spacing(inches}.
d. Rib depth (inches).
e. Fillet radius between ribs (inches}.
f. Fillet radius between skin and ribs (inches).
g. Height of head (inches).
h. Semi-axes (a &b) (inches}.
i. Total weight (lbs).
5.3.3.6 90 ° Waffle Stiffened Subprogram
5.3.3.6.1 General
The description of the 90 ° waffle stiffened subprogram is identifical to that of the 45 °
waffle stiffened subprogram (see paragraph 5.3.3.5}.
5.3.3.6.2 Input
/ W900PT
whe re:
SEA4
SEA5
HMAX9
HMIN9
SHEET
VIP
SEA4 SEA5 HMAX9 AMIN9 SHEET VIP
- ratio of fillet radius to overall depth.
- ratio of cutting head radius to overall depth.
- maximum allowable depth.
- minimum allowable depth.
- manufacturer's sheet length.
- indicator for options:
1. VIP = . 1 for H option, the input value of H will be read in location
of HMAX.
2. VIP > . 1 for rib spacing option, input the actual value of rib
spacing in VIP location.
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5.3.3.6.3 Output
Subroutine WHAT prints waffle structural analysis information as follows:
a. Sheet number N
b. Weight of each sheet W
c. Skin thickness TS
d. Web thickness TWS
e. Rib spacing BS
f. Overall depth H
g. Fillet radius RWS
h. Cutting head radius RN
Data needed from STRESS program to run waffle routine is as follows:
a. Compressive N UPD(400, 7)
X
a_ N N + N a UPD(400,b. N x x y y 5)
c. Length of section
d. Radius
e. Algebraic quantity N +N
x
f. -N +N
x y
Y
U PD(400, 1)
UPD(400, 4)
UPD(400, 13)
-UPD(400, 11) + UPD(400, 12)
For a sample 90 ° waffle stiffened output, see Figure 5-32.
5.3.3.6.4 Nomenclature
The nomenclature needed from the executive control program for the 90 ° waffle program
is as follows:
Name Description
MUE PoissonVs ratio
E Modulus of elasticity (psi)
DEN Material density (lbs/ft _)
SY ayield of material (psi)
SU aultimate of material (psi)
CN(8) Safety factor, ultimate
CN(7) Safety factor, yield
ECP Name
PROP (ITMAT, 2)
TPROP (II, I, KK)
PROP (ITMAT, 1)
TPROP (II, 2, KK)
TPROP (II, 3, KK)
CN(9)
CN(7)
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Name Description EC P Name
SHE E T Manufacture r' s sheet length SHE E T
TMIN Minimum gage thickness Cinches} PROP (ITMAT, 6)
TRIB Minimum rib thickness (inches} PROP (ITMAT, 5)
FABX(4) Fabrication factor FABX(3)
5.3.3.7 No-Face 60-Degree CorrugationSubprogram
5.3.3.7.1 General
For the general optimization procedure, the design parameters are calculated first for
zero number of rings. The parameters for zero rings are retained and used as a base
for future calculations. Each time the weight is found for a particular number of rings
it is compared to the previous calculation consisting of one less ring. This is continued
until an optimum number of rings has been found.
The program is provided with an input value which represents the maximum sheet shock
length that is available. The maximum loading is chosen for each of these equal length
sheets and designed independently of the others. Each separately designed equal length
sheet, when combined together, will form the cylinder length as shown in Figure 5-33.
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Figure 5-33.
Equal Length
Sheet
Less than or
Equal to the
Maximum
Allowable
Sheet Length
Input Parameters
However, it hasbeenlearned after manytrial casesthat specifying the maximumsheet
length interferes with the optimization of the numberof rings. Consequently,it is ad-
vised to input a value of the maximumallowablesheetlengththat is muchlarger than
the cylinder length. In this manner, a constantcorrugationdesignwill result for the
entire cylinder lengthplus the optimumnumberof rings will not be interfered with. It
shouldbepointedout that regardless of the numberused, the program will still operate
smoothly; but to insure anoptimumdesign, a large sheetlengthnumbershouldbeused.
Dueto the fact that this type of construction is not practical for internal pressures, only
axially loaded cylinders are considered. If an internal pressure loading is encountered,
the program will be automatically bypassed and a zero weight will be printed out for
that case.
This program is provided with the option of specifying the corrugation depth, corruga-
tion skin thickness, and the number of rings. In each case, only one parameter can be
specified at a time.
5.3.3.7.2 Input
The following are descriptions for necessary input parameters:
INOPT
MINIMUM
DEPTH
MAXIMUM
DE PTH
SHEET
IMRING
0: no option.
1: number of rings input.
2: thickness of corrugation input.
3: depth of corrugation input.
Minimum allowable depth of corrugation.
Maximum allowable depth of corrugation.
Sheet length to be used. For corrugated, it is found
that a section of one sheet length produces a more
optimum design.
Material of the ring - an integer from 1 to 12 (1 to 9
presently) to represent the material.
For INOPT 1, 2, 3, the value to be input is stored
in COROPT, i.e., if INOPT 2, COROPT to the input
thickness of corrugation
COROPT
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The inputcard format is:
MIN MAXCRISPT INqSPT DEPTH DEPTH SHEET IMRING CORq_PT*
I CRISPT 2 .5 10. 350. 6 .13768 *
(If INOPT= 2, thickness is input as . 13768. )
whe re:
CR1OPT is the name of the card.
No commas are necessary between data items, but there must be one intervening
blank.
5.3.3.7.3 Output
The following items (see Figure 5-34) are output for the analysis:
a. Number of sheets.
b. Section identification: discontinuity and type.
c. Section properties: height, radius, maximums.
d. Material of analysis.
e. Number of rings: number of rings giving the smallest sheet weight.
f. Total ring weight: the weight of all rings on this sheet.
g. Total weight: the weight of shell and rings.
h. Thickness: thickness of corrugation.
i. Pitch: length of one corrugation.
j. Depth: perpendicular depth of corrugation.
k. Weight of ring between sheets n and n + 1.
1. Total weight of section.
5.3.3.8 Single-Face Corrugation Subprogram
5.3.3.8.1 General
Given a section divided into equal length sheets, this subroutine will calculate the
strength/weight ratios as function of C1, C2, and C3 (predefined parameters, examples
of which are shown below} and store the ratios in descending order. Choosing the larg-
, will be assumed optimum for testingest S/W ratio, the corresponding C1, C2 and C3
purposes. If local buckling, panel buckling, or maximum corrugation height is violated,
the next largest value of S/W ratio is chosen and testing is repeated until no test is violated.
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The strength is then checked and new design parameters calculated. If strength governs,
a new corrugation thickness will be calculated and new design parameters are selected
to satisfy strength requirements bet'ore further testing. In either case, i.e., strength
governing or buckling governing, minimum gage is checked and, if satisfied, weight is
then calculated and output immediately with the corresponding geometry information. If
minimum gage is violated, it must be satisfied and ring spacing increased prior to cal-
culation of weight and output.
5.3.3.8.2 Input
The following are descriptions for necessary input parameters:
Maximum sheet length commercially available (inches).LINPUT
dc
max
de
min
_s
CR
Maximum allowable corrugation depth (inches).
Minimum allowable corrugation depth (inches).
Index which indicates location of the stringer:
= +1, stringer is on the outside.
= 0, indicates symmetry.
= -1, stringer is on the inside.
Index which indicates location of ring:
= +1, ring is on the outside.
= 0, indicates symmetry.
= -1, ring is on the inside.
The following options are available:
5-108
Option Control Cor re sponding
No entry
Overall corrugation depth (inches) (de)
Specify ring spacing (inches)
Specify ring depth (inches)(d r)
The input card format is:
CR2OPT LINPUT d d S R OPTION VALUE *Cmax emin
wherecolumns1 through6 are CR2OPTandcolumns7 through72are input values.
There must beat least onespacebetweenvalues, andthe last value must be followed
by anasterisk.
5.3.3.8.3 Output
Thefollowing is outputfor eachsheet:
a. Corrugationdepth, d {inches).c
b. Corrugationskin thickness, t s {inches).
c. Skinthickness, ts (inches).
d. Ringspacing(inches).
e. Ringdepth, dr (inches).
f. Ring flangewidth {inches).
g. Weight(lbs).
For the entire section:
Total weight (lbs).
A sample printout is shown in Figure 5-35.
5.3.3.9 Integral Stringer and Ring Stiffened Subprogram
5.3.3.9.1 Input
The following input is required at run time for the integral stringer and ring stiffened
construction subprogram. The input card may be placed anywhere in the input package
to be handled by the CASEIN input processing routine of the executive control program.
Note that the card conforms to the READH format.
/
whe re
INTOPT
INTOPT BWMAX BWMIN _LS CR SHEETL *
= The required name in columns 1 through 6 of the input card.
used to identify the card in input processing.
This is
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Data appears in columns 7 through 72 in READH format in the following sequence:
BWM2uX = Maximum allowable stringer depth (inches).
BWMIN = Minimum allowable stringer depth (inches).
_S = Eccentricity factor which indicates the location of the stringer
as follows:
_R =
SHEETL =
S = +1. =>
S = -1.=>
S = 0. =>
stringer is on the outside of the skin.
stringer is on the inside of the skin.
indicates stringer is symmetrically positioned.
Eccealtricity factor which indicates the location of the ring:
R = +1. => ring is on the outside of the skin.
R = -1. => ring is on the inside of the skin.
R = 0. => ring is synmetrically positioned.
Maximum sheet length commercially available for this construc-
tion type. Ring spacing will be optimized for sections of this
length. It sometimes proves advantageous to indicate sheet
length greater than any section length to allow the ring spacing
to be optimized for the whole structural unit, and then checking
to see that no ring spacing is greater than the sheet length.
This prevents a short sheet length from interfering with the
ring-spacing optimization for a whole structural unit.
5.3.3.9.2 Output (Figure 5-36)
When specified at 1nan-time, the following input is printed out for each sheet used in the
construction of a structural unit:
t = the skin thickness.
s
t w = the stringer thickness.
b s = stringer spacing.
bw = stringer depth (also equals ring flange width).
b R = ring spacing.
b = ring depth.
r
t w = ring thickness (web and flange).
W = weight of equal-length sheet.
W t, the total weight, can be printed out with the detailed output and/or entered into the
section-by-section (and/or the subtotals) matrix.
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5.3.3. i0 Semi-Monocoque Subprogram
5.3.3.10.1 General
Each section to be analyzed is broken into equal lengths not larger than the maximum
allowable sheet length, which is an input parameter. The maximum loading is chosen
for each of the equal-length sheets and each sheet is designed independently; combining
the sheets gives the section design. The program allows the specification of certain
dimensions, and also allows maximum and minimum values to be assigned to all length
dimensions and minimum values to be assigned to thickness dimensions. This option
can be used to assure a practical design.
If no panel dimensions are input, calculations begin by making an optimum design for
buckling for a sheet length. A check is made to see ifthis design is adequate for direct
stress considerations. Ifthe design is not sufficient, an iteration procedure determines
the necessary skin thickness and other dimensions which are sufficient for both strength
and buckling. The parameters are then checked to see ifthey are in the allowable input
range. Ifa parameter is not in the allowable range, itis set equal to the closer limit
value and the necessary adjustments are made to the calculation procedure. Following
the weight calculation, the next sheet is then considered.
If a panel dimension is specified by the input, the optimum buckling design is determined
based upon this restraint, and then the same procedure is followed as discussed above.
5.3.3.10.2 Descriptions of Necessary Input Parameters
The following are necessary input parameters:
L
up
Maximum frame spacing.
Llow Minimum frame spacing.
tflo w
Minimum frame thickness.
t
Slow
Minimum stringer thickness.
t
mlow
Minimum gage thickness for skin.
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b
up
Maximum stringer pitch.
blow Minimum stringer pitch.
b Maximum stringer height.
s
up
b Minimum stringer height.
Slow
SHEET Sheet length.
Descriptions of the option input parameters are:
INA = Indicator for frame options:
0: No frame options.
1: L - frame spacing is input.
2: tf - frame thickness is input.
3: bf - frame height is input.
The value of L, tf, or bf is input on the card directly behind INA.
next item input is INB.
INB = Indicator for skin and stringer options:
0: No skfn and stringer options.
1: t - skin thickness is input.
2: t - stringer thickness is input.
s
3: b - stringer pitch is input.
4: b - stringer height is input.
S
The value of t, t s, b, or bs is input on the card directly behind INB.
end of card signal is entered after INB.
If INA = 0, the
If INB = 0,
5.3.3.10.3 Input Format
Input cards are as follows:
The second card starts in Column 7.
/
second card /b SHEET INA( Slow
VALUE OF
OPTION
IF ANY
INB
VALUE OF
OPTION
IF ANY
first card / SEMOPT Lup Llo w tflow
t
Slow
t
mlow
b
up blow
b
s
up
5-114
where
SEMOPT is the name of the cards and is always the first item.
No commas are necessary between data items, but there must be one interven-
ing blank.
The entries are ended by an * following the last item.
A sample input is:
INA -- 0
INB -- 1, thickness (t) input, t -- 0.1378
Column 7
.036 120. 0 1 .1378 *
SEMOPT 8.22 1.87 .038 .001 0.0 6.97 2.33 2.33
5.3.3.10.4 Output (Figure 5-37)
The following items are output for the analysis:
a. Number of sheets.
b. Section identification, discontinuity and type.
c. Section properties, height, radius, maximums.
d. Material of analysis.
e. Skin thickness.
f. Weight of sheet.
g. Frame properties, spacing, flange length, height, thickness.
h. Stringer properties, pitch, flange length, height, thickness.
i. Total weight of section.
Also output throughout the program are any error conditions such as parameters out of
bounds, calculations diverging, and possibly a no solution condition. Any restraint con-
ditions are also output such as minimum thickness being larger than required for buckling
and strength.
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APPENDIX A
MATERL%L PROPERTIES
A. 1 GENERAL
The following room temperature properties of each material are required: Ec, p, /_,
ayield' ault' _° and _.e5 " The first five properties are self-explanatory, however
_o and _.85 need further explanation. These properties are required to describe the
elastic-plastic portion of the stress-strain curve, namely E ^ and E^^. In order to
t_ ._
describe the stress-strain curve in mathematical terms, the Ramberg-Osgood- equa-
tion is used as follows
/_
% % ¥ \%/
where
n = 1
log is to the base 10.
The above is graphically depicted in Figure A-1.
Re-arranging terms, the following relationships can be obtained
E
see G
EC a +7_
] i .I= _W = n-31 +_n
A-1
_/EtEse c
E
C
=
a
n-1 3
(;
O
a
.85 /
/
o
Figure A-1. Material Stress-Strain Curve
E
v
The material properties include the following at various temperature levels: E c,
_yield' ault' a_' and _o.s_ "
A.2 MATERIAL PROPERTIES TABLES
The following tables show material properties versus temperature for various materials.
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Table A- I
Material Properties versus Temperature for 2014-T6 Aluminum Clad 3, 4
Percent
G
Y
at Room
Temp
Temp
(°F)
Room 100
0 101.5
- 50 103
-100 107
-150 109
-200 II0
-250 113 5
-300 116
*The properties from -50 ° to -300°F have
for yield.
Percent
_utt
at Room Y _ult
Temp (xl0Zpsi) (xl03psi)
100 58
102.5 57
105 58
109 60
111 61
112.5 62
123.5 63.
128 65
GO _
(xl0Spsl
64 63
65.5 64.5
87 68
70 68.6
71 70
72 71
79 77.9
82 80.7
iPercent
E
_0.8_ * C E
at Room c p
(xlO_pel] Temp (xlOepel) (lha/f_) #
58 I00 10.7 174 0.30
59 I01 10.8 174 0.30
60 102 10.9 174 0.30
62 103 11.0 174 0.30
63.3 103.5 11.1 174 0.30
64 104 11.15 174 0.30
65.5 105 11.25 174 0.30
67.2 106 11.35 174 0.30
been obtained by using the same percent increase as
Table A-2
Material Properties versus Temperature for 7075-T6 Aluminum 3, 4
Te mp
(°F)
Room
0
- 50
-100
-150
-200
-250
-300
Percent Percent
_y _ult a
at Room at Room Y
Temp Temp (xl0npsi)
100 100 64
107 103.5 68.5
114 107 73
117 110 75
120 113 77
125 116 80
127 117 81
130 121 83
ault
(xl0_psi)
77 70
79.5 73.75
62 77.5
85 79.5
87 81.5
89 84.5
90 85.5
93 88
Percent
.G ** _ * Ec E
o n.e_ at Room c p
(xl0Zpsi)(xl/fpsi) Temp (xl0epsi) lbs/ft _)
63 100 10.5 174.5 0.30
67.5 100.75 10.575 174.5 0.30
72 101.5 10.65 174.5 0.30
73.5 102 10.7 174.5 0.30
75.5 102.5 10.75 174.5 0.30
76.5 103 10.85 174.5 0.30
80 104 10.9 174.5 0.30
82 106 11 174.5 0.30
* These properties from -50 ° to -300°F have been obtained by using the same percent increase as
for the yield since the room temperature properties are almost identical.
**These properties from -50°F to -300°F have been obtained by using the average percent increase
between that used for yield and ultimate.
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Table A-3
Material Properties versus Temperature for 2024-T4 Aluminum 3' 5
Percent Percent
_y _ult a aul t
Temp at Room atRoom Y
(°F) Temp Temp (xl0apsi) (xl0apsi)
Room 100 100 42
0 100.5 100 42.25
- 50 101 100 42.5
-100 101 100 42.5
-150 102 101.5 43
-200 107 106 45
-250 113 108 47.5
-300 124 111 52
O" *
(xl0apsi)
63 46
63 46.25
63 46.5
63 46.5
64 47
67 49
68 52
70 57
*These properties from -50 ° to -300°F have been
Percent
a * Ec E
O ._ e
at Room
(x103psi) Temp (x106psi)
43 100 10.7
43.25 102 10.9
43.5 104 11.1
43.5 106 11.3
44 107 11.45
46 108 11.60
48.5 110 11.8
53.2 112 12.0
for yield since the room temperature properties
P
(lbs/ft a )
172.8 0.3
172.8 0.3
172.8 0.3
172.8 0.3
172.8 0.3
172.8 0.3
172.8 0.3
172.8 0.3
obtained by using the same percent increases as
are approximately equal.
Temp
(°F)
Room
0
- 50
-100
-150
-200
-250
-300
Table A-4
Material Properties versus Temperature for 2219-T87 Aluminum 5'
6
Percent Percent
ay aul t
at Room at Room
Temp Temp
100 100
102 102
104 104
105 106
107 107
110 110
113 114
117 120
ay au It
xl0_psi) (xl 0_psi)
50
51
52
52.5
53.5
55
56.5
58.5
(xl0_psi)
62 52
63.25 52.25
64.5 52.5
65.6 53
66.3 55
68.1 57
70.6 59
74.4 62
Percent
E
a e E
"_ at Room c p
(xlO_psi) Temp (xlO'_psi) (Ibs/ft"_) p
50 100 10.4 172._ 0.30
51 100.5 10.45 172.8 0.30
52 101 10 5 172.8 0.30
52.5 102 10.6 172.8 0.30
53.5 103 10.7 172.8 0.30
55 104 10.8 172.8 0.30
56.5 106 11.0 172.8 0.30
58.5 107 11.1 172.8 0.30
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Table A°5
Material Properties versus Temperature for 6A1-4V Titanium 3
Temp
(°F)
Room
0
- 50
-I00
-150
-200
-250
-300
Percent
(y
Y
at Room
Te mp
I00
106
112
117
123
128
135
144
Percent
_ult
at Room
Temp
100
106
112
118
123
128
135
144
_y
Y
(xl03psi)
126
133.5
141
148
155
162
170
182
*The same percent increases that were
stresses at 70 percent and 85 percent.
_ult _ *
(xl03psi) (xl03psi)
130 128
137.5 135.5
145 143.5
154 151
160 157.5
166 164
175 173
187 184.5
Percent
* Ec E
c.85 at Room c p
i(xl0Zpsi) Temp (xl0Spsl) (lbs/fl s)
124 100 16 276
128 101 16.15 276
132.5 102 16.3 276
146 103 16.5 276
152.5 103.5 16.6 276
158.5 104 16.65 276
167.5 105 16.8 276
178.5 107.5 17.2 276
used for yield and ultimate
#
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
were used for the secant yield
Table A-6
Material Properties versus Temperature for AISI 4340 Alloy Steel 3' 4
Percent
Y
Temp at Room
( ° F) Te mp
Room 100
0 100.5
- 50 101
-I00 103
-150 107
-200 109.5
-250 115
-300 120
Percent
_ult
at Room
Temp
100
101
102
104
106
109.5
111.5
115
_y OuR
{xl03psi) (xll_psi)
242 260
243.5 262.5
245 265
250 270
260 275
265 285
260 290
290 300
!Percent
* a ** Ec
!atRoom
(xlO_psil[xlOSpsi) Temp
255 225 100
257.5 222.5 101.7
260 227 103.5
266 234 103.5
270 238 103.5
279 246 103.5
284 251 105
293 259 105
E
C
(xl06psi)
29
29.5
30
30
30
30
30.5
30.5
P
(Ibs/R 3 )
483 0.3
483 0.3
483 0.3
483 0.3
483 0.3
483 0.3
483 0.3
483 0.3
* The same percent increases that are used for ultimate are used for the secant yield of 70 percent E.
**The same percent increases that are used for yield are used for the secant yield at 85 percent E.
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Table A-7
Material Properties versus Temperature for HK 31A-H24 Magnesium 3' 7
Temp
(°F)
Room
0
- 50
-100
-150
-200
-250
-300
Percent Percent
Cry (7ult
at Room at Room
Temp Temp
100 100
101.5 104
103 108
106 117
109 124
112 131
114 136.5
116 142
(7
Y
(xl03psi)
25
25.4
25.8
26.5
27.2
28
28.5
29
(7 u * (7 *It (7o o,8_
l(xlOapsi) (xlOapsi) (xlOapsi)
35 25 23.5
36.5 25.8 23.85
38 25.8 24.2
41 26.5 24.9
43.7 27.2 25.6
46 28 26.3
47.7 28.5 26.8
50 29 27.2
*These properties from -50 ° to -300°F have been
the yield since the room temperature properties
Percent
E
c
at Room
Temp
100
100
100
101.5
103
104.5
106
10_
E
c
(xl0_psi)
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
7.0
P
(lbs/_ _ ) P
112 0.30
112 0.30
112 0.30
112 0.30
112 0.30
112 0.30
112 0.30
112 0.30
obtained by using the same percent increase as for
are approximately equal.
Table A°8
Material Properties versus Temperature for PH15-7Mo, RH 950 Condition 3' 8
Temp
( ° F)
Room
0
- 50
-100
-150
-200
-250
-300
Percent Percent
_y _ult
at Room at Room :
Temp Temp
100 100
101.25 101.75
102.5 103.5
106 107.5
110 110
114 113
114 113
114 113
Uy (_ult
xl0_psi)(xl0_psi)
210 225
212.5 229
215.5 233.5
222 242
231 248.5
240 255
240 255
240 255
N
(xlO_psi)
215
219
223
232
237
244
244
244
Assume same increases as AISI 4340, Table A-6.
200
202
205
212
220
228
228
228
** The same
***The same
cent E.
percent increases that are used for yield are used for
percent increases that are used for ultimate are used
Percent
E*
e
at Room
Temp
100
101.75
103.5
103.5
103.5
103.5
103.5
103.5
E
c p
(xl0'_psi) lbs/ft _1 /_
30 478 0.30
30.5 47b 0.30
31 47_ 0.30
31 47_ 0.30
31 47_ 0.30
31 478 0.30
31 478 0.30
31 478 0.30
the secant yield at 85 percent E.
for the secant yield at 70 per-
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Table A-9
Material Properties versus Temperature for Y5804, QMV-5 Beryllium*
Temp
(OF)
Room
- 50
-100
-150
-200
-250
-300
Percent
_Y
y
at Room
Temp
10o
Percent
autt
at Room
Temp
100
a
y
(xlO3psi)
64.5
Percent
E
Crult (to % .85 C E
at Room c P
(xlO3psi) _xlO3iml)(xlOapai) Temp (xlOelm! (llm/ft _)
75 54 43.5 100 42 115
*Use room temperatures properties of beryllium from -50°to -300°F since applicable data is not
available at this time.
A.3 NOMENC LATURE
E
C
E
sec
Etan
_w
77i
O
_yield
eult
ff
O"
#
Compressive modulus of elasticity (psi).
Compressive secant modulus (psi).
Compressive tangent modulus (psi).
Tangent - secant modulus reduction factor.
Tangent modulus reduction factor.
Secant modulus reduction factor.
Density of material (Ibs/ft3).
Yield stress (psi).
Ultimate stress (psi).
Secant yield stress at 0.70 E (psi).
Secant yield stress at 0.85 E (psi).
Poisson's ratio.
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APPENDIX B
GASP
B. 1 INTRODUCTION
This appendix is presented in three parts. Part 1 presents the equations which are used
in the Wind Stress Launch Program - 27B, Part 2 is a general description of the philo-
sophy of GASP, and Part 3 is devoted to the operation of the program.
B. 2 PART 1 - WIND STRESS LAUNCH SIMULATION PROGRAM
B. 2.1 GENERAL
The Wind Stress Launch Simulation Program is a two-dimensional (X-Z plane), three-
degree-of-freedom earth launch trajectory generator which is a subset of the GASP
programs.
The 1959 ARDC atmospheric model, which is used in this program, determines for a
specific altitude the local speed of sound, temperature, atmospheric pressure, and
density of the air from stored tabular data. The mach number, which is determined
by dividing the wind velocity by the local speed of sound, is used as an independent
variable in an input table to find the axial and normal drag forces.
In addition to the relative winds (the wind force caused by vehicle movement through a
still atmosphere), the program is capable of imposing local winds by means of tabular
input• This wind, at any time, is considered to be a vector quantity acting at the cen-
ter of pressure•
In order to mathematically describe the pitching movements of the vehicle, the follow-
ing tabular information is used by the program:
a• Center of gravity versus weight.
b• Center of pressure versus mach number.
c. Polar moment of inertia versus weight.
B-1
From the momentof inertia, the angularacceleration can be determined and this is
integrated to find angular velocity which, in turn, is integrated to find angular distance
(pitch). The vehicle position and velocity are determined by the integration of the
equations of motion given below.
The control system aligns the thrust vector of the gimbaled engines so that there is
minimum drift from the commanded trajectory. The commanded pitch profile is inte-
grated from the rate profile which is a required input. The control equation is of the form
= ao_ + alq5 + boa
where
¢
= engine gimbal angle.
= pitch error.
= pitch rate error.
= angle of attack.
ao,al,b ° are gains of the control system which vary with flight time. These are
required inputs which must be determined to satisfy a predetermined control
scheme such as minimum drift.
B. 2.2 EQUATIONS
The following equations are used in the Wind Stress Launch Simulation Program.
to Figure B:I for relation of various quantities.
Refer
B.2.2.1 Equations of Motion
(F +ax Fx)
m + gx
(Faz + Fz)
m + gz
Ttot
-- b
p a I
P
B-2
ok
0 o
/
/
/ _
X
GO
i
o
0
u
!
B-3
where
F and F
ax az
F and F
x Z
gx and gz
Ttot
I
P
m
are the components of axialdrag referred to inertial coordinates.
are the components of the thrust referred to inertial coordinates.
are the components of the acceleration of gravity referred to iner-
tial coordinates.
is the total moment about the pitch axis.
is the polar moment of inertia about the pitch axis.
is the mass of the vehicle.
B. 2.2.2 Force Model
B. 2.2.2.1 Gravity
1
(x2r = + Z a) = radius from origin to vehicle.
h = r- r e altitude.
-1 Z
= tan X latitude (range angle).
where-= -< _, -< n
-GmX
gx s
r
-GmZ
gz s
F
where G is the universal gravitational constant.
B. 2.2.2.2 Drag Model
The terms p, P, and c are computed as functions of altitude using the 1959 ARDC
model atmosphere, where p, P, and c are density, pressure, and the speed of sound,
respectively.
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Given localwinds as functionof altitude
Vlw = magnitude.
#lw = angle of wind with respect to localhorizon.
then
zW = sin cos qb1x lw ¢lw - r
" w)Wz lw cos _blw + --r sin _bI
The components of relative velocity are
= _:-w
a x
--- _,- w
a z
The magnitude of the relative velocity is
!
IVal = a2 ÷
The dynamic pressure is
1 12Q = _p IVa
The angle of attack is
E¢
where-_ -< a <-- _ and the mach number is
IVa]
-- mach number
C
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Drag coefficients CaCz_ are obtained from tables as a function of roach number, then
the axial drag is
_d = (-CaSQ) _
and the lift is
,%
F1 = (Cz_ SQ°_) _?
and the inertial components of axial drag are
_xCOS _ -
= Fd " _x + F1Fax sin o_
a)IVal
and
(_ z cos
F = Fd _z + FIaz
ia
o- ,v-:,)
sin (_
Let
distance from gimbal to center of gravity.
distance from gimbal to center of pressure.
Both of these are obtained from table lookup.
W T = Wto - W t
the mass is
W T
m -
g
and, by table lookup
cg = f(W T)
cp = f(m)
The weight is
B-6
Torque due to liftis
TI_ = (-F I) v x (cp -
and the magnitude is
[TI[ = I-FI(eP - cg)1
eg)
B. 2.2.2.3 Thrust Model
The thrust per engine is
F. = F - pAel SOl
Ifwe have m movable engines and f fixed engines, the axial thrust is
Ft_ _ = (fFi + m cosflFi)
and the normal thrust is
Ftv_ = (m sinflFi) T7
then the inertial components of thrust are
-4.
F = Cx + " 1Ixx Ftg Ft_
and
= F _z + " qzFz t_ Ft_?
Torque due to thrust is
Tt_ = FtT}q x (-cg)
or the magnitude of the thrust torque is
ITtl = -Ftncg
The total moment is
[Ttotl = (T t + Z 1) _'
I Ttotl = Ft¢/(-cg) + (-FI) (cp -
= -Ftcg- Fl(C p - cg)
cg)
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Thepitchaxis momentof inertia is obtainedby table lookup
Ip = f(Wt)
B.2.2.3 Guidance
a. Attitude error is
= 0 - 0
a r
b. Pitch rate error is
a r
c. Gimbal angle is
# = ao_b + aJ) + (-bo)
B.3 PART 2 - PHILOSOPHY OF GASP
B. 3.1 STRUCTURE
A GASP simulation consists of a collection of programs, modules, and subroutines
which are available as standard units, together with such special-purpose operations
as may be required to achieve the desired simulation. Three levels of program struc-
ture may be defined: the job, the phase, and the module or subphase.
A job is the program or programs that are all executed during a given continuous period
of machine operation. A job ordinarily consists of several separate and related pro-
grams (a CHAIN job), or a single program. The term program is used to designate one
machine load of instructions and data. Thus, a "job" is a tenuous entity, and the com-
position of a job is more a matter of convenience than of the actual computations being
performed.
The basic component of a job is a phase. A phase occupies the status of a usual pro-
gram in that it is executed as an entity by the FORTRAN monitor system. The phase
is constrained to operate with the same collection of instructions as were loaded at
execution time. This restriction prevents a phase from redefining the computations
performed during execution. Thus, in the case of a simulation, the force model is de-
fined once for the phase and cannot be replaced or augmented during execution. It is
clear that the phase is the basic operational unit of GASP. Since the GASP system
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routines do not actively monitor the executionof a phase, there is no limitation con-
cerningwheninput or outputis processed, whetherthere are special operations per-
formed, or whethermore phasesfollow. Anypresently existing program canbe exe-
cutedas a phaseunder the GASPsystem,"buteffective communicationwith otherphases
is restricted by compatibility considerations.
A phasemaybe further subdividedinto modulesin order to take full advantageof pre-
programed routines. A moduleis definedasa setof subroutinesthat perform some
function independentof anyother computations. For example, a guidancemodulemay
generatecontrol commandsbasedonquite complexcomputations. Theguidancemod-
ule wouldconsist of all the computationsnecessaryfor determiningthe control com-
mandstogetherwith any required logic functions. Eachmoduleis so constructedthat
it can be incorporated into a phase in place of another module of the same type (e. g.,
one guidance module for another) without changing the rest of the phase. In some cases,
one subroutine can function as a module; however, several subroutines are usually
required.
The ultimate decision as to the extent of modularization is determined by both the prob-
lem requirements and the stock of available modules. It is usually best to make maxi-
mum use of preprogramed modules in order to utilize all the power of the GASP system.
However, for smaller jobs, the use of modules could reduce efficiency by incorporating
unneeded complexity.
Finally, each module may select special-purpose subroutines from those contained in
the GASP subroutine library. Various potential models, coordinate transformations,
interpolation routines, and so on, are available in final form. Most of the library sub-
routines expect the standard GASP COMMON block, and calling sequences are generally
not employed.
B. 3.2 PROGRAM CONTROL AND SEQUENCING
Control of programs executed under the GASP system is based on the FORTRAN CHAIN
concept. Each phase to be executed as part of a job is stored on tape as a machine load.
The sequence of programs to be executed is obtained from cards.
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All preliminary operationsare handledby a small program called GASPGO.This pro-
gram is the first program to be executedin a GASPjob. Datatapesare assignedand
the phaseexecutionlist is constructed. Uponcompletionof theseoperations, the next
chain link (phase) is loaded into core and control is transferred to it for execution.
When a given link has been completed, control is passed to subroutine GASPXT which
calls the next link into core for execution. GASPXT may also cause a job to be termi-
nated if some error is discovered at any stage of execution.
B. 3.3 INPUT/OUTPUT
The basic consideration in the design of input/output procedures was to keep communi-
cation as flexible and as straightforward as possible. To this end, a standard binary
tape-writing routine was developed. The routine automatically determines the start
and extent of the upper memory data block, and writes the entire block on tape at every
output time. This operation requires less time than writing a smaller amount of data
which may be scattered throughout the core. The resultant binary tape may be scanned
as often as required, and all of the data is available at each time point. For smaller
programs, it is probably simpler to write output directly as it is generated, and this
option is provided.
Input data may be processed either by standard header-card-reading routines, or the
user may employ his own processing routines. Every effort has been made to limit
the number of header cards to a manageable number. In cases where commonly used
quantities are required, such as the radius of the earth or gravitational parameter
standard values (for earth), these are automatically used and the user has the option
of overriding them. As each header card is read, its contents are printed out, giving
the user a permanent record of his problem statement. Since the binary output data
may be processed as a separate job, it is possible to check the header-card printouts
before processing the output tape and the data processing procedure may be skipped if
an error is discovered in the input.
B. 3.4 COMPATIBILITY
The structure of the GASP system reduces the amount of extra programing required to
modify present programs for use within GASP. In particular, a series of error
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programs/analysis programs is easily incorporated into a GASP simulation. The only
requirement is a binary output routine to take data from a GASP simulation and write
it on tape in the proper format. This results in an extremely powerful analysis tool.
Other programs may be converted to operate under GASP by making minor revisions
to the program structure. However, more extensive revisions would be requireclbefore
these programs could communicate with other programs in the system.
B. 3.5 COMPUTATIONAL MODULES
B. 3.5.1 Introduction
The basic philosophy of computational modules has not been fully realized. The equa-
tions of motion are integrated in a planetocentric inertial set rather than a noninertial
vehicle set. Also, the complete set of dynamic modules has not as yet been programed.
The present simulation capability is summarized in paragraph B. 4. The following sec-
tion will consider the present conventions that have been evolved for GASP I.
B. 3.5.2 Reference Coordinates and Transformations
The primary coordinate set is a quasi-inertial cartesian set with the origin at the cen-
ter of the reference planet. If the reference planet is the earth, the following orienta-
tion is defined: The positive Z axis is collinear with the axis of rotation in the direction
of the north pole. The X, Y plane lies in the plane of the equator, and the X axis points
in the direction of the prime meridian at time t = 0. If the earth is assumed to rotate,
a second earth-centered cartesian set is defined, coincident with the inertial set at
time t = 0 and rotating with the earth.
For input and output purposes, a pseudo-spherical coordinate set is defined using alti-
tude, latitude, and longitude to measure position, and a similar set (speed, path angle,
path azimuth) to measure velocity. This set may be defined as follows: Altitude is
measured along a line through the vehicle normal to the earthts surface. The anglethat
this line makes with the equatorial plane is the latitude, and the angular displacement
of the equatorial projection from the inertial X axis is the longitude. Longitude is
measured positive east. The orientation of the velocity vector is measured with respect
to a local horizontal plane. The angle between the velocity vector and the local horizontal
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is defined as the path angle and is measured positive upward. The angle between the
projection of the velocity on the local horizontal and the plane containing the position
vector and the inertial Z axis defines the path azimuth, measured positive east from north.
All transformations are in double precision except those which may be incorporated
into guidance modules for the purpose of generating control data.
B. 3.5.3 Dynamic Modules
The present dynamic modules can handle simulations up to and including quasi-6 degrees
of freedom. Modules have been programed which incorporate the torque equations of two-
dimensional flight. The following equations are integrated:
a. Position
dx _ V
dt x
d-x = V
dt y
dz
- V
dt z
b. Velocity
dV F + F
x _ ax tx
+
dt m Sx
dV F +
_ ay Ftv +
dt m gy
+
dV z Faz Ftz
- + gzdt m
e. Roll axis
d_x _
- OA
dt _xWp _x y
,%
d-_t = w - _w
_?y p Y Y
d_z _
dt _?zWp- _zWy
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dQ
e,
Yaw axis
d_ X _
dt _xWr- _xWp
d_y _ -_
dt = _y r y p
dTiz _
dt _zWr - _zWp
The remaining axis (pitch) may be computed in one of two .ways:
1. Since the vehicle axes are orthogonal
2. Alternatively, the pitch axis may be integrated using
d_x _
dt _xC°y - TIx°Jr
dt _yWy - T/yWr
d_ z
dt - _z_y - TlzWr
The values in the differential equations for velocity are as follows:
a. (Fax , Fay ' Faz) are the inertial components of aerodynamic drag.
b. (Ftx, Fty , Ftz) are the inertial components of thrust.
c. (_Cr, Wp, _Cy) are the angular velocity components about the roll, pitch,
and yaw axes.
d. (gx' gy' gz ) are the inertial components of gravity.
e. m is the mass of the vehicle.
B.3.5.4 Environment Modules
Modules are currently available which will compute gravitational acceleration compo-
nents on a vehicle with respect to either a spherical or ellipsoidal earth. The ellip-
soidal earth model allows the effects of three harmonies (J, D, and H terms) to be
simulated. Since the actual physical constants can be controlled by the user, gravita-
tional acceleration in the vicinity of other planets may be simulated.
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bAerodynamic drag is simulated by considering the orientation of the vehicle with respect
to a relative-wind-oriented coordinate set. Density is computed as a function of alti-
tude using the 1959 ARDC model atmosphere. Both spherical and ellipsoidal earth
models are available. Either a constant drag coefficient or variable drag coefficients
in tabular form are acceptable input.
Several thrust modules have been programed. One routine, suitable for a mass point
only, computes the inertial components of thrust using the equation for thrust force
utilized in Program 2368 (two-dimensional satellite insertion program). This rela-
P
IT] = PcAt(Cfvac- E-_)
tion is
in which
P
C
A t
Cfvac
E
P
a
T
is the chamber pressure.
is the throat area.
is the vacuum thrust coefficient.
is the nozzle expansion ratio.
is the local atmospheric pressure,
is the thrust magnitude.
The thrust angles must be computed by a guidance routine.
The second thrust module computes the thrust, center of gravity, and center of pres-
sure of a rigid body. The center-of-mass and center-of-pressure computations may
be skipped for a point mass.
The center-of-gravity and center-of-pressure computations require tabular data relat-
ing the center of mass to the remaining mass, and giving the center of pressure as a
function of the machine number.
B. 3.5.5 Guidance and Support Systems
Three guidance modules have been developed to check various configurations.
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No capability has presently been incorporated into the GASP system for radar trackers
or other support systems. These may be incorporated into the system in either of two
ways. The first method is simply to add the required transformation package to the
module execution list within a phase. Th_ alternative method requires a separate phase
which would accept the standard GASP binary output tape, would perform required
transformations, and would write the results on another tape for further processing•
This second tape could then become input for an error analysis procedure, after the
manner of the PAT system.
The same alternatives are available as applied to the generation of partial derivatives.
For complex programs, the two-phase concept is probably the most economical alter-
native since the user has the option of terminating a run at any time in the event of er-
ror, thus saving excess computation. This subject is discussed at greater length in
the following section.
B.4 PART 3 - PROGRAM OPERATIONS
B.4.1 EXECUTION LISTS
The unifying element of each phase of a GASP simulation is the control module execu-
tion list. Since each module is an independent entity, the only requirement for an exe-
cution list is that it directs control through each module in the proper sequence. The
execution list is a closed loop routine on the order of a rotary stepping switch as shown
in Figure B-2.
As each of the various modules is called, the appropriate operations are performed and
control returns to the execution list. Each cycle through the execution list results in
one integration step. The normal exit from the list is through the integration control
module. However, any module can halt the integration by calling subroutine TERMN.
Each module has a distinctive error code so that a certain amount of corrective action
is possible. Ordinarily, every call to TERMN causes the job to be terminated.
The standard integration module is a fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine which requires
four evaluations of each differential equation for every integration step. In order to
accommodate various sets of differential equations, a smaller version of the execution
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list is employed. At each time to evaluate the system of equations being integrated,
control is cycled through the derivative sequence and all derivatives are computed.
Since the derivative execution list is executed four times for each cycle of the control
module list, accuracy of the integration can be increased by executing the guidance and
force modules as a part of the derivative execution list instead of as a part of the con-
trol module execution list. It is clear that the increase in accuracy is coupled with an
increase in running time and it is worthwhile to determine whether this is required. If
a variable step-size integrator is employed, the guidance and force models could prob-
ably be safely left in the control module execution list.
B. 4.2 ERROR CONTROLS
There are three basic sources of errors in any computer program: communication,
analysis, and computation. Communication errors are those resulting from mistakes
in input format, mispunched cards, and incomplete data. The input data processing
routines perform a number of consistency checks which are designed to uncover as
many of these errors as possible. As each card is read, it is printed out so that a
permanent record of all input data is preserved. If an error is discovered, the job is
terminated immediately.
Analytical errors may result from conceptual errors or a lack of background concern-
ing the particular case being considered. Examples of these errors are excessive
altitude, negative altitude, excessive flight time, excessive burning time, and so on.
Several error checks are built into the module, such as testing for negative altitude.
Other error conditions, peculiar to the given simulation, may be checked by specifying
cutoff conditions at execution time. Any variable in upper memory may be so monitored.
Computational errors include those due to truncation integration, rounding errors, and
errors in interpolation procedures. All position, velocity, and orientation variables
are dimensioned in double precision so that entire modules can be upgraded in precision
should the need arise. In addition, all matrix operations, such as coordinate transfor-
mations and the final summation in the Runge-Kutta integration, are always performed
in double precision.
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B.4.3 MULTIPLE-PHASEJOBS
Thereare manysituations that canbe convenientlybroken into separatepiecesand
executed. Oneexample, mentionedabove, is to convert andprocessoutputfrom a
series of computationsas a separateoperation. This procedureis mostadvantageous
whenmuchdata is generatedandit is desired to examinevarious parts of the data.
For example,a translunar trajectory stored onbinary tapecouldbescannedat wide
intervals to obtainanestimateof thegeneral character of the trajectory. Successive
scanscouldprocess partial derivative dataor other variables of interest. The taped
datawouldalwaysbeavailable andcouldbe reprocessedas oftenas needed.
Anotherapplicationof the multi-phaseconceptoccurs whenit is desired to pass infor-
mationfrom oneprogram to another. Thepresent PAT system is anexampleof the
flexibility that canbeobtainedby passingdata from program to program automatically.
A tapedlaunchsequencecouldbe processedthroughmanyseparateprograms as sug-
gestedby Figure B-3. Theimportant point to keepin mind, however, is thefact that
this procedureis optional.
Theflow chart shownin Figure B-4 representsthe flow of information in the Wind
Stress LaunchSimulationProgram under the GASPsystem.
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To Output
and Back
CKOUT
ST7
I
E _ _q'b'T U |*
TABLES ?
GLINT
ICCII(;
I
TRJGEN _ "J
I_°_ _o_ _,__/j_,,,_i
GUIDE _ DERIV W HI'I'F"
STATE I
GRAU DYNAMO AI:HF
ALT ] [ ARDC59
TABLES
?
poW E H
Figure B-4. Wind Stress Launch Simulation Program in the GASP System
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APPENDIXC
LASS-I
C.1 INTRODUCTION
The detail equations for the LASS-1 program are presented in the following pages. The
flow diagram (Figure C-I) of the analysis is included, as is the configuration detail
drawing (Figure C-2), to aid the reader in understanding the analysis. The nomen-
clature used is sometimes peculiar to this appendix, therefore reference should be
made to paragraph C. 6, Nomenclature.
C.2 LATERAL - INFLIGHT
C. 2.1 PREPARE I
a. Select and store lateral weight distribution, w..
b. Select and store linear normal force coefficient, C
z
o_.
1
c. Select and store nonlinear normal force coefficient C
Zcf.
I
d. Calculate and store angle-of-attack distribution, _..l
e. Select and store thrust, T.
f. Calculate and store sin_.
g. Calculate and store dynamic pressure distribution, qi"
C. 2.2 MASS I
a. Calculate total weight
W = Z W-1
i
C-1
Growth Changes
Stored Saturn V/
Apollo Data
es
i PREPARE I i
l
I _ss, I
i
[
l
i
Input Data
Temporary
Changes to
Stored Data
No
!
IPREPARE,,I
!
i
No
P/L
Yea
PREPARE ,,I ]
!
[
[ _° I
I
i p_.s,.o i
I
!
I
I MAssH I
I
I _o_cElH!
Stop
Figure C-I. LASS-I Flow Diagram
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r
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Station X.
1
Station Hb
4! Stati°n4H°
Station X i = 0
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/
T
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Station CG
T
Station C o
i)
T
_ g
I
I\,
I
Ta I
B
T
N
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1
Figure C-2. Configuration Detail
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b. Calculate station center of gravity (CG)
W.X.1 1
i
CG - W
c. Calculate pitch moment of inertia
Ip - _ (CG - xi) w i
i
C.2.3 AERO
a. Calculate linear aero force distribution
fi = SCz c_iqi
0_.
1
b. Calculate total linear aero force
el
= _, fi
i
Calculate location of linear center of pressure (C P)
f.x.1 1
i
Cp I -
d. Calculate nonlinear aero force distribution
d i = SC sin 3Zcf ' c_iqi
1
e. Calculate total nonlinear zero force
A = _, d i
i
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f. CalculateCPof nonlinear aero force
Z d.x.1 1
i
C Pd = A
g. Calculate total normal aero force
h°
N = A + T/
Calculate over-all CP
C Pd A + C Plr/
CP =
N
i. Calculate aero moment about CG
Ma : N(CP- CG)
C.2.4 CONTROL
a. Calculate engine control force
T = 0.8T sinfl
g
b. Calculate control moment about CG
M c = (CO - CG) T g
C.2.5 ACCELI
a. Calculate lateral acceleration
(N + Tg)g
W
b. Calculate angular acceleration
C.
M + M
c a
=
I
P
Calculate lateral acceleration distribution
a.i = • + fi(xi - CG)
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C.2.6 FORCEI
a. Calculateresultant force distribution
_ 1
ri g (aiwi)
b. Calculatetotal equivalentforce distribution
Fi = ri + fi + di + (Tg)i=C o
C. 2.7 SHEAR
Calculate shear distribution
i
V i Fj
J
C. 2.8 MOMENT
Calculate bending moment distribution
i
M.,=
J
C. 2.9 SLOPE
Calculate relative slope
i
M.
_, ----.LAx.e i = j
J (EI)j
C.2.10 DEFLECT I
Calculate relative deflection
i
= _, O.Ax.Yi j j
J
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C.3 AXIAL - INFLIGHT
C. 3.1 PRE PARE II
a. Select and store axial weight distribution, A.
l
b. Select and store drag coefficient distribution, Cd..
1
c. Select and store engine thrust, T.
d. Calculate and store dynamic pressure distribution, qi"
e. Calculate total vehicle weight
W = _A. 1
i
C. 3.2 THRUST
Calculate axial thrust
T = (0.8 cos3
a
+ 0.2)T
C.3.3 DRAG
a. Calculate drag force distribution
Pi = SCd.qi
1
b. Calculate total drag force
C.3.4 ACCEL II
Calculate axial acceleration
(T a - D)g
=
W
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C. 3.5 FORCE II
Calculate axial force distribution
i
J
+
t_,Ta, i = C
0
C.4 LATERAL- PRELAUNCH
C. 4.1 PRE PARE III
Select and store lateral weight distribution, w.1
C. 4.2 PRESS
Calculate dynamic pressure distribution
1
qi - 2 PVi
C. 4.3 WINDS
a. Calculate aero wind force distribution
d i = Cz qi S
CO.
1
b. Calculate shear distribution
C°
i
V. = _) d.
l /, j
j=l
Calculate moment distribution due to winds
i
M = ') V.Ax.
w i /, j j -i
j=l
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C.4.4 VORTEX
Calculate vortex shedding moment distribution
0"25(Mwi=Hb ) (xi3 3HbXi2 + 6HblX i
Mvi (I - Hbl3
+ 213)
C. 4.5 PRE MO
Calculate preliminary moment distribution due to winds and vortex shedding
M = M + M
S. W. V.
C. 4.6 PRESLO
Calculate preliminary slope distribution
i M
sjO. = _Ax.1 El. j
j=l J
C.4.7 PREDEF
Calculate prelimina,'y deflection
i
Yi = _ O.Ax.J J
j=l
C.4.8 ECCENT
a. Calculate weight eccentricity moment at H b
V_
Me- = L wiyi
l=Hb i
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b. Calculate weight eccentricity moment distribution
C,
i
M = M - •
e /, wjyj
ei i=H b j
Calculate total moment distribution
M. = M + M
1 S. e.
1 1
C.4.9 SLOPE II
Calculate slope distribution
i
oi = Ax.J
j J
C.4.10 DEFLECT II
Calculate deflection distribution
i
Yi : O.Ax.J J
J
C. 5 AXIAL - PRELAUNCH
C. 5.1 PREPARE IV
Select and store axial weight distribution, A i
C. 5.2 MASS II
Calculate total weight
W : _ A i
i
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C. 5.3 FORCE III
Calculate axial force distribution
i
5 i = W. - ZAl = H ° j
J
C.6 NOMENCLATURE
Angle of attack (degrees).
Engine gimbal angle (degrees).
N Resultant aero force normal to vehicle axis (lbs).
T Total thrust of all engines (lbs).
T
g
T
a
CP
Control thrust (lbs).
Axial component of thrust (lbs).
Station of center of pressure (inches).
CG Station of center of gravity (inches}.
C
O
H b
H
O
Station of engine gimbal point (inches).
Station of hold-down point for restraining bending moments (inches).
Station of hold-down point for supporting vehicle weight on the launch
pad (inches).
Dimension along vehicle centerline (inches).
Subscript denoting successive, discrete stations along vehicle axis.
£ Lateral rigid body acceleration of vehicle (in/sec2).
Axial rigid body acceleration of vehicle (in/sec2).
Angular rigid body acceleration of vehicle (rad/sec_).
f.
1
d.
1
W,
1
Linear normal aero force at station x i (lbs).
Nonlinear normal aero force at station x i (lbs).
Axial drag force at station x i (lbs).
Weight at station x. - lateral distribution (lbs).
1
C-II
h.
1
I
P
W
Weight at station x i - axial distribution (lbs).
Pitch moment of inertia about CG (in-lb-sec2).
Acceleration of gravity on earth's surface (in/secT).
Total weight of vehicle at a particular time (lbs).
A Resultant linear normal aero force (lbs).
CP 1
CP b
M
a
M
C
a.
1
F.
1
V.
t
M.
l
8.
1
Yi
(_)i
D
Resultant nonlinear normal aero force (lbs).
Station of center of pressure for linear aero forces (inches).
Station of center of pressure for nonlinear aero iorces (inches).
Aero moment about CG (in-lbs).
Control moment about CG (in-lbs).
Total lateral acceleration at station x i (in/sect).
Total equivalent lateral force at station x i (lbs).
Shear at station x i (lbs).
Bending moment at station x. (in-lbs).l
Slope at station x. (radians).l
Lateral deflection at station x. (inches).1
- x. (inches).Equal to x i + 1 1
Total axial drag on vehicle (lbs).
Cd.
1
C
Z
or.
1
C
Zcf.
1
v.
1
M
W.
1
1
Drag coefficient at station x..1
Linear normal aero force coefficient at station x i.
Nonlinear normal aero force coettirient at station x i.
Wind velocity at station x. (in/sec).1
Bending moment at station x i due to winds (in-lbs).
Station of most extreme position of vehicle {inches).
qi
M
V.
1
Dynamic pressure at station x i (lbs/in2).
Bending moment at station x i due to vortex shedding (in-lbs).
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M
S.
1
M
e.
1
(_Y)i
(EI) i
C
Z
CO.
1
Equal to M + M (in-lbs).
W. V.
1 I
Bendkng moment at station x. due to weight eccentricity (in-lbs).1
Equal to Yi+l - Yi (inches).
Bending stiffness at station x i (lbs-in2).
2
Reference area (in).
Cross-flow coefficient for ground winds.
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APPENDIX D
EXECUTIVE CONTROL PROGRAM
Since the executive control program is a logic controlling computer program rather
than a program that performs scientific computations, a detailed description of engi-
neering concepts is not applicable to this appendix.
A detailed description of the executive control program logic has been deferred to
Volume 2 (the Programming Manual) of this document.
A general flow chart, however, is presented here (see Figure D-l) to aid in understand-
ing Section 4 (Executive Control Program Description and Philosophy) of this document.
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Figure D-1. Executive Control Program - Saturn V
Structural Suboptimization
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Figure D-1. Executive Control Program - Saturn V
Structural Suboptimization (Cont.)
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%APPENDIX E
EQUATIONS USED .IN STRESS PROGRAM
E. 1 LIQUID LEVEL CALCULATION IN ELLIPTICAL HEADS
V o
Yull
L
O/
Figure E-1. InitialLiquid Level Arrangement in Upper Head
It is desirable that the input to the computer program be such that a "percent ullage"
or ullage height can be used as input for calculating the liquid level in the tanks. As-
suming a constant flow rate Of the liquid, the empty volume can be expressed as
i
V. = V + _ AV.
* o /, j
j=l
where
V ° = nV T
£_V. = GAt.
1 1
G = flow rate (ftS/sec)
V T = total tank volume
n = percent ullage/lO0
V. = empty tank volume at time t.
1 1
E-1
Substituting for the quantities in the above equation gives
i
V i = nV T + G _ Atj
j=l
The empty volume can also be expressed as
V°
1
Equating expressions for V i yields
This is a cubic equation which will be solved by the Newton-Raphson iteration scheme
for the liquid level in the head. Knowing the liquid level, the angle _ at the liquid level
can be determined
r
= b k 2 cot _bL.Yulli l
= klYulli(2b - Yulli)] ½
Hence
_L.
!
-1
= cot
If the initial liquid height is known, it can be input directly and the angle of the liquid
level can be determined immediately from the above equation. The initial empty vol-
ume, V ° = nV T, can be calculated as previously shown and subsequent liquid levels de-
termined by iteration on the equation for V. as previously discussed. The liquid levell
calculation for the lower head is very similar and will not be discussed here.
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E.2 STRESS RESULTANT EXPRESSIONS
The stress resultants for the meridional and circumferential directions of a general
conical section are given by the equations shown in Figure E-2.
_ _T qs(2r 3 _ 3r_2 + r s)Nx 6r cos
pTd (-f2 _ r e ) + Pr
+ 2r sin ¢ 2 sin
F M
+ ±
2,_r sin ¢_ 27rr sin _b
r
NO - sin 0 (flyd + P)
r
a
Figure E-2. Stress Resultant Expressions
These equations are valid for all conical shells. For shell segments above a propel-
lant level, one must set the propellant density, y, to zero.
It is more difficult to express a general set of equations for an elliptical head since the
form of the equations depends upon the orientation. Consider first of all an elliptical
head that is a lower dome of a separate bulkhead tank as shown in Figure E-3.
¢
d=y
_ Shell 2
_hell 1
Figure E-3. Elliptical Lower Dome Head of Bulkhead Tank
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For the shell belowthe liquid level, the stress resultants are givenby
= PR + flTR{dNx -'5- 2
3
2
3 k2 ) k2 cot _b - _-_ cot 3
+ Rsin_ 1 + c°t_¢52 3
2R s [ 3 k 2 /I k 2
For the portion of the shell above the liquid level, the stress resultants become
PR
N = _ +
x 2
w(¢, 1)
27rR sine ¢)
,,,,-,ol,
2_R sin 2
s
where
W(¢I) ' = 3
Y 7rR 3 sin 3 _b1 c°t2 q_l 2
+ ? - ve°t_l
The equations for an upper dome are somewhat different. The stress resultants for
the shell shown in Figure E-4 are
Y Shell 1Shell 2
E-4
Figure E-4. Elliptical Upper Dome Head of Bulkhead Tank
For the portion of the shell below the liquid level
V
N = PR + u
x 2 sin qb
N8 = _ R + BTR _ R cos _b - Yull R sin _b
S
where
= - _ COS
Vu R sin qb 2 k2
+ 3 Yull - _ cos _b
The equations for the stress resultantsof the portionof the shellabove the liquidlevel
are the same as those given above, with 7 set equal to zero.
For a common bulkhead tank configuration, the equations are even more complex.
sider the general case in Figure E-5 where the liquid levels are as shown.
P2
#J2
Shell 2
Figure E-5. Common Bulkhead Tank General Case
Con-
E-5
For shell 1'
= (p _ R + W - C
NX 1 P2) 2- 2uR sin 2 _b
N0 = (P -_ P2 ) (2 - --_R)R - fl_dR-Rs
For shell 2'
V
R W - C u
: (P - P2) _ + +Nx 1 2nR sin _b
-i Pe ) - 2" + flR(YuYI
where
W - C
27rR sin 2
S
W - C
2nR sin2
S
V
R u
R sin 4_
s
V = _Tk2
u R sin. qb b + Yullf (b _ _R )2 2 12 k 2 cos qb - Yull
+ l[y_l 1 - (b- k-_R2 cos ¢)s]
+ bYul 1 - b + k 2 cos
R
Yu = b - --_ cos ¢ - Yull
k
S
3 k 2 /
3
- -- cot _ -
k2
2__ cot s ¢ 1
k 4 J
C = 7r_TR 2 sin2 _bd
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For shell 1) the equations are as for the shell shown in Figure E-3, if the definition of
d is changed to
d = Y(@I ) + y
1
where
Y(¢l )
1
b 2 _ CJ_
• (a . 2 b 2 22sm2¢11 + b2c°s2¢lx/ 2sin _Jx + cos CJx
For shell 2, the equations are
C + W
N =
x 2nR sin 2
½
1
÷
2vR sin 2 ¢
N0 = _Y2 dR
where
and C and W are as given before.
With a common bulkhead, the equations can change as the liquid level changes. Con-
sider Figure E-6, which is the same as Figure E-5 with the exception of the liquid levels.
For shell 1, use the equations relating to Figure E=3, with P = P 1
low the liquid level.
for the equations be-
For shell 2, use the equation relating to Figure E-3, with _1 = ¢1 for the equations
above the liquid level. 1
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For shell 3, let P = P - P
1 2
liquid level.
in the equations for the dome of Figure E-4 above the
For shell 4, use the equations for shell 1' of Figure E-5, with the substitution
I (a co )t
= b cos qb _bJ1
(a 2sin e_ + b e 2 2 2 eCjz be eqSjzcos ¢) sin + cos
For shell 5, use the equations for shell 2 of Figure E-5.
For shell 6, the equations for the stress resultants are
WT + WT PR
2 1 2
N = +
2
x 27rR sin2
N_
P2R/ WT + W T
27rR sin _ _b
s
Shell 6
Shell 5-
She 11 2
Shell 3 -_Fank 2_
Figure E-6. Common Bulkhead Tank General Case with Different Liquid Levels
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E.3 NOMENCLATURE
a
b
d
d
1
R
R
s
r
V
£
Yull
E
h
k
Yu
#
d
2
W T
1
W T
2
Semi-major axis of the elliptical head (inches).
Semi-minor axis of the elliptical head (inches).
Distance from the liquid level to the point in question on the elliptical
head (inches).
Distance from the liquid level to the top of the elliptical head (inches).
Distance from the top of the elliptical head to the point in question on the
elliptical head (inches); coordinate.
Distance from the normal to the shell middle surface to the point of inter-
ception with the shell centerline (inches}.
Meridional radius of curvature of shell middle surface (inches).
Horizontal radius of shell middle surface (inches}.
Latitude angle, measured from shell centerline.
Number of g's acceleration.
Specific weight of liquid (lb/inch3).
Volume of elliptical segment (inch3).
Edge value of ¢.
Value of ¢ at the liquid level•
Ullage height in a tank.
Modulus of elasticity (Ib/inch2).
Shell thickness (inches).
Ratio of semi-major and semi-minor axes, a/b.
Distance below liquid level in upper head to point under consideration
(inches).
Poisson's ratio.
Distance from ellipticalhead - conical shell junction to the junction of the
common bulkhead with the lower head.
Total weight of the liquid in tank number 1 (It)).
Total weight of liquid in tank 2 (Ib).
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vT
1
-%
¢1
2
V
N
s, 0
P
z
_0, S
gO, S
P
cr
O"
cr
Total volume of tank number 1.
The latitude angle of the common bulkhead at the liquid level of tank 1
(radians).
The latitude angle of the common bulkhead at the liquid level of tank 2
(radians).
Vertical force (lb/inch).
Meridional and hoop tension force (lb/inch).
Applied load normal to shell, acting inward (lb/inch2).
Internal pressure (lb/inch2).
Radial (outward) displacement (inches).
Increase in latitude angle (angle of rotation) (radians).
Strains in 0, s directions (inches/inch).
Hoop and meridional stress (lb/inch2).
True axial buckling load of cone or cylinder (lb).
True critical buckling stress of cone or cylinder (lb/inch2).
Correction factor.
Constant wall thickness of cone or cylinder (inches).
Semivertex angle of cone (radians).
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APPENDIX F
AXIA L BUCKLING OF ORTHOTROPIC CYLINDERS
F.1 GENERAL
In the selection of orthotropic buckling criteria, the following requirements have to be
fulfilled:
a.
bo
Generalized formulae that would be applicable for the various types of ortho-
tropic structures being considered.
Selection of a theory that is substantiated with test data.
9
Based on these requirements, a generalized form of the Becker
follows
P
cr
\All 2-_3 3 /
where
l
7/32 = Po + 2 + Qo
A33 _.A22DII - AIID22)
Pc = A22 _A--IlD---22 2A33D33
equation is used, as
Qo
All _A22DII - 2A33D33 _
: A2---_ _'_'-DD27 2A33D33 /
By defining the stiffness parameters, the equation is adaptable for any type of ortho-
tropic cylinder. In fact, by substituting the correct stiffness parameters for an iso-
tropic cylinder, the equation reduces to the classical buckling solution for isotropic
cylinders with the exception of Poisson's ratio, which has been assumed equal to zero.
However, since we are dealing with the square of a very small number (Poisson's ratio),
the difference is very slight.
F-1
In order to substantiate the theory, a literature survey was conducted to locate testdata
for axially loaded orthotropic cylinders. The theoretical buckling loads were calculated
based on the generalized Becker equation and compared with the test results. The re-
sults of the study are shown on Figure F-1. As can be expected from past experience
with the buckling of isotropic cylinders, the data shows considerable scatter. It can be
concluded that a correction factor is required for each type of construction considered,
as has been the case for isotropic cylinders•
F.2 NOMENCLATURE
A
ii
A
22
A
33
D
ii
D
22
D
33
P
cr
Extensional stiffness in longitudinal direction (lb/inch).
Extensional stiffness in hoop direction (lb/inch).
Shear stiffness (lb/inch).
Flexural stiffness in longitudinal direction (inch-lb/radian).
Flexural stiffness in hoop direction (inch-lb/radian).
Torsional stiffness (inch-lb/radian).
Critical buckling load (pounds).
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APPENDIX G
MONOCOQUE ANALYSIS
G. 1 STRENGTH ANALYSIS
All of the loads acting on the launch vehicle, as calculated by the LASS-1 computer pro-
gram, plus the pressure and hydrostatic loads, are resolved into stress resultants N
x
and N0 in the SWOP program. It is then necessary to apply some criterion to these
stress resultants so that a skin thickness can be determined at each station of the vehicle
which will support the most severe loading condition that occurs at that station through-
out the flight. A question then arises about which strength criterion to use.
The common philosophy of all theories of strengthis to predict the behavior of a material
for generally complex stress states on the basis of experimental observations under
particularly simple and well-duplicated conditions, e.g., uniaxial states of stress. For
isotropic materials, the orientation of the principal axes is immaterial, and the values
of the three principal stresses suffice to describe the state of stress uniquely.
Some of the older theories proposed through the years are:
a. The Lame'-Navier Theory.
b. Maximum-Normal-Strain Theory (Saint-Venant).
c. Beltrami's Energy Theory.
d. Maximum-Shearing-Stress Theory.
e. Mohr's Theory.
The first three of these theories conflict with experimental evidence, and Mohr's theory
may be considered as a generalized version of the maximum-shearing-stress theory.
There are two theories available to predict yielding in ductile metals. Both require the
knowledge of the "yield stress" in the uniaxial state of stress in order to predict the be-
havior under any given combination of principal stresses• The "yield stress" is as-
sumed to be identical in tension and compression. These theories are:
a. The "maximum-shearing-stress" condition (Tresca and Saint-Venant) - This
yield condition states that plastic yielding begins when the maximum shear
G-1
be
stress reaches a critical value. This condition can be stated as
0.I - 0.III = 0.eff
for a uniaxial state of stress.
The principal stresses, 0.1 and 0.HI' are ordered from larger to smaller re-
spectively, and 0.elf is the "yield stress."
The "energy-of-distortion" condition (von Mises and Hencky) - In terms of the
principal normal stresses, this yield condition is stated as
2 )2 )2 )2
2 0.eft = (0.1 - 0. + - 0. + -(0"2 3 (% 0.1
For this program, the von Mises-Hencky theory will be used. Under the assumptions
of this analysis, the expression used to determine the skin thickness is
( )''= Nx2 + N; - NxN 0ts 0.all
where Call is the smaller of the two values: ayield and Suit/1.4.
The assumption has been made that the radial stress, 0.r' is negligible in comparison
with 0.x and 0.0"
The values of the stress resultants will change as a function of time at each station of
the vehicle. Several time points will be selected during the vehicle flight at which to
make an analysis and determine the stress resultants. From this catalog of stress re-
sultants plus those due to the hydrostatic test conditions, the combination giving the
largest value of
1
2+ - NNNx x
for each station will be chosen, and the time at which this maximum occurs will be
indicated.
Consideration of the practical aspect of design will probably prohibit the use of a mono-
coque shell section with a continuously varying skin thickness which the above calcula-
tion procedure gives. Actually, the vehicle will be manufactured by joining by several
G-2
sections, eachhavinga constantthicknessthroughout. Therefore, this consideration
has been built into the program in a manner such that the sections will not be longer
than a preselected value and the largest required thickness in that section will govern
the thickness of this section.
For instance, if a cylindrical tank is 485 inches long and the decision is made to manu-
facture the tank with cylindrical segments not more than 100 inches long, then the pro-
gram will automatically select five sections of equal length to make up the tank. In each
of these equal-length sections, the maximum thickness required to support the imposed
loads is determined and the entire section is made with this thickness.
G.2 BUCKLING ANALYSIS
In addition to the strength analysis, the primary structural components of the launch
vehicle must be subjected to a buckling criterion. Buckling occurs at a very low stress
for monocoque shells with diameters of the magnitude considered here, and it is antici-
pated that buckling criteria will dictate a large portion of the design with monocoque
construction.
The lowest critical buckling load for circular cones under axial compression has been
determined in Reference 14 as
2Et2_ cos 2P = !
3(1 - #2), 2
It is well known that a considerable discrepancy exists between experimental and theo-
retical buckling loads of thin shells, particularly when calculations are based upon small
deflection theory. In practice, this discrepancy is usually handled by multiplying the
classical load by an experimental correction factor, C, using equations of the form
P = 2_CEt2cos2_
cr
(y
cr r
CEt cos
G-3
The buckling correction factor can be approximated by
: 9(tcvo)°°
Substituting the required thickness for buckling into the allowable buckling stress
equation
tbuckling
0.385
Lackman and Penzien 14 have presented an experimentally determined curve for the cor-
rection coefficient for cones and cylinders as shown in Figure G-1.
The equations for P and _ discussed previously are applicable to cones and reduce
cr er
to the equations generally used for cylinders when the semivertex angle, or, equals zero.
Designing a section of the launch vehicle for buckling requires that the maximum axial
compressive stress resultant in that section be determined. This is easily done in the
sense that the loads are all resolved into stress resultants in the planes of the shells.
However, before this maximum can be chosen, the stress resultants must be examined
for all stations in that section, for all times selected for calculation.
Once the maximum compressive stress resultant has been determined and the thickness
calculated that is necessary to support this load, this thickness must then be compared
with the thicknesses calculated at each station in the section by the strength criterion.
The larger of the two thicknesses is, therefore, stored and an optimum thickness dis-
tribution of the launch vehicle is determined for the monocoque construction.
If this thickness is in the range that is allowable from practical considerations, the
thickness is accepted. If, for instance, the thickness is less than the minimum gage
allowed, then the minimum gage is used instead and the off-optimum design is used to
calculate the section weight.
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APPENDIX H
HONEYCOMB SANDWICH
H. 1 INTRODUCTION
A honeycomb sandwich cylinder consists of two high-density faces and a low-density
core material. The purpose of this appendix is to establish a method for optimizing
this type of structure when subjected to axial loading and/or internal pressure. Two
modes of failure are considered: strength based on the von Mises yield criteria, and
buckling which consists of both general and local instability. The local instability in-
cludes face wrinkling, monocell buckling, and shear instability.
In calculating the strength, i.e., the non-buckling requirements of the shell, ithas been
assumed that the faces resist all of the load and that these faces consist of equal thick-
nesses. The basic function of the low-density core is to provide the shell with overall
stability, therefore, ithas been assumed that the internal pressure has littleor no effect
on the buckling load carrying capacity.
The following formulae for honeycomb core properties have been developed 15 from
Figure H-1.
8 t
Pc =
5 t G' 5 Pc '
Glt = - 8 Yc G
E = 8 t E' = --PC E'
c 3 d Yc
H-1
Longitudinal
ltoop
Figure H-1. CrossSectionof HexagonalCore
Evaluating the equations on the preceding page, it follows that
Glt = CiP c
E c = CiP c
The following formulae have been -developed 15 from Figure H-2
t
Pc = 2_- Yc
t G' Pc G'
Glt = Grit = _ = 2y--_
E' Pc E'
d
t
Figure H-2. Cross Section of a Square Cell
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Evaluating the above equations, it follows that
Glt = Clp c
Ec = CPc
It can be concluded that the core shear modulus and the elastic modulus of the core
material are directly proportional to the core density. The advantage of using C 1 and
C 2 can be seen when attempting to establish a relationship for plastic honeycombs. It
is very difficult to obtain values of G' and E' for plastic core materials.
Consequently, it is simpler to make a plot of modulus versus density using experimental
values from the vendor and determine the slope of the resulting line.
For example 16, nylon modified phenolic resin using cloth type 21 gives the following
criteria, which are plotted in Figure H-3.
Honeycomb Designation
NP- 1/4- 21 - 4
NP- 1/4 - 21 - 6
NP- 1/4 - 21- 8
NP- 3/8 - 21 - 2.5
NP- 3/8- 21 - 4.5
Glt Pc
15,500 4
20, 500 6
25,000 8
10, 000 2.5
15,000 4.5
25 -
-7, 20
•"_ 10
_ 5
U,
X X
I I i I
2 4 6 8
P
(.
L
W
Figure H-3. Plot of Modulus versus Density
H-3
A determinationof C
I
hexeomb
can be made from Figure H-3,
C] = _ = 3.42x 103 psi
6 lb/ft 3
i.e., for NP-1/4-21-6
The following is a list of some values of C 1 and C for typical materials:2
C C
Material Type of Core _
2024-T3 Aluminum Hex 14.4 x 103 57.8 x 103
7075-T6 Aluminum Hex 14.1 x 103 60.7 x 103
PH-15-7Mo Steel Square 11.5 x 103 63.0 x 103
PH-15-7Mo Steel Hex 14.4 x 103 62.7 x 103
H.2 FAILURE MODES
H. 2.1 GENERAL INSTABILITY 16
Given a face working stress, it is required to determine the core thickness needed to
stabilize the cylinder (see Figure H-4). The procedure is:
a. Assume t , then calculate
c
2L 2
Z -
D(tc + tf)
U = Glt(t c + 2tf)
1 Eftf + tf)2Df = _ (t c
L 2 U
J -
2
DI
H-4
IO0
I000
1O0
5O
25
20
10
8
¢;
5
4
3
2
1.5
1000
I0 100
21.2/D (t + tf)
C
Figure H-4. Axial Compression of Honeycomb Sandwich Cylinders
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b. Determine K x, which is a function of J and Z, when
Z
2L 2
D(t c + tf)
The following equations 17, then, define K
X
j 4Z _-
K - + --
x J + 1 7r4
when
2__ Z
2
71"
<
w J + 1
and
K
x 2z(: --_ 2 2j
when
J 2Z
J + 1 2 --- J
and
K = J
X
when
2._.ZZ _> j
7]"
c. Make the following calculation check to see if it equals the known face stress
do
KU
x
If not, continue to assume values of t until the sandwich skin is stabilized,
e
i.e., until a equals the given face stress. For a comparison of test and
theoretical figures, see Table H-1.
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Table H-1
Comparison of Test and Theoretical Figures for 7075-T6
Aluminum Sandwich Cylinders with Face Thickness of
0.01 inch and a Core of Hexel Aluminum 3/16-5052-. 001P*
Specimen
Core
Thickness
0. 125
0. 188
0. 188
0.400
0. 400
Theoretical
Buckling Stress
55,000
67,200
67,200
70, 000
70, 000
Actual
Buckling Stress
61,000
69, 000
62, 000
74,000
78,000
*This material was obtained from Reference 18.
H. 2.2 SHEAR INSTABILITY 19
This mode of failure is a result of using a core that is "too soft" (one with a low core
shear modulus}. The faces slide with respect to one another since the shear deflections
become large in magnitude. In order to preclude this type of failure, the core should
be equal to or greater than the value described by
2 Eftf
Glt - D
H. 2.3 FACE WIIINKLING 20
This mode of failure is analogous to a beam on an elastic foundation. The elastic founda-
tion consists of the spring rate of the core material perpendicular to the faces, with the
beam being the faces themselves. The maximum allowable face stress based on face
wrinkling is given by the following formula and is shown graphically in Figure 1t-5.
cr = 0.5 _/77w Ef E c Glt
H-7
L Core
Face
Figure H-5. FaceWrinkling Failure Mode
H.2.4 MONOCELLBUCKLING20
This modeof failure consistsof bucklingof the faceswithin the individual cells of the
honeycombcore. Themaximumallowablefacestress basedon monocellbuckling is
3
(
a = 0.9 77i Ef\
Substituting a = Nx/2tf and rearranging terms results in
d
max
where d
max
Nx(_i Ef_
is the maximum allowable core diameter to preclude monocell buckling.
H. 2.5 STRENGTH CRITERIA
In order to determine the required face thickness based on strength the von Mises yield
equation is used
J 2 _ NN + N 22tf = Nx xa y Y
with a sign convention having tension positive and compression negative.
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I-]. 3 OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
It is quite obvious that no optimization procedure can be developed based on the strength
criteria, however the shell can be optimized based on axial buckling. Two parameters
are optimized: the face working stress and the core shear modulus. For a constant
load, the higher the allowable buckling face stress, the lighter are the resulting faces.
However, increasing the face stress level results in a thicker and heavier core in order
to stabilize the shell. Consequently, there exists an optimum face working stress where
the total weight of the faces and core are a minimum, as shown in Figure H-6.
(;ore
Face
Stress
b
2 Faces
,,
I L Face
W P" .%tI'('S S0
opt.
Figure H-6. Optimum Face Working Stress
Using the procedure for an optimum face stress a range of core shear moduli are in-
vestigated to determine the optimum core modulus that would result in a minimum
weight. The procedure is developed in such a manner that any type of face material
can be combined with any type of honeycomb core material. When using a hexagonal
core material it is assumed that the core direction with the higher shear modulus is
parallel to the longitudinal direction (axially loaded direction).
H.4 OPTION TO SPECIFY CORE THICKNESS
The option to specify the honeycomb core thickness is provided for in the optimization
subroutine. This leaves only one design parameter to optimize, namely, the core shear
modulus. The same basic equations are used to investigate general instability as have
H-9
beenpreviously described in paragraphH. 2. However,wheninvestigatinggeneral in-'
stability since the core thickness is given, valuesof skin thickness, tf, are assumed
until the faceworking stress level equalsthe general instability buckling stress
N K U
x X
In order to optimize with respect to the core shear modulus, a range of values is in-
vestigated to determine the optimum modulus to be used.
H. 5 WEIGHT CONSIDERATIONS
It is desired to develop a weight equation as a function of face working stress. Upon
differentiation of this equation with respect to a and setting it equal to zero to obtain a
minimum weight, we obtain the optimum face working stress. However, due to the
complexity of the general instability equations, an approximate formula will be used
21
first to determine the core thickness, t . This formula is
c
tc = 1.25 D
However, since this formula results in a higher required core thickness than the latest
state-of-the-art method 20 a reduction factor will be applied to the preceding equation.
The core thickness, t c , at yield stress will be determined as described in paragraph H. 2
of this appendix in order to determine a correction factor, which will then be used with
the approximate formula. Calculations have shown that the ratio tc'/t c is approximately
a constant at any stress level for a constant L/R, Nx/D, and Glt. Therefore, it can be
concluded that it will be the same for the optimum stress as well as yield
/ \
tc 1
\Vr_f/
Since tc'/t c is a constant, it follows that
K D
1 %)
t
C
= constant
H-IO
therefore
K
1
t
C
Let W equal the weight per surface area of a cylinder, and
Pc
K = --
7 pf
N
x
2tf = --a
c 1 \_r_/
The weight equation is
W = tcP c + 2tfpf
Substitution results with
W = pf K 1 KyD .'_-'_ +
Substituting in the value of _; (see Appendix A) in terms of the Ramberg-Osgood equa-
tion, we obtain
W = Of 1 2Ef 2
Nxa-Z _
I
7(n+l) -- + _" n 2n-_
\a n-z/ cr
o o
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To determinethe stress level at which weight is a minimum, set dW/d 0. = 0.
forming the differentiation and setting it equal to zero results with
x 1 2 02 3 9n(.0.
= 2E'---_ 1 + _'(n + I) + _-_._o_.
-½
Per-
[
• 2 + "_ (n + 1)2 \ao/ + _-_n2 0.o,.
Using this equation for the structural index, Nx/D, we can obtain the optimum face
working stress that will result with a minimum weight structure.
In order to determine the true weight of any cylinder of sandwich type construction in
lb/ft 2, the following formula is used
W = / pctc + 2tfpf)12 Fb
where F b = 1.25 is a fabrication factor which takes into consideration non-calculated
items such as core filler material, doublers, fasteners, etc.
H.6 CONICAL SECTIONS
Conical sections will be analysed using the equivalent cylinder method, where each sec-
tion is transformed into an equivalent cylinder by
R
2 + - 2Rbeg L e (Rbeg Ren d)
L
C
"_ = _Rend + l'2RbeK)L
2.2 Rbeg c
whe re
R
L
= equivalent radius.
= equivalent length.
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Rbeg
Rend
L
C
= radius at beginning of section.
= radius at end of section.
= conical length.
H.7 NOMENCLATURE
N = Axial load per inch (lbs/inch}.
x
N = Hoop load per inch (lbs/inch).
Y
tf = Face thickness (one) (inches}.
t = Core thickness (inches}.
c
D = Diameter of cylinder (inches).
Df = Flexural rigidity of panel (lb-inches}.
d = Diameter of circle inscribed within a honeycomb cell (inches}.
a = Face stress level (psi}.
Ef = Modulus of elasticity of faces (psi).
Glt = Shear modulus of core in longitudinal direction (psi).
E = Modulus of elasticity of core in direction perpendicular to the
c faces (psi).
Pc = Density of core (lbs/ft3).
pf = Density of faces (lbs/ft3).
Tc = Density of core material (Ibs/ft3).
G' = Shear modulus of core material (psi).
E' = Modulus of elasticity of core material (psi).
W = Weight of sandwich per surface area (lbs/ft2).
C = Specific shear modulus (psi/lbs/ft3).
1
C = Specific modulus of elasticity (psi/lbs/ft_}.
2
J = Rigidity parameter.
K = Buckling coefficient, axial compression.
X
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L = Length of cylinder (inches).
U = Shear rigidity of panel.
= Plasticity reduction factor for general instability.
_i = Plasticity reduction factor for monocell buckling.
'}w = Plasticity reduction factor for face wrinkling.
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APPENDIX I
45 ° WAFFLE STIFFENED CYLINDERS
I. 1 INTRODUCTION
A 45 ° waffle stiffened cylinder consists of a thin skin with equally spaced stiffening
ribs (see Figure I-l, Waffle Geometry). The purpose of this appendix is to establish
a method for optimizing this type of structure subjected to axial loading and/or internal
pressure. Two modes of failure are considered: strength based on the von Mises
yield criteria, and buckling which consists of both general and local instability. The
local instability includes panel buckling and rib crippling.
It is quite obvious that no optimization procedure can be developed based on the strength
criteria, however the shell can be optimized based on axial buckling. Four param-
eters are to be optimized: skin thickness, overall waffle depth, rib thickness, and rib
spacing. The following is a list of assumptions that are made in the optimization:
a. Internal pressure has no effect on the overall general instability, however
it has been taken advantage of when considering panel buckling and rib
crippling.
b. Rib spacing is sufficientlyclose so thatthe ribs and skin are equally stressed.
c. Curved panels between ribs are treated as flat plates when considering panel
buckling since the radius of curvature is large,
d. Waffle is manufactured using the mechanical milling process.
e. Critical buckling stresses are within the elastic limit.
I.2 FAILURE MODES
I.2. i GENERAL INSTABILITY
The following equation, which has previously been described in Appendix F, will be
employed to describe failure in the general instability mode9:
1
N =2 Ii I C
cr R_e im + 2A3--_/
I-i
C_
T
k\\\_
\
\
I-2
where
fie = Po + _p2+o Qo) ½
A3s (A2eDxl - AnDee ._I>o: z_TUt._,-77b-__ - __-)
% : A lAP,, - _..',
- 33D33 /
Letting the correction factor, C, equal O. 40 (based on experimental evidence shown in
Appendix F) and for the type of construction being considered, All =Ace and Dll =D22,
the equation reduces to
N
cr
+ D )½
0._._8. l._.21 33
R + __L_i
\ 11 2A33
Ithas been found advantageous from an optimizationstandpointto express the design
parameters all in terms of the overall depth, H. Letting t s = C 1, tws = Cell, and
b s = C H, the stiffness parameters can be expressed as 223
A = A EH11 x
A = A EH
33 xy
De2 = I Ix
A 2A
s x - _s ]E#A e (Kx - )2
S
1 I EH _
Ds3 = _ xy
I-3
where
cf__3 g.2 4c2(I- CI) !t - ci)2 i 1
= 1 ____._ + 2Cl xy + C3 ' 6 ' +_ _- xy
Ixy 1 +_
C13 + C2(I-24CCI)3-+ iCl-'--'_'x+__2_ C2(I- Cl)(13 " - _x)2= -- 2 2C
Ix 12(1 - 2) a
C (1 - Cz)C 2
A = _ + 2C
x 1 - p 3
C . + (1 - C)C
Axy 2(1 + _,) 2C 3
_C 1 (1 - C1)C _
-- ,Jff --
A = 2 2C
s 1 -# a
2
--2= AA - A
As x y s
Ks A s
- I rc2 (1 - c)l
Kx = KL- 4C 3
_ Ic2 q)].,
Kxy = Axy 4C3
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Lbtting
f(C I, C 2, C) =
then
II A 2A )ts x _ +ll--2 2 xy
x As
1 1
A 2A
x xy
0.8
Ncr = --ff-[f(C I, C 2, C3)]EH 2
1
I. 2.2 PANEL AND RIB STRESS LEVELS
In order to investigate local panel buckling and rib crippling, the portion of the load
resisted by the panels and ribs must be determined (see Figure I-2). The portion of
the load resisted by each is a function of the stiffnesses (analogous to springs in paral-
lel). Since a single panel is symmetrical about the x and y axes, the derivation will be
done for the N loading only. The proportion of the load taken by the ribs and panel
x
due to the hoop loading, Ny, is identical.
\bs _ bs
tttttttttttttt
N (lbs./inch)
X
N (Ibs./inch)
X
Figure I-2. Panel Detail
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Letting the total axial load per panelplus ribs, LT, equal1.414bsNx,the spring rate of
thepanel,Kp, equalEts, andthe spring rate of the panelplus ribs, Kt, equalAxEH,
thenproportioning the load in the panelsandribs accordingto the stiffnesses, weobtain
t
S
load per panel, Lp = A"-'_ (l'414bsNx}
X
( t)= 0. 707b N 1 sload per rib, L r s x A H
X
I. 2.3 LOCAL PANEL BUCKLING
Having established the load level in the panels, a criterion will be determined for local
panel buckling. Due to an axial load, Nx, the free-body diagram of the panel is as
shown in Figure I-3.
X
l.p/2 _ l.p/2
\\ //
t
Figure I-3. Free-Body Diagram of the Panel
Re-orienting the forces on the free-body diagram, the element is as shown in Figure I-4,
where Sx = NJ2AxH and fs = - Nx/2AxH"
I-6
fS
Figure I-4. Re-Oriented Forces on Free-Body Diagram
Similarly, due to hoop loading, Ny, the following is obtained, as shown in Figure I-5,
where Sy = NJ2AxH and fs' = Ny/2AxH"
sy% s,
Figure I-5. Effect of Hoop Loading on Free-Body Diagram
I-7
Combiningthe effects of N
X
R (- Nx ÷Ny)/2AxH"and fs =
and N
Y
results with Figure I-6 where SR = (N x + N? 2Axl-]
S R S R
> ,/
fs _ fs R
Sign Convention
Compre ss ion -
Tension +
Figure I-6. Combined Effects on Free-Body Diagram
When S R is negative (compression), the following interaction formula will be used for
combined loading
-< 1
When SR is positive (tension), the panel will be checked for shear instabilityonly and
the following formula will be used
cr
23
For a square panel with simply supported edge conditions, use the following
2
Scr I - #2
I-8
2fScr 1 _2
I.2.4 RIB CRIPPLING
Having established the load level in the ribs a criterion will be determined for rib
crippling as shown in Figure I-7.
II
F Simply ,";uppor t,,d
a -]
"1
Figure I-7. Rib Crippling
It has been determined that the portion of the N
x
L r = 0.707bsN x -
load resisted by one rib is
Applying the same principle in the hoop direction and letting t s = CzH and b s
we obtain
_r
Cs(Nx + Ny) (i CI)
11 - Cz) C2H A x
= CsH,
I-9
Assumingthat a/H - t
S
stress is given as
approaches infinity (from Figure I-7), the critical buckling
a = -3.85
cr
2
E(c)2
2 1 - C1
- 1
where a -> a to preclude local rib crippling.
cr
I. 2.5 STRENGTH CRITERIA
Assuming that the skin and ribs are equally stressed, the yon Mises yield criteria will
be used to determine the stress level (where A x is defined on page I-4)
(Y
_/ 2 - NN + N 2Nx x y y
AH
x
I.3 OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
It is desired to determine the optimum design parameters C1, C2, C3, and H such that
we arrive at a minimum weight configuration. The approach to be used is the concept
of maximum strength-to-weight ratio based upon general instability. A logical range
of C 1, C 2, and C3 will be investigated and the resulting strength-to-weight ratios cal-
culated. The configuration with the maximum ratio will be investigated for panel
buckling and web crippling. If panel buckling and/or web crippling is not satisfied,
the next highest value of strength-to-weight ratio is investigated until the local buckling
criterion is satisfied. Having determined the optimum values of C 1, Co,_ and C 3, the
value of the overall depth can be calculated to satisfy general buckling by using
NcrR
H = _i 0.8E f(C1, C 2, Ca)
In order to determine the strength-to-weight ratios, the following equations are needed
= 0.__88f(Cl ' C2 ' C )EH 2Ncr R
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Average thickness, tav e = g(C1, C2, C3)H , so that
Ncr _'_ f(C l, C e, C3)EH
tav e g(C 1 , C 2, C 3)
Substituting the value of H results with
Nc.._.Lr = [f(C 1, C2, C3)] ½ /z0.SNcrE
tav e g(C 1 , C 2, C 3) _ R )
Since the terms Ncr, E, and R are the only given terms on the right-hand side of the
equation, in order to obtain a maximum strength-to-weight ratio, the following term
should be maximum
_1
[f(C 1, C2, C3)]2
g(C 1 , C 2, C 3)
= maximum
The first step in determining a logical range of C 1 , C2, and C is to approximate the3
maximum value of C3/C 1 that precludes panel buckling. Such a plot was made for
E = 10 x 106 and 30 x 106 and is shown on Figure I-8. The value of critical panel
buckling stress approaches zero at a value of C3/C 1 approximately equal to 130.
Based upon this, it was decided to use a minimum value of C = 0.10 and a maximum
1
of C 3 = 13. The range of C 1 to be investigated was decided to be from 0.10 to 0.14
since this is sufficient to cover a wide range of strength-to-weight ratios (see Fig-
ure I-9). Similarly, it was decided to use a range of Ca/C 1 from 33 to 130. Based on
Figures 1-10 and 1-11, the range of C 2 to be investigated is from 0.05 to 0.25 since
the maximum values of strength-to-weight ratios occur within this range. In order to
keep the number of calculations at a minimum, the following values of C, C 2, and C a
were investigated with all possible combinations of each:
C = 0.10, 0.11, 0.12, 0.13, 0.141
C = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.252
C a ffi 5, 7, 9, 11, 13
This would result with 125 combinations of CI C, and C
, a °
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I. 4 OPTIONS
1.4.1 OPTION TO SPECIFY OVERALL DEPTH
The purpose of this section is to determine an optimization procedure when given the
value of the overall depth. The parameters that are considered for optimization are
skin thickness, rib thickness, and rib spacing. As has been previously stated in para-
graph I. 3, the optimization will be considered for buckling governed cases only and not
for strength.
Given the value of H, the value for f(C l, C 2, Ca) required to resist general instabil-
ity is
NR
X
f(C 1, C 2, C a) -
0.8EH 2
However, due to the complexity of the f(C1, C2, Ca), a method lor simplifying the
m
equation was sought. Assuming that the f(C l, C2, Ca) is of the [orm x = y , values
of f(C l, C2, Ca) versus C a for various combinations of C 1 and Co are plotted on Fig-
ures 1-12 through 1-16. The plots on log-log paper consist of parallel straight lines
thus verifying the assumed form of the equation x = ym Based on this equation,
C a =All(C1, C2, Ca)] m, where m =-0.53 and A is a function oi C 2 and C 1. The
values of A were determined for each combination of C 1 and C 2 and plotted on log-log
paper against the value of C 2 (see Figure 1-17). Here again, the results are straight
n
parallel lines taking the same general form of the equation. Therefore, A = BC ,
2
where n = 0.53 and B is a function of C . The values of B are determined for each
1
value of C 1 and plotted on log-log paper against the value of C 1 (see Figure 1-18).
The result is a straight line again taking the same general form oi the equation.
P where D = 0.545 and p = 0.443. Substituting in the values ofTherefore, B = DC 1 ,
A and B, the following resulting equation is obtained and is accurate for the
< 0.25, 0.02 < C < 0.25, and 3 < C < 130.05 <- C 1 -- - 2 - - 3 -
C 0.53
f(Cl ' C2' C3) = 0"545 C°'44a(C'-'32)I
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L)
L_
L)
.O3
.025
.02
.015
.01
.008
.006
.003
C 1 = 0.05 C 1 = 0.05
--C 2 = 0.02 C 2 = 0.04
A
I
1 2
C 1 = 0.05 C 1 = 0.05 C1 = 0.05
C 2 = 0.06 C 2 = 0.08 C 2 = 0.10
c o & ,_
I I I I i I I
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
C 3
10
Figure 1-12. Values of I(C I C2, C 3).vsC3 forCz =0"05|
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Figure 1-13. Values of f(C 1 , C 2, C3) vsC3 for C1 = 0.06
0.03
0.02
0.015
0.01
L_
... O.008
0.O03
d
C 1 = .07 C 1 = .07 C = .07 C 1 = .07 C 1 = .07
C2= .02 C 2 = .04 C 2 = .06 C 2 = .08 C 2 = .10
;; ' X o.,,---,,-,.o _ _ O,.---,--,,O
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
C3
I0
FigureI-14. Values off(C z, C 2, C 3) vsC 3 forC z =0.07
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for C = 0.08Figure 1-15. Values of f(Cz, C2, Cs) vs C s i
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.008
.003
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C -- .04
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2 3
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Figure 1-16. Values of f(C 1, C2, C 3) vsC a for C 1 = 0.09
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Figure 1-17. Values of A vs C for C = 0.05 through 0.09
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The logical range of C 1, C 2, and C 3 has already been determined in the general op-
timzation procedure, paragraph I. 3. Knowing the required value of f(C1, C, C3),
the same range of C 1 and C 3 will be investigated and the corresponding values of C e
will be calculated using the previously derived equation. This would result with 25 com-
binations of C 1 , C 2' and C 3, with the following values of C 1 and C being investigated3
C = 0.10, 0.11, 0.12, 0.13, 0.14
1
C = 5, 7, 9, 11, 13
3
These 25 combinations are investigated for panel buckling and rib crippling. All design
configurations that violate local instability will be eliminated. The average thickness
for each of the remaining combinations is calculated as
tav e = g(C 1, C 2, C3)H
The design that yields the minimum average thickness is then chosen as the optimum.
1.4.2 OPTION TO SPECIFY RIB SPACING
The purpose of this paragraph is to determine an optimization procedure when given
the value of rib spacing. The parameters that are considered for optimization are skin
thickness, overall depth, and rib thickness. As has been previously stated in para-
graph 1.3, the optimization will be considered for buckling governed cases only and not
for strength. The approximate formula developed for general instability is
Ncr = _ 0.545 1 EH2
where
C = O. 40
t
SC
i H
t
ws
C -
2 H
b
S
C H
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Substitutingthe values of C1 , C 2, and C s results in
N
er
0.53
= -- 0.443( t_s2C [0.545 t ) ] EH 1"557
R s ",-_s
Letting
t
SC
e b
S
t
WS
C -
v b
S
H
C
8 b
S
and substituting in these values results in
2C f(C6 ' C7 Eb 2Ncr = --R- ' C8) s
whe re
f(C6, C7' Ca) = 0"545C°'443C:'53C1s'sv96
Given the value of the rib spacing, b s, the required value of f(C e, C 7, Ca) to resist
general instability can be calculated using the above equation. In order to obtain an
optimum design, the values of C 6, Cv, and C a must be chosen to satisfy the required
f(C6, C 7, Ca) and also yield a minimum average thickness. Knowing the required
f(C 6, Cv, C8), a logical range of C 6 and C v will be investigated, with the value of C
being calculated by
C = [ f(C6' C7' Ca)
6 "7
O. 635
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The range of C 6 and C 7 being investigated will be determined using the previously es-
tablished range of the values of C1, C2, and C 3. The range of these values is
C = 0.10, 0.11, 0.13, 0.13, 0.14
1
C = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25
2
C = 5, 7, 9, ii, 13
3
Since the range of C 3 = bs/H being investigated is from 5 to 13, the range of C8 = H/bs
is from 1/13 to 1/5. To establish the range of C = ts/b s substitute in the values of6
b s=H/C e andt s=C1H. This results withC e =C1C 8. Since the range of C 1 is from
0.10 to 0.14, and C 8 is from 1/13 to 1/5, the range of C 6 is
C = 0.00772, 0.01279, 0.01786, 0.02293, 0.028
6
Similarly, the range of C is
7
C = 0.00384, 0.01538, 0.02692, 0.03846, 0.05
7
Having established the range of C 6 and C7 the value of C can be calculated for each of* 8
the 25 combinations of C 6 and C7. Any combination that violates panel buckling or rib
crippling will be eliminated. The average thickness of each of the remaining combina-
tions is calculated and the configuration yielding the minimum average thickness will be
chosen as the optimum. The average thickness is
tave = g(C s, C7, Cs)b s
where
g(C 6, C7, Co) = C s + 4 I(1 - YJ\-5-/(% - c)
(1 - 2C5C8 - C7) + 1 - (C a
+ nlCsC s - 0.22 C4Cs)(C 4 C s ) 1 -
- C 6)
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I. 5 WEIGHT CONSIDERATIONS
Letting rws = C4H and r s = CsH . the weight per surface area of the cylinder is
H
w = g(C1, C2, C3) _ p
where
g(C 1 , C2, C3)
(c2C + - - C C )2C3 1 3 (C2 2 x
2
C 3
27r(C5 - 0"22C4)IC42_1C_ - _1
3
4C42_I- _ (C 3 - 2C5 - C 2)
2
C3
4C52_1 -4_( 1 -C 1)
+
C 2
3
In order to determine the true weight per surface area of any cylinder of waffle type
construction, the following formula is used
w = g(C1, C2, C3)_l_(p)F b
where F b = 1.20 Is a fabrication factor which takes into consideration non-calculated
items.
I. 6 CONICAL SECTIONS
Conical sections will be analyzed using the equivalent cylinder method where each sec-
tion is transformed into an equivalent cylinder by
u
R
_/ 2 + 2Rbeg Lc lRbeg- Rendl
L
C
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I.7 NOMENC LATURE
N
x
N
Y
R
Axial load per inch (lbs/inch).
Hoop load per inch (lbs/inch).
Radius of cylinder (inches).
A
11
A
22
A
33
D
11
D
22
D
33
N
cr
H
Extensional stiffness in longitudinal direction (Ibs/inch).
Extensional stiffness in hoop direction (Ibs/inch).
Shear stiffness ([bs/inch).
Flexural stiffness in longitudinal direction (ineh-lbs).
Flexural stiffness in hoop direction (inch-lbs).
Torsional stiffness (inch-lbs).
Critical buckling load per inch (Ibs/inch).
Overall waffle depth (inches).
t
S
t
ws
b
S
P
Thickness of skin (inches).
Rib thickness (inches).
Rib spacing (inches).
Poisson's ratio.
C 1 ts/H
C
2
C
3
E
w
tws/H
bs/H
Modulus of elasticity (lbs/inch2).
Weight of waffle per surface area (Ibs/ft2).
r
s
r
ws
a
Radius of intersection of ribs (inches).
Fillet radius at intersection of ribs and skin (inches).
Stress level (Ibs/inch2).
E
R Equivalent radius.
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L
C
Rbeg
Rend
Conical length.
Radius at beginning of section.
Radius at end of section.
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APPENDIX J
SEMI-MONOCOQUE CYLINDERS
J. 1 INTRODUCTION
loaded in compression, and stiffened by Z-section stringers.
whereby some of the dimensions may be chosen if necessary.
tion of practical limitations such as minimum gage material.
tions are made:
An analysis is made to determine the optimum cross-sectional dimensions of a surface
A method is presented
This allows considera-
The following assump-
a. The skin and stringer sections behave as panels simply supported at the ends
by the frames.
b. Thin-plate buckling theory is applicable.
c. "Strip theory" as described for general instability of wide panels is suffi-
ciently accurate Ior application to orthotropic cylinders.
d. The most efficient designs are those in which the Euler instability and initial
buckling occur simultaneously.
e. The frames do not restrain local buckling.
f. The effect of internal pressure and the transverse load produced is neglected
when considering buckling failure.
g. The effect of plasticity can be considered by the use of a plasticity factor, 7/,
related to the reduced modulus of the material.
J. 2 RESULTS
By using the approach of equating initial and general instability, the optimum design of
a semi-monocoque type of construction has been determined. The dimensions of the
cross-section are interrelated such that they are all determined for the optimum design.
If there are practical limitations on some of the dimensions, the optimum dimensions
will not be allowable and a method is given whereby the structural efficiency can be kept
as high as possible. For instance, if one of the dimensions of the skin or stringer is
specified, Figure J-5 presents curves which determine the other panel dimensions if
the frame spacing, axial load, and material modulus are known. Similarly, Figures J-6
through J-8 present curves whereby two of the dimensions may be specified and the
J-1
other dimensionsmaybe determinedwhile keepingthe conditionsof simultaneous
initial andgeneral instability.
Ifthe optimum buckling stress is not in the elastic range of the material, then an itera-
tive procedure is necessary to determine the material modulus and optimum stress.
J.3 ANALYSIS
J.3.1 GENERAL
The problem considered here is that of designing a large-diameter semi-monocoque
shell of minimum weight. Figure J-1 shows a typical panel that is considered in the
analysis. The axial compressive load is in the direction of the Z-section stringers,
and L is the unsupported length between I-section frames.
J-2
Figure J-l. Type of Construction Considered
In general, it has been found that the most efficient designs are those in which failure
occurs simultaneously in all possible buckling modes. The local buckling stress is
taken as that given by
where
E = CE
P
_1
E/\E s )2
and K depends upon the type of end conditions.
K = 3.62.
For a simply supported condition,
The method used takes full account of the interaction between plate and stiffener buck-
ling through the use of the factor (ab/ao), but the effect of the stiffener root fillet has
been neglected. The results of the plate stiffener interaction are shown in Figure J-2
and were obtained from References 24 and 25. The upper portion of the curves corre-
spond to a skin and stringer local type of instability, and the lower portion of the curves
reflect a torsional type of instability. The two modes of failure coincide at the points of
discontinuity. Note that a is the buckling stress of the skin if the edges are pinned
o
along the stringers and ab is the actual initial buckling stress.
The Euler general instability relation is used, where
2 2
E rrp
o" = P
e L2
The axial stress is related to the axial stress resultant, N x,
N
X(_
t
as follows
J-3
1.6
r = ts/t
.90
.80
.t}0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
$--b
s/b
.2
J-4
Figure J-2. Initial Buckling Stress of Flat Panels with Z-Section Stringers
(ds/b s = O. 3)
The above expressions are combined in the following form
G
where F is Farrar's efficiency factor
1
\ao /
For a given load, material, and effective panel length, the most efficient design occurs
when F is maximum. The expression for p/E is
p = 1
E -1
(12) 2
m
b s
t
1 + 6o_ + 3(I + 2_}
bt
SS
(1 + 2_) --g_ +I
b_s)i( b tss ]2+ 2_ + bt 1 + 2a)--_ + 1
1
2
Substituting the above equation into that for F gives the general expression
F
I + _+ 3{I + 2_)
bt
SS
(i + 2_)-gi- + 1
(1 b_s) [ b t
$S
+2_+ (I +X_l--fiT-+i
2
]
4
]
The expression for F is simplified by the following substitutions
K = 3.62
b
s
-_- =
t
S
t
= 0.3
J-5
so that
F = 1. 314
1
+
1 + 1.6fl1" \(roJ
F is plotted in Figure J-3 and has a maximum value of 0.96 at T = 1.2 and /3 = 1.03.
The most efficient design for buckling is, therefore, given by the relationship
O"
1
/NxE \_
-- 0.96( _--_ )
The equivalent panel-stringer thickness can be calculated as
?
and the skin thickness is
w
t
t =
(i + 1.6 fiT)
From Figure J-3 it is noticeable that the efficiency is very high along the line which
represents simultaneous buckling in two modes at initialinstability. In fact, this line
is the extremum of the efficiency for the upper range olr and fl and is very close to
the extremum in the lower range. Ifconditions are such that itis not possible to use
the optimum design value of the efficiency, then the efficiency can be kept high by de-
signing along this line. Figure J-4 gives the combination of T and fl which determines
this line of high efficiency.
We may combine the preceding applicable equations to get a set of dimensionless equa-
tions as follows
]
E 2
+,T = t = F(I 1.6 fl)-I""
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Figure J-3. Contours of the Efficiency,F, for Z-Section Stringerswhere Initialand
General InstabilityOccur Simultaneously
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Using the values of F, /3, and _- in Figure J-4, the above equations are plotted in Fig-
ure J-5. If one of the dimensions t, t s, b, or b s is specified, then for a given N x, Ep,
and L, all other dimensions can be determined from Figure J-5. This gives the flexi-
bility of considering manufacturing limitations such as minimum gage material.
The weight penalty invoked by specifying one of the parameters can be seen immediately
from Figure J-5 by comparing the efficiency with that for the optimum design.
When more than one parameter is specified, it is probable that a more severe penalty
will result because it will not, in general, be possible to design on the ridge of high ef-
ficiency represented by the set of curves in Figure J-5. Figures J-6 through J-8 show
contours of constant values of F and all combinations of T, B, and B plotted against TS
and _. Ii two parameters are specified, then for given values of Ep, N x, and L, two of
the values of T, B, or B can be calculated. The intersection of these curves deter-
s
mines a value of F, T, and fl, so the other two parameters can be calculated.
J. 3.2 FRAME EQUATIONS
The requirement for the frame stiffness will be taken as that given by Reference 26
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Sizing Curves for Specified Values of Stringer Height and Skin Thickness
for Semi-Monocoque Construction with Z-Section Stringers
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Sizing Curves for Specified Values of Skin Thickness and Stringer Spacing
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Assuming the area-moment of inertia relationship
If = KfAf 2
results in an average frame thickness
_1 1
f/47rC f _ 2 _2 f/NxL
then the total equivalent skin-stringer-frame thickness is
I 1_-T (LNx)½ 1 + f,47rCfx 2 2 1
F(Ep) 2 (El)
The frame spacing which gives the minimum total thickness can be determined by set-
ting the derivative of the preceding equation to zero and solving for L
1 1
L° : (3)2.\--_t. / F:t
Making the substitutions
Cf = 6.25 x 10-5
Kf = 3.0875
the optimum frame spacing is found
1
L = 0. 219 F 2 R
o E l.
Substituting the optimum length, the total equivalent thickness corresponding to the
optimum frame spacing can be determined
_T = (1.316
\ F-_I J I (NxR)2
0.439) E--_f J (F)_
J-14
The two numerical values in parentheses show the relative weight of the panel and
frame weights respectively. This indicates that the optimum frame spacing gives a
three-to-one ratio for the panel (skin and stringer) -to-frame weight.
The above equation simplifies to
, (NxR)½
t-T = 0.2216 (EpEf) -_ _.
(F) 4
The frame dimensions are essentially those recommended in Reference 25, i.e.,
_f = 0.65
bf
= 40
tf
and the specific dimensions can be calculated from
1
_f = 0.01595 k,'_) k,--=_==f/
1
tf = 0.104 ([fL)_
!
bf = 4.17 ([fL)_
df = 0.65 bf
J. 4 NOMENC LATURE
bf Frame height.
b Stringer pitch.
b s Stringer height.
t Skin thickness.
t s Stringer thickness.
J-15
tf
df
d
S
T
%
t
v
t
m
K
x
K 0
N
x
No
ff
_ty
_tu
C
F
Y
F
II
F b
F
E
E
s
E t
Frame thickness.
Frame flange length.
Stringer flange length.
Average thickness of stringer stiffened panel.
Af/L - Equivalent frame thickness per unit length.
Average total thickness of frame and stringer stiffened panel.
Skin thickness necessary for direct strength requirements.
Minimum gage thickness for skin.
Ratio of skin thickness to the average stringer stiffened panel thickness,
t/'_.
Ratio of skin thickness to the average frame stiffened panel thickness,
t/t + _f.
Axial stress resultant.
Circumferential stress resultant.
Stress.
Tensile yield stress.
Tensile ultimate stress.
Buckling correction factor.
Plasticity reduction factor.
Yield factor of safety.
Ultimate factor of safety.
Fabrication factor.
Efficiency factor.
Young's modulus of stringer stiffened panel.
Secant modulus of stringer stiffened panel.
Tangent modulus of stringer stiffened panel
J-16
Ef
E
P
L'
L:
input
L
1
R
T
y
w
E
ab
lY
0
ff
ly
©.85
A
Young's modulus of frame.
1
CE(Es/E) (Et/Es)2 = CE_
Length of tank or interstage section.
Maximum length of sheet available commercially.
Frame spacing.
Length of sheets combined to make up L'.
Radius of shell.
ts/t.
bs/b.
Material density (lb/ft3).
Weight per unit surface area.
Arbitrarily small quantity.
Section initial buckling stress.
Initial buckling stress of a long plate of width b and thickness t, simply
supported along its edges.
Stress corresponding to the point of intersection of a line with a slope of
0.7 E drawn from the origin on the stress-strain diagram.
Stress corresponding to the point of intersection of a line with a slope of
0.85 E drawn from the origin on the stress-strain diagram.
Surface area.
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APPENDIX K
90 ° WAFFLE STIFFENED CYLINDERS
K. 1 INTRODUCTION
A 90 ° waffle stiffened cylinder consists of a thin skin with equally spaced longitudinal
and circumferential stiffening ribs (see Figure K-I). The purpose of this appendix is
to establish a method for optimizing this type of structure subjected to axial loading
and/or internal pressure. Two modes of failure are considered: strength based on
the yon Mises yield criteria, and buckling which consists of both general and local insta-
bility. The local instability includes panel buckling and rib crippling.
It is quite obvious that no optimization procedure can be developed based on the strength
criteria, however the shell can be optimized based on axial buckling. Four parameters
are to be optimized: overall depth, rib thickness, rib spacing, and skin thickness. The
following is a list of assumptions that are made in the optimization procedure:
a. Internal pressure has no effect on the overall general instability, however it
has been considered when investigating panel buckling.
b. Rib spacing is sufficiently close that the ribs and skin are equally stressed.
c. Curved panels between ribs are treated as flat plates when considering panel
buckling since the radius of curvature is large.
d. 90 ° waffle stiffened skin is manufactured using the mechanical milling process.
e. Critical buckling stresses are within the elastic limit.
K. 2 FAILURE MODES
K. 2.1 GENERAL INSTABILITY
The following equation, which has previously been described in Appendix F, will be em-
ployed to describe failure in the general instability mode 9
1
Nor 11 /23c
K-1
.,, L
L
I
@
,,-i
c_
E
@
o
I
F_
K-2
where
+ (Pe+ Q) _fl2 = Po o o
As___z3A2_D11 - AIID22 )Po = 22 (_ 2 zsDzs
AI._=AIfA22DI____._A.I- 2AzsDs_=_.__jS
Qo A22 _AllD22 2AzsDss /
Letting the correction factor C = 0.40, based on experimental evidence shown in Appen-
dix F for 45 ° waffle stiffened cylinders, and, for the type of construction being consid-
ered, All = Ae2 and Dll = De2, the equation reduces to
= 0._._s _..._3.
Ncr R \_ + 2-_z3/
½
It has been found advantageous from an optimization standpoint to express the design
parameters all in terms of the overall depth, H. Letting ts = CIH , t = C H, and
22 ws
b s = CzH. the stiffness parameters can be expressed as
A = A EH
11 X
A = A EH
23 xy
A 2A
D2_ = Ix _ 2
S
D = 1 EH s
ss 2 Ixy
where
C s
I - 1
xy 6(1 +/_)
K-3
I
X
C 3 Ca(l- C )3 C -- 2
_ 1 + 1 + _._!._* K
12( 1-/2 2) 12C3 1 - /22 x
c (i-c, a ci)
A = +
x 1 - _a
C
i
A -
xy 2(1 +/*)
_C
1A =
s (1 - 2)
2
A
s
= A a _ A a
X s
K = 0
s
K
x
letting
C
3
iEc2,l-clA _.C
X 3
0 -;+
f(C,, C a, C a)
A aA a
A a x s
S
1 1
+
A 2A
x xy
- 0"8 [f(C1, Ca, C3)]EttaNcr R
K. 2.2 PANEL BUCKLING
Assuming that the stress level in the ribs and panels are equal, the stress in the hoop
and longitudinal directions can be calculated as shown in Figure K-2 where a x equals
N /A H and a equals Ny/Axt{.x x y
K-4
a
x
Sign Convention
Compression positive
Te nsio n ne gative
Figure K-2. Free-Body Diagram of the Panel
Assuming simply supported edge conditions, the following formulae 27 will be employed
to investigate panel buckling
G
e
_aEC a
1
12(1- #2) C a
3
< a < 7ae,If -3a e Y
S = 4a - a
cr e y
the critical stress in the x direction is found as
Y > 7_e, vary m = 2, 3, 4 .... until the following inequality holds
ue(2m 2 - 2m + 3) < ay < ae(2m 2 + 2m + 3)
After determining the integer m, the following is used to determine the critical stress
in the x direction
ae(m 2 1)a a= + - m uScr y
K-5
_.f(_
Y < -3ae, vary n = 2, 3, 4 .... until the following inequality holds
ae y e
After determining the integer n, the following is used to determine the critical stress in
the x direction
S
cr
a (1+n2) 2 - o-
= e .y
2
n
In order that panel buckling is not critical, the following inequality must hold
a
-> 1
S
cr
K. 2.3 RIB CRIPPLING
Assuming that the sfress level in the ribs and panels are equal, the stress in the longi-
tudinal direction (as shown in Figure K-3) can be calculated as a equals N /A H.
x x x
A Section A- A
Figure K-3. Rib Crippling
K-6
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Assuming a/(H - ts) approaches infinity, the criticalbuckling stress is given as
2
E C2
Scr = O" 385 _1 : _2)(_ -- _1 )
where
X
-_ 1
S
cr
to preclude rib crippling.
K. 2.4 STRENGTH CRITERIA
Assuming that the skin and ribs are equally stressed, the yon Mises yield criteria will
be used to determine the stress level
\/Nx 2 - NxNy + N 2y
AH
x
K. 3 OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
It is desired to determine the optimum design parameters, C1, C2, C3, and H, such
that we arrive at a minimum weight configuration. The approach to be used is the con-
cept of maximum strength-to-weight ratio based upon general instability. A logical
range of C1, C2, and C 3 will be investigated and the resulting strength-to-weight ratios
calculated. The configuration with the maximum ratio will be investigated for panel
buckling and web crippling. If panel buckling and/or web crippling is not satisfied, the
next higher value of strength-to-weight ratio is investigated until the local buckling cri-
teria is satisfied. Having determined the optimum values of C1, C2, and C3, the value
of the overall depth can be calculated to satisfy general instability by
_0 N R
cr
H = .8 E f(Cl, C2, C3)
K-7
In order to determine the strength-to-weightratios, thefollowing equationsare needed
_ 0.8 f C2 ' EH 2Ncr R (CI' C3)
Average thickness, tave = g(C 1, C2, Cs)H, so that
N 0.8 f C2, EHcr _ _ (el' C3)
tav e g(C 1, C 2 , C s)
Substitution of the value of H results in
N
cr
t
ave
! !
[f(Ci'C2' C3) ]2(0" 8__crE) 2
g(C 1, C 2, C a )
Since the terms N E, and R are the only given terms on the right-hand side of the
CF'
equation, in order to obtain a maximum strength-to-weight ratio, the following term
should be maximuin
1
[f(C 1, C 2, Cs) l_
g(C 1, C 2, C s)
= maximum
The first step in determining a logical range of C1, C2, and C 3 is to approximate the
maximum value of Cs/C 1 that precludes panel buckling. Considering a panel loadeduni-
axially (loaded in the longitudinal direction with the hoop stress equal to zero) values of
C3/C 1 versus S were plotted (see Figure K-4). The value of critical panel bucklingcr
stress approaches zero at approximately Cs/C x = 140. Based upon this, it was decided
to use a minimum value of C = 0.05 and a maximum value of C s = 7. In order to cover
a wide range of critical panel buckling stresses, the maximum value of C 1 = 0.09 and
minimum value of C3 = 3 were chosen. This would result with the range of Cs/C 1 being
from 33 to 140. Based on Figures K-5 and K-6, the range of C 2 to be investigated is
from 0.02 to 0.10 since the maximum values of strength-to-weight ratios occur within
this range. In order to keep the number of calculations at a minimum, the following
values of Cx, C2, and C 3 are investigated with all possible combinations of each:
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C = 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09
1
C 2 = 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0. i0
C = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
3
This would result in 125 combinations of C1, C2, and C 3.
K.4 OPTIONS
K. 4.1 OPTION TO SPECIFY OVERALL DEPTH
The purpose of this section is to determine an optimization procedure when given the
value of the overall depth. The parameters that are considered for optimization are
skin thickness, rib thickness, and rib spacing. As has been previously stated in para-
graph K.3, the optimization will be considered for buckling governed cases only and not
for strength.
Given the value of H, the value for f(C1, C2, C3) required to resist general instability is
NR
x
f(C1' Ce' C3) = 2
0.8 EH
However, due to the complexity of the f(C1, C2, Cs) , a method for simplifying the equa-
m
tion was sought. Assuming that the f(Cl, C2, C3) is of the form x = y , values of
f(C1, C2, C3) versus C 2 for various combinations of C and C are plotted on Fig-1 3
ures K-7 through K-11. The plots on log-log paper consist of parallel straight lines,
m
thus verifying the assumed form of the equation x =y . Based on this equation,
C 2= A [f(C1, C2, C3)]m , where m= 2.18 and A is a function of C3 and CI. Thevalues
of A were determined for each combination of C and C and plotted on log-log paper
x 3
against the value of C 3 (see Figure K-12). Here again, the results are straight paral-
lel lines taldng the same general form of the equation. Therefore, A = BC n where
s
n = 0. 97 and B is a function of C . The values of B are determined for each value of C
1 1
and plotted on log-log paper against the value of C (see Figure K-13). The result is a
1
straight line again taking the same general form of the equation. Therefore, B = DclP
where D = 20.4 and p = -0.96. Substituting in the values of A and B, the fallowing
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Figure K-7. Values of f(C1, C2, C3) versus C 2 for C 1 = 0.09
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Figure K-8. Values of f(C1, C2, C3) versus C 2 for C I = 0.08
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Figure K-9. Values of f(C1, C2, Cz) versus C2 for C1 = 0.07
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Figure K-10. Values of f(Cz, C2, C3) versus C 2 for C z = 0.06
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resulting equationis obtainedandis accuratefor the0.05 -<C1
and3 -<C -<13
3
O. 9"/'
C 2. za
= 20.4 s
C2 C 0.96 [f(Cl'C2'Cs)]
1
-< 0.15, 0.02 -< C2-< 0.25,
The logical range of C 1, C 2, and C s has already been determined in the general optimi-
zation procedure (see paragraph K. 3). Knowing the required value of f(Cz, C 2, C3),
the same range of C 1 and C 3 will be investigated, and the corresponding values of C 2
will be calculated using the previously derived equation. This would result with 25 com-
binations of C 1, C 2, and C 3 with the following values of C 1 and C a being investigated
C = 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09
1
C = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
3
These 25 combinations are investigated for panel buckling and rib crippling. All design
configurations that violate local instability will be eliminated. The average thickness
for each of the remaining combinations is calculated as
tave g(C1, C2, Ca)H
The design that yields the minimum average thickness is then chosen as the optimum.
K.4.2 OPTION TO SPECIFY RIB SPACING
The purpose of this section is to determine an optimization procedure when given the
value of rib spacing. The parameters that are considered for optimization are skin
thickness, overall depth, and rib thickness. As has been previously stated in para-
graph K.3, the optimization will be considered for buckling governed cases only and not
for strength. The approximate formula developed for general instability is
O. 459
CaclO.S6)
0.8
Ncr R 20.4 C o.s-, EH2
3
K-20
whereC1 equalsts/H , C2 equalstws/H, and C3 equalsb /H.
s
Substituting in the values of C1, C2, and C s results in
N
er
t t o. s7
o_.d8[. ws s___
R _20.4 bs °'94_
0.4s9 EH I"541
Letting C e equal ts/bs, C equal tws/bs,
values of C6, C , and C results in
and Ce equal H/bs, and substituting in the
N R
cr
f(C6,C 7,Cs) =
2
0.8Eb
s
where
C.. C6o" lo. 459
97'
f(C6,C ,C ) = \ 2-_.i Cal.541
Given the value of the rib spacing, bs, the required value of f(C6, C7, Ce) to resist
general instability can be calculated using the above equation. In order to obtain an
optimum design, the values of Ce, C7, and C must be chosen to satisfy the required
f(C 6, C7, C_) and also yield a minimum average thickness. Knowing the required
f(C 6, C7, C), a logical range of C s and C 7 will be investigated, with the value of C 8
being calculated by
c =
\ crcs J Lf(cs' Cr' c) J
O. 650
The range of C 5 and C. r being investigated will be determined using the previously estab-
lished range of the values of C1, C2, and C3. The range of these values is
C 1 = 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09
C = 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0. i0
2
C s = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
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Sincethe rangeof C3 equalsbs/H beinginvestigatedis from 3 to 7, the rangeof C
equalsH/bs is from 1/7 to 1/3. To establish the rangeof Cs equalsts/bs, substitute
in thevaluesof bs equalsH/Cn andts equalsCIH. This results with C6equalsCiCe.
Sincethe rangeof C is from 0.05 to 0.09, and C is from 1/7 to 1/3, the rangeof
C6 is
C6 = 0.00716, 0.01287, 0.01858, 0.02429, 0.030
Similarly, the range of C 7 is
C = 0.00286, 0.010395, 0.017930, 0.025465, 0.033
9-
Having established the range of C 6 and C r, the value of C can be calculated for each of
the 25 combinations of C 6 and C.,. Any combination that violates panel buckling or rib
crippling will be eliminated. The average thickness of each of the remaining combina-
tions is calculated and the configuration yielding the minimum average thickness will be
chosen as the optimum. The average thickness is
tave = g(Ce, C ,C )bs
where
+ rr (C5C 9 - 0.22 C 4 C ) \ 4 _ /
K. 5 WEIGHT CONSIDERATIONS
Letting r equal C H and r equal C H, the weight per surface area of the cylinder is
W S 4 S 5
H
w = g(Cl, C2, Ca) _-_ p
K-22
where
g(C 1 , C2,C3)
C 2C
S 1
2
C s
+
27r (C5- 0"22C4)[C42_1C _
3
2C
3
C 2
3
In order to determine the true weight of any cylinder of the 90 ° waffle stiffened type of
construction, the following formula is used
w = g(C1, C2 ,C3 )H P Fb
where Fb equals 1.20 is a fabrication factor which takes into consideration non-calculated
items.
K. 6 CONICAL SECTIONS
Conical sections will be analyzed using the equivalent cylinder method where each sec-
tion is transformed into an equivalent cylinder by
R
Rbeg Lc (Rbeg - Rend )2
L
C
K-23
K.7 NOMENCLATURE
Dll
D22
R
N Axial load per inch (lbs/inch).
x
N Hoop load per inch (lbs/inch).
Y
R Radius of cylinder (inches).
A11 Extensional stiffness in longitudinal direction (Ibs/inch).
A22 Extensional stiffness in hoop direction (Ibs/inch).
A3s Shear stiffness (Ibs/inch).
Flexural stiffness in longitudinal direction (inch-lbs).
Flexural stiffness in hoop direction (inch-lbs).
D Torsional stiffness (inch-lbs).
33
N Critical buckling load per inch (Ibs/inch).
cr
H Overall depth (inches).
t Thickness of skin (inches).
s
t Rib thickness (inches).
ws
b Rib spacing (inches).
s
Poisson's ratio.
c t /H.
1 s
c t /Ia.
2 WS
C b /H.
3 S
E Modulus of elasticity (Ibs/inch2).
w Weight per surface area (lbs/ft2).
r Radius of intersection of ribs (inches).
s
r Fillet radius of intersection of ribs and skin (inches2).
ws
a Stress level (lbs/inch2).
Equivalent radius.
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Rbeg
Rend
L
C
Radius at beginning of section.
Radius at end of section.
Conical length.
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APPENDIXL
60° NO-FACE CORRUGATION
I. 1 INTRODUCTION
A 60 ° no-face corrugation consists of a constant-thickness sheet formed into a repeating
series of equilateral corrugations. These are no-face sheets on the corrugation sur-
faces, however, equally spaced circumferential rings exist. The purpose of this appen-
dix is to establish a method for optimizing this type of structure (see Figure L-I).
A corrugated sheet without face panels is essentially unidirectionalas far as an efficient
load path is concerned. In the intertank stage areas where pressure loads do not exist,
the primary loading is axial. Thus, the subject corrugated structure with the corruga-
tions running longitudinally can be considered for use in these interstage areas. Two
modes of local instability are considered: buckling of the panels between rings, and
local crippling of the corrugation. Due to the fact that the properties of the corrugation
are uniaxial (flexural and axial stiffnesses in circumferential direction are, for all
practical purposes, zero}, it is feasible to treat buckling of the panels between rings
as Euler columns. Three parameters are subject to optimization: skin thickness,
corrugation depth, and ring spacing. The following assumptions have been made:
a. There is no lateral pressure.
b. The equilateral corrugation shape is optimum (all elements have the same
critical stress}.
c. General or panel instability occurs as column instability.
d. Stresses remain elastic.
e. Distortion effects due to curvature are negligible.
f. A typical ring geometry can be defined.
g. Wherever "optimization" is mentioned directly or in any of its forms, it con-
notes that a minimum weight has been effected.
h. For a given length, the optimum cross-section geometry has been achieved
when the column stress and the crippling stress are equal.
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Figure L-1. 60 ° Corrugation Geometry
L. 2 FAILURE MODES
L. 2.1 LOCAL CRIPPLING
In order to predict the local crippling of the corrugation skin, it is assumed that the edge
27
conditions are simply supported. The critical local crippling stress is
a 1 = 3.62E (
C"
L. 2.2 PANEL BUCKLING
As has been previously described, panel buckling consists of Euler column buckling be-
tween rings. Assuming partially fixed end conditions, the following is used to predict
the Euler buckling stress 27
{Y
e
where C
CTr2E
= 2.05.
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L. 3 OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
In order to arrive at an optimum corrugation configuration, the critical stress levels
for Euler and local crippling are equated to one another. This, however, will determine
only two design parameters, namely the corrugation skin and depth. The third param-
eter, the ring spacing, wiU be determined as will be seen later by another method.
Equating _l = _e and letting b c = Btc, then
3.62E
where p = 0.367 Bt for the 60 ° corrugation being considered and
C
u2 1. 194 L
t
C
Equating the actual stress level with local crippling stress
N = 3.62Eit
3 c
4.84Et
B 2 _ c
N
X
Equating both values of B 2
t c = 0.496 N_x_L
E
Therefore, given the value of ring spacing, the optimum corrugation skin thickness can
be calculated. Knowing tc , the other corrugation geometry can be calculated by
B = lIT 194 L
tc
L-3
The weight for any given length of corrugated cylinder without rings is
Weight = 4.19 DtcL Yc
L.4 OPTIONS
L.4.1 OPTION TO SPECIFY RING SPACING
The option to specify the ring spacing is provided. Since the unsupported length is
given, there is no need to perform the iteration to determine the optimum number of
rings. It is simply a matter of determining the corrugation geometry such that the
Euler buckling stress is equal to the local crippling. Given the value of L, the corru-
gation geometry is determined by
\_ Lt = 0.496 xc E
B = \/1., 194 Lt c
The ring weight is then found by using the equation derived in paragraph L. 5.
L.4.2 OPTION TO SPECIFY CORRUGATION DEPTH
The option to specify the corrugation depth is also provided. Since there are two design
parameters common to both modes of instability and one is being specified, the optimum
design is not necessarily the one that yields equal Euler and local buckling stresses. In
order to determine the optimum ring spacing, the iteration scheme outlined in para-
graph L. 5willbe used. In order to determine the corrugation skin thickness, it will be
calculated based on both forms of instability, and the maximum of the two is chosen.
Equating the actual stress level and the local crippling stress, the following is obtained
N t 2
= 3.62E
_t 2
c _3dc
L-4
1Nx dc2 _ 3
tcl = __/
where d = given depth
C
Equating the actual stress and the Euler buckling stress, the following is obtained
N L _
t = x
CE 4.5Ed 2
C
where L is a function of the number of rings.
L. 4.3 OPTION TO SPECIFY CORRUGATION THICKNESS
Giving the value of the corrugation thickness automatically specifies the working stress
level since the average thickness is dependent only on t
C
(Y
N 3N
X X
t 4t
ave c
Here again, the optimum configuration is not necessarily the one in which the critical
buckling stress levels are equal. Knowing the working stress level, the value of B can
be calculated based on local crippling
3Nx = 3.62E _1_ 2
4 t c
S 4.815 Et c
X
Knowing tc and B, the value of the unsupported length can be calculated lettingthe Euler
buckling stress equal the known working stress
3Nx
L-5
L1
tc1.71
X
After calculating the value of the unsupported length necessary to satisfy Euler buckling,
it must be checked for compatibility with the overall cylinder length such that a condi-
tion of equal unsupported length exists. If compatibility does not exist, the unsupported
length is reduced until the condition of equal lengths exists. Reducing the length allows
a reduction of t since the Euler buckling stress is directly proportional to t and in-
C C
directly to the unsupported length squared. This reduction of t will have no effect on
c
local buckling since the panel width is decreasing and, consequently, the local allowable
crippling stress is increasing. It should be evident that, if the unsupported length is
increased for equal length compatibility, the value of B will have to be increased to
satisfy Euler buckling, and consequently local crippling would become critical.
L.5 RING GEOMETRY
Experimental evidence has indicated that a certain ring stiffness is required to force an
28
inflection point of the buckling pattern at the ring support. This required ring stiffness is
E I = 3 x
1" r
-_ rrN D 4
10 x
L
Assuming a symmetrical I, [- , or Z shape with 1/4 area in each cap,
a_ a_
4 2
A
the moment of inertia of this shape is
i. e°
A h
r rI =
r 6
and we assume further that the ring depth is
h = 3h
r C
L-6
But, h
C
therefore
has been defined as q'3"//2 Bt
C
h r = 3_-23 Btc) = 2-59Bt c
h 2 = 6.75 B2t 2
r e
Substituting into the required stiffness equation results with the following ring area
7rN D 4
-5 XA = 2.67 x 10
r B2t 2 E L
c r
Writing a weight equation for the ring
NxD5 Yr
Wtr = 8.37 x 10 -5
B2t 2E L
e r
Combining the weight of the corrugation and the rings results in
_4 Lyc + N- 1 ;rNxD_Yr_F b
W = N .19Dt c N 8.37 x i0-s B2t 2E L
e r
where N is the number of bays the cylinder is divided into by the added rings and F b is
a fabrication factor of 1.2 to account for non-calculated items.
To optimize the 60 ° no-face corrugation, the following procedure is used:
a. Design the corrugation without any intermediate rings to reduce the unsup-
ported length and calculate the resulting weight.
b. Add one ring and design the corrugation based on the reduced value of unsup-
ported length and calculate the resulting weight of the corrugation plus the ring.
c. Continue adding the rings until an increase in total weight is noted. At this
point, the optimum ring spacing has been found.
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L.6 NOMENCLATURE
t Corrugation thickness (inches).
d Corrugation depth (inches).
C
E Modulus of elasticity (psi).
Stress level (psi).
L Unsupported Euler column length (inches).
N Axial compressive loading (lbs/inch).
x
D Diameter of cylinder (inches).
p Radius of gyration of corrugation cross-section (inches).
I Moment of inertia of circumferential ring cross-section (inches).
r
A Area of circumferential ring cross-section (inches).
r
N Number of equal length bays.
Y Material density.
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APPENDIX M
SINGLE-FACE CORRUGATION
M. 1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this appendix is to establish a method for optimizing single-face corru-
gated cylinders subjected to axial loads and/or internal pressure. Two modes of failure
are to be considered: strength based on the yon Mises yield criteria, and elastic buck-
ling. The elastic buckling consists of general instability, buckling of the unsupported
panel lengths between rings, and local crippling of the corrugation and skin.
It is quite obvious that no optimization procedure can be developed based on the strength
criteria, however, the shell can be optimized based on axial buckling. Four param-
eters are to be optimized: corrugation skin thickness, corrugation depth, ring spacing,
and ring depth. The following assumptions have been made in the analysis:
a. Internal pressure has no effect on the overall general instability.
b. Ring spacing is sufficiently close so that the rings and skin are equally
stressed.
c. Curved panels are treated as flat plates.
d. Critical buckling stresses are within the elastic range.
In order to minimize the number of design parameters, the following relationships have
been established, as shown in Figure M-l:
a. A square corrugation pattern is used thereby equating the local crippling
stresses of the webs and flanges.
b. Skin thickness is twice the corrugation thickness since the unsupported length
of the skin is twice as much, thereby equating the local crippling stresses of
the skin and corrugation. This is also compatible with manufacturing since
the backup material should be at least twice as thick when welding the corru-
gation to the skin.
c. It has been assumed that the flange area of the rings represents 50 percent
of the total ring area. Based on this consideration, the analysis is applicable
for Z, [', or I rings since each have equal moments of inertia for a given
depth and thickness.
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Figure M-1. Single-Face Corrugation Geometry
M.2 FAILURE MODES
M. 2.1 GENERAL INSTABILITY 29
In order to predict the general instability of axially loaded cylinders, the following equa-
tions are used. These equations represent the latest state of the art and take into con-
sideration the effects of asymmetry, that is, the effect of whether the rings and string-
ers (corrugation in this case) are on the inside or outside of the skin.
L 2 EI EI /G J GJr'_ e^e
__ = m2(1 + fl2)2 + m 2 s m2f14 r s s
Nx e D _ + I'D" + _ +
+ 12Z 2 _1 + SAs + RAr + SRArs )X "
whe re
r fl2)2 (.__)A r = 1 + 2_2fl2(1 - f121.1 ) -_ + 0t4f14(1 +
2
Ars = 1 - /2 + 2 2fl2(1
_ p2) + .._
+ _4fl4[1- _2 + 2fl2( 1 + _)](_ 2
Z Z
+ 204/34(1 + _)2 r S + 04fl4[2(1 + D)
R 2
2
A = (1 + fl2)2 + 2fl2(i + Ix)(R + S)
+ (1 - Ix2) IS + 2fl 2 RS(1 + li) + fl4Rl
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with
L4{I _ 2)
Z 2 _
R2t 2
A
S = s
td
m_R
o_ = L
D
Et
2
12(1 - p )
A
R = r
tl
nL
mTTR
In order to utilize the above equation, it must be minimized with respect to m and n
to obtain the theoretical buckling load. However, due to the complexity and time limita-
tion involved, it is assumed that the stringer and ring eccentricities do not affect the
buckling mode shape. Based on this assumption, the equations used to determine the
buckling mode shape for the Becker equation (see Appendix F) are used. This assump-
tion is valid and it will be shown later in this appendix that it does not affect the i inal
buckling load. Utilizing the Becker equation and non-dimensionalizing the design param-
eters, the following equations are obtained. Let
d = C t
c i c
d = C t
r 2 c
1 = C t
3 C
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where
2ECt 2
Nx = f(C 1, C ,_ C3) RC
f(C z , C 2, C 3) = ___]_ + I + f14 C2 2 3 C2
2_2 3(1 - #a) "_" 3"C-3 + fl i-6 +
1 + A + +
s (Ar Ars)
+ ¢½ 3
A
0 = + 0.375fi 2d + fl _ + 1.33 +
ii 3S 22 / _., % 2 al I
i
fi2 = p + (p2 + Q)2
If f12 is negative, then f12 0. If p2= + Q is negative, then f12 = 0
P _-
aa..._ (/a22d1......__l - all d22 )
a22 \allda2 - 2auadaa
Q
where
a
11
azm sa22dll - 2a33d3a _
a-'_\___ _ - 2a ad 3 7
= 4
a = 2 +
22
a = 0.75
33
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7C 2
1d =11 12
d
22
C 3
3C3 2 +
d
33
2
2c0,1875 + _ + _
A = a Et
ii II C
A = a Et
22 22 C
A = a Et
33 33 C
D = d Et 3
Ii II C
D = d Et 3
22 22 C
D = d Et 3
33 38 C
A = 1 +
s
_C1(/32 - #) (1 + /32)2_s 2cz2
+
¢2
2
A = 1 - /4
rs
/32(1 _ p2) (_rC a + _sCz )
+
¢½
2 2
/3411 - 2 + 2fl2(1 + _)]_rC 2
+
4¢
f14(1 + #)2_rC2_sC 1
2¢
/3212(1 + #) + f12(1 - P'2)]_s2Cz2
4_
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A
r
= 1 +
- (1 + ,SP-)2V_rP-C2
,82(1 fl2p.)@re2 + 2
4¢
A = (1
+ (1
+ fl2)2 + 2,82(1 + p.) + 1
C
1 + 2fl 2 _-(1
3
c]
+ _) + #4
The following table is a comparison between the '%ybrid" and exact methods for deter-
mining the buckling wave pattern and the critical buckling load.
Case
1
2
3
4
5
1
R
0.05
0.i0
0.15
0.20
0.25
Exact 29
0.004111
0.003826
0.003720
0.0003629
0.003574
"Hybrid"
0.00453
0.00424
0.00408
0.00399
0.00389
Percent
Difference
10
10
10
10
10
As can readily be seen, the percent difference is not only small, but is consistent.
Therefore, the method of using the Becker equation to determine the buckling wave pat-
tern is justified.
Having established the validity of the hybrid method, it was compared with actual test
results to determine the accuracy of the theory. The following table shows such a com-
parison, where
Ntest
Critical Moment
/rR 2
M-7
Group
II
Cylinder
Ring
Spacing
(inches)
6
9
12
6
9
12
Stiffener
Spacing
(inches)
2.48
2.48
2.48
4.04
4.04
4.04
Test
Critical
Moment
6
5.32 x 10
6
4.68 x 10
6
4.44 x 10
6
3.4 xl0
6
3.05 x 10
6
2.88 x I0
Critical Load
(lbs/inch)
12
Ntest Ncalc.
1135 1987
1000 1869
950 1763
725 1216
650 1071
615 966
Ntest
Ncalc.
0.57
0. 535
0.54
0.60
0.61
0.635
As can be expected from past experience with the buckling of isotropic monocoque cyl-
inders, a correction factor is required to correlate the test results and theory. There-
fore, the buckling correction factor to be used for the single-face corrugated cylinders
is C = 0.58.
M. 2.2 PANE L BUC KLING 29
To predict the buckling of the unsupported panel lengths between rings (see Figure M-2),
the following equation is used
N Pl 2 EI GJ
x = m2(1 + fl2)2 + m 2 s m2f12 s
2 D "_" + "-_
+12Z2 I I+SAs 12----"_ ;22 _ 2 2
m _ (1 + fl ) + 2Sfl (1 + _,) + S(1 - p. )
Once again, in order to predict the theoretical buckling load, the above equation must be
minimized with respect to m and n. To simplify the minimization, a value of one will
be used for m, the number of half wavelengths in the longitudinal direction. Physically,
this defines the buckling pattern as one-half wavelength between rings. To minimize
with respect to n, we begin by assuming a value equal to one and iterate with respect
to n until a minimum value is reached.
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Figure M-2. Panel Buckling
Lettingm = 1 andd =C t then
C 1 c
2Et 7r2(1 + fl)2 E 2t
N p = c + c
x 3(1 _ 2) C 2 3
3
where
 t3[2EC3 c+ R 2 r e '(i
1 + A
s
+ fl2)2 + 2fl2(1 + #) + (1 _ #2)
C
P
7r2R
A s = 1 + (fl - #)_sC1 +
C 2t
3 C
4 2 ,82)2 2C 2
n R (1 + _bs i
C 4t 2
3 C
nC t
3C
- 7rR
and Cp equals 0.58, the buckling correction factor. It has been assumed that the same
factor is required as that used for overall instability.
M. 2.3 LOCAL CRIPPLING 23
To predict local crippling of the corrugation material, the following equation is used
a = 3.29
cr
M-9
Letting
d
C
then
C t
1 C
a = 3.29
cr
1 -
M. 2.4 STRENGTH CRITERIA
To determine the maximum stress level in the skin, a modified form of the von Mises
yield equation is used. The skin is only investigated since its resultant stress level
will always be greater than or equal to that of the corrugation
where
A = 4t
x e
k,A x / - k,,AxAy// + Ay_
A = 2t 1 +
y c s
M. 3 OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
It is required to determine the optimum design parameters, C 1 , C 2, C 3, and t c, such
that a minimum weight configuration is obtained. The approach to be taken is the con-
cept of maximum strength-to-weight ratios. A logical range of C 1, C 2, and C 3 will be
investigated, and the resulting strength-to-weight ratios calculated. The configuration
with the maximum ratio will be investigated for panel buckling and local crippling. If
panel buckling and/or local crippling is not satisfied, the values of C l, C 2, and C 3 with
the next highest strength-to-weight ratio is investigated.
This process is continued until panel buckling and local crippling are satisfied. Having
determined the optimum values of C x , C 2, and C 3, the value of the corrugation thickness,
M-10
tc, canbe calculatedto satisfy general instability by
= X
tc 2CE[f(C , C2, Ca) l
In order to determine the strength-to-weight ratios, the following equations are required
= g(C l, C , C3)ttave 2 c
Substituting the value of t c into the average thickness equation results in
tav e =
If(c, c, c)l ½ \2-'C--g/
In order for the average thickness and, consequently, the weight to be a minimum, the
following ratio must be a maximum
!
[f(C 1, C 2, C3)]2
g(C 1 , C 2, C 3)
= maximum
Since f(C1, C2, C3) and g(C 1, C 2, C3) are indicative of the strength and weight respec-
tively, the ratio is termed the strength-to-weight ratio.
The first step in determining a logical range of C z, C 2, and C is to investigate thes
range of values for C z , which is a measure of the corrugation depth. Since local crip-
pling is a function of the corrugation depth, values of critical local crippling stress
are plotted against C 1 for various values of the modulus of elasticity (see Figure M-3).
Upon investigating the curve, it was concluded that the critical buckling stresses are of
a sufficient magnitude if the range of C I is from 20 to 40. The buckling curves ap-
proach an assymtope at approximately C = 20 and 40 for values of the modulus ofi
elasticity equal to 107 and 30 x l06, respectively.
Since C is a measure of ring spacing, panel buckling must be investigated to determine
a logical range for C 3 . However, due to the complexity of the panel buckling equation,
this form of instability will be simplified by considering the corrugation to be a Euler
M-11
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"column simply supported between rings. It must be pointed out that panel buckling in
the structural optimization computer program is stillbeing investigated using the so-
phisticated equations, whereas the simplified Euler approximation is being used only to
determine a logical range of C 3 to investigate. Values of the critical Euler buckling
stresses are plotted against the I/p ratios (see Figure M-4). Upon investigating the
curve, itwas concluded that a range of I/p from 40 to 120 is sufficient to cover a wide
range of critical panel buckling stresses for the range of values of modulus of elasticity.
For the square corrugation pattern being studied, the radius of gyration, including the
skin, can be expressed as
p = 0.68C t
I C
Since 1 = C t c, the ratio 1/p is
C
l_ = 1.47__3
p C
1
Having already determined the ranges of C I and I/p, to investigate itis simply a mat-
ter of substituting in the values of the upper and lower bounds of these ranges into the
preceding equation to determine the range of C . This results with values of C from
3 3
500 to 3300.
Since no mode of local buckling failure is governed by C 2 (ring depth), the same range
of values will be investigated as for C I. There are several reasons why this is justi-
fied: (1) since the corrugation and ring are constructed of the same gage material, it
is practical to have the same depth/skin thickness ratios, and (2) from a practical
standpoint itis necessary that the ring and corrugation depth be approximately equal.
Therefore, the range of C 2 is also from 20 to 40.
In order to minimize the number of possible design configurations, the following values
of C, C2, and C a are investigated as a possible optimum design:
C = 20, 25, 30, 35, 40
1
C = 20, 25, 30, 35, 302
C = 500, 1200, 1900, 2600, 3300
3
This would result with 125 combinations of C 1, C 2, and Ca .
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M.4 WEIGHT CONSIDERATIONS
In order to calculate the weight of the cylinder, the average "smeared out" thickness,
including the circumferential rings, is
2C2t2(i - 1)
t = 4t +
ave c L
The first term in the equation represents the weight of the corrugation and skin, where
the second term represents the circumferential rings. In calculating the weight of the
rings, only the intermediate rings are considered. The rings at the cylinder ends axe
included in the fabrication factor, Fb, which accounts for non-calculated items. Fig-
ure M-5 illustrates the criteria used for weight calculation.
i
i
.2
£
2
t-
H
///
Y
L/i
iJi
L/i
Intermediate Rings
where i designates the number of equal unsupported lengths.
Figure M-5. Weight Equation Criteria
To calculate the weight per surface area, the following is used
t
ave
w = 1""_ 0 F b
where F b equals 1.2 to account for non-calculated items.
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M.5 NOMENC LATURE
N
x
N
Y
R
Axial load per inch (Ibs/inch).
Hoop load per inch (Ibs/inch).
Radius of cylinder (inches).
Length of cylinder (inches).
d
C
t
c
d
r
Corrugation depth (inches).
Corrugation skin thickness (inches).
depth of ring (inches).
Ring spacing (inches).
Thickness of cylinder shell wall (inches).
Corrugation pitch (inches).
J
r
J
s
G
Torsional constant for ring (inches4).
Torsional constant for stringer (inches4).
Shear modulus (psi).
E Modulus of elasticity (psi).
P
A
s
A
r
I
s
I
r
Z
r
I
Z
S
_S
_br
Poisson's ratio.
Area of stringer (inches2).
Area of ring (inches2).
Moment of inertia of stringer (inches4).
Moment of inertia of ring (inches 4 ).
Distance from centroid of stiffener to middle surface of shell, positive
if stiffener lies on external surface of shell (inches).
Distance from centroid of ring to middle surface of shell, positive if
ring lies on external surface of shell (inches).
Indicates whether stringers are external or internal to the skin surface,
-1 if internal, +1 if external.
Indicates whether rings are external or internal to skin surface, -1 if
internal, +1 if external.
m Number of half waves in cylinder buckle pattern in longitudinal direction.
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nC
A
11
A
22
A
3_
D
ll
D
22
D
33
a
W
Number of full waves in cylinder buckle pattern in circumferential
direction.
Buckling correction factor.
Extensional stiffness in longitudinal direction (lbs/inch).
Extensional stiffness in circumferential direction (lbs/inch).
Shear stiffness (lbs/inch).
Flexural stiffness in longitudinal direction (inch-lbs).
Flexural stiffness in circumferential direction (inch-lbs).
Torsional stiffness (inch-lbs).
Stress level (psi).
Weight per unit surface area (lbs/ft2).
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APPENDIX N
INTEGRAL STRINGER AND RING STIFFENED CYLINDERS
N. 1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this analysis is to establish a procedure for optimizing an integral
stringer and ring stiffened shell subjected to axial load {see Figure N-l). Two modes
of failure are to be considered: strength based on the von Mises yield criteria and elas-
tic instability. The elastic instabilityconsists of general instability (overall collapse of
the cylinder), buckling of the unsupported panel lengths between rings, buckling of the
skin bounded by the ring and stringers, and crippling of the outstanding stringer rib.
The optimization procedure will be based on elastic buckling with the following param-
eters being optimized: depth of rib, skin thickness, rib thickness, rib spacing, and
ring spacing. The following assumptions have been made:
a. Internal pressure has no effect on the overall general instability.
b. Ring spacing is sufficiently close that the rings and skin are equally stressed.
c. Curved panels are treated as flat plates since the ribs are closely spaced.
d. Critical buckling stresses are within the elastic limit.
In order to minimize the number of design parameters, the following relationships have
been established:
a. The depth of the ring is two and one-half times that of the longitudinal stringer.
This is arrived at by equating the local crippling stress of the outstanding leg
of the longitudinal stringer with that of the web of the ring
ks i-_ r i_ 2
where
k s = 0.385 (one edge free).
kr = 3.29 (both edges simply supported).
and K
z
elastically supported, use K
1
equals 2.92, but, since one oftheedge conditions of the web is actually
= 2.5. Therefore, depth of ring equals 2.5 b .
w
N-1
Internal Stringers
L
B
kness, t s
Section A-A
Ring Spacing, b R
W
Section B-B
Internal Rings
0.75b
W
N-2
Figure N-1. Integral Stringer and Ring Stiffened Cylinder Geometry
be Equating the local crippling stresses of the outstanding leg of the longitudinal
stringer with that of the flange of the ring, we obtain a flange width equal to
that of the stringer depth.
N.2 FAILURE MODES
N. 2.1 GENERAL INSTABILITY
In order to predict general instability, the equations developed by Block, Card, and
Mikulas 29 will be used. These equations represent the latest state of the art in buckling
of orthotropic cylinders and take into consideration the effects of asymmetry, i,e., the
effect of whether the rings and stringers are located on the inside or outside of the skin.
The equations are
L 2 2 EI EI /GJ GJ,_
N x-_2D = m 2(1 + f12) + m 2_s + m2/34 l_r + L_dDS s + lDr r m_fl2
where
r
s
h
rs
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In order to utilizethe previously defined equations, it must be minimized with respect to
m and n to obtain the minimum allowable loading. However, due to the complexity and
time limitation involved, itwill be assumed that the ring and stringer eccentricities do
not affect the buckling mode shape. Based on this assumption, the equations used to de-
termine the buckling mode shape for the Becker equation (see Appendix F) are used.
This assumption has been proved valid and has been proven in Appendix M. Utilizing
the Becker equation to determine the buckling mode shape and nondimensionalizing the
design parameters, the following equations are obtained, letting
t = C b
s 1 w
t = C b
w 2 w
b = C b
S 3 w
b = C b
r 4 w
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C, the buckling correction factor, equals O. 58.
Presently, there is no test data available for this type of construction. Therefore, the
same buckling correction factor will be used as for the single-face corrugation (see
Appendix M).
N. 2.2 PANEL BUCKLING
To predict the buckling of the unsupported panel lengths between rings, the same equa-
tion used for general instability will be used, with, of course, the stiffnesses of the
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circumferential rings being taken as zero. The equation is
= 2 m2NxP_2 m2(1+_2) + _IDS + m2_2 _--_
7r2D
m
+ 12z.__2 F i + s As
me_4L(l + _2) _ + 2S_ 2 (I + _)
m
+ S(1
In order to predictthe theoreticalpanel buckling load, the above equation must be mini-
mized with respect to m and n. To simplify the minimization, a value of one willbe
used for m, the number of buckling half wavelengths between rings. This is analogous
to the buckling wave patternof a simply supported Euler column between rings. To
minimize wRh respect to n, a numerical iterationscheme is used to obtainthe minimum
value of NxP (see Figure N-2).
N p
X
....Minimum N p
X
1 2 3
Figure N-2.
4 5 6 7
n
Minimum Value of N p
X
To do this, let
m = 1
= C4 bw
d = Cs b w
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A s = 1 + CTr2R2b (_2 _ _)(1 + C 1)¢s + cTr4R24b 2 (1 + /92; (1 +4 C1)2@s 2
4 W 4 W
Cp, the buckling correction factor, equals 0.58, which is the same factor used for general
instability.
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N. 2.3 RIB CRIPPLING 23
Assuming simply supported edge conditions and an aspect ratio of infinity, the critical
rib crippling stress is
= 0.385 E 2
_cr 2 C2
1 -
N. 2.4 SKIN BUCKLING 23
Assuming simply supported edge conditions and an aspect ratio of infinity, the critical
skin buckling stress is
E
a = 3.29
cr 2
1 - _t
C 2
N. 2.5 STRENGTH CRITERIA
To determine the maximum stress level in the skin, a modified form of the von Mises
yield equation is used. The skin is investigated only since its resultant stress will al-
ways be greater than or equal to that of the stiffening elements
= _ X ,y +
a a b a22bw
11 22 W
N. 3 OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
Itis necessary to determine the optimum design parameters CI, C 2, C 3, C 4, and bw
such that a minimum weight configuration is obtained. The approach to be taken is the
concept of maximum strength-to-weight ratio. A logical range of CI, C 2, C 3, and C 4
will be investigated and the corresponding strength-to-weight ratios calculated. The
configuration with the maximum ratio will be investigated for panel buckling and the
local forms of instability (skin buckling and rib crippling). Ifany of these forms of
instability are violated, the values of C1, C 2, C3, and C 4 with the next highest strength-
to-weight ratioare investigated. This process is continued until all forms of instability
are satisfied. Having determined the optimum values of C l, C a, C s, and C 4, the value
N-10
"of the rib depth can be calculated to satisfy general instability using
= X
bw C E [f (CI, Cm, Cs, C4) ]
In order to determine the strength-to-weight ratios, the following equations are required
Average thickness, tar e = g (C1, Ca, Cs, C4) b w
where
C C
2, = + + 4.25 -_---g (C 1 C a, C 3, C 4) C 1
3 4
Substituting the value of b w into the average thickness equation results with
g (CI' C2' C3' C4)_NxR _
t - 1
ave [f (C1, C2, C3, C4)] _ k._/
In order for the average thickness, and consequently the weight, to be a minimum, the
following ratio must be maximum
1
[f (C1' C2' (:3' C4)] 2
g(C1, C ,Cs, C4)
_'_ maximum
The first step in determining a logical range of C1, Ca, C3, and C 4 is to investigate
skin buckling, which is dependent on the ratio C3/C 1. A plot of critical skin buckling
versus C3/C 1 was constructed and _s shown on Figure N-3. Based on this plot, it was
found that a range of C3/C 1 from 20 to 120 was sufficient to cover a wide range of al-
lowable stress levels. Using C from 0.05 to 0.09 and C from 2 to 6 will result with
1 3
the desired range of CJC 1. Similarly, a plot of C 2 versus critical rib crippling (see
Figure N-4) stress was constructed to determine the range of C 2 to investigate. This
results with C from 0.05 to 0.15.
2
Since C 4 is a measure of ring spacing, panel buckling must be investigated to determine
the range of values. However, due to the complexity of the panel buckling equation, this
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form of instability will be simplified by considering the stringers as Euler columns
simply supported between rings. It must be pointed out that panel buckling in the struc-
tural optimization computer program is still being investigated using the sophisticated
equations, whereas the simplified Euler approximation is being used only to determine
a logical range of C 4. Values of the critical Euler stress levels versus C a are plotted
on Figure N-5. The value of _/p -- C a was arrived at as follows
--_ _-- C2b w
p2 __
bw p =
Stringer
Cross Section
4C b
I 2 w
A
12 C bw2
1
u b
C b (ring spacing)
4 W
Therefore, _/p = 3.42 C 4. Upon investigating the curve, itwas concluded that the logical
range of C 4 was from 10 to 30.
In order to minimize the number of design configurations, the following values are built
in to the computer program
C = 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09
1
C = 0.05, 0.075, 0.10, 0.125, 0.15
2
C = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
3
C 4 = i0, 15, 20, 25, 30
This would result with 625 combinations of CI, C 2, C 3, C a.
N.4 DEVELOPMENT OF WEIGHT EQUATION
In order to calculate the weight of the cylinder, the average "smeared out" thickness,
including the circumferential rings, is
= + --_2 + 4.25 b
wtave C 3
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Theweightper surfacearea equalstave p Fb, whereFb,
accountingfor noncalculateditems, equals1.20.
which is a fabrication factor
N.5 NOMENCLATURE
N
X
N
Y
R
Axial load per inch (ibs/inch).
Hoop load per inch (lbs/inch).
Radius of cylinder Cinches).
b
w
t
S
t
ws
b
s
b
r
Length of cylinder (inches).
Depth of rectangular stringers (inches).
Skin thickness (inches).
Thickness of rectangular stringers (inches).
Spacing of rectangular stringers (inches).
Spacing of circumferential rings (inches).
Thickness of cylinder shell wall Cinches).
d Stringer spacing (incims).
J
r
J
s
G
Ring spacing Cinches).
Torsional constant for ring (inches4):
Torsional constant for stringer (inches4).
Shear modulus (psi).
Modulus of elasticity (psi).
P
A
s
A
r
I
s
I
r
Z
r
Poisson's ratio.
Area of stringer (inches2).
Area of ring (inches2).
Moment of inertia of stringer (inches4).
Moment of inertia of ring (inches'i).
Distance from centroid of stiffener to middle surface of shell, positive if
stiffener lies on external surface of shell (inches).
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mZ
s
_S
_r
m
n
C
A22
Ass
D_
D
R2
Dzs
G
Distance from centroid of ring to middle surface of shell, positive if ring
lies on external surface of shell (inches).
Indicates whether stringers are external or internal to the skin surface,
-1 if internal, +1 if external.
Indicates whether rings are external or internal to the skin surface, -1 if
internal, +1 if external.
Number of half waves in cylinder buckle pattern in longitudinal direction.
Number of full wa_,es m cylinder buckle pattern in circumferential direction.
Buckling correction factor.
Extensional stiffness in longitudinal direction (lbs/inch).
Extensional stiffness in circumferential direction (lbs/inch).
Shear stiffness (Ibs/inch).
Flexural stiffness in longitudinal direction (inch-lbs).
Flexural stiffness in circumferential direction (inch-lbs).
Torsional stiffness (inch-lbs).
Stress level (psi).
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APPENDIX O
MONOCOQUE ELLIPSOIDAL HEADS
O. 1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this appendix is to establish a method for analyzing monocoque ellipsoi-
dal shells subjected to a uniform external collapsing pressure. Since only one design
parameter exists (skin thickness), no optimization can be performed. Two failure cri-
teria will be investigated: buckling and strength. The criteria that result with the max-
imum required thickness is used to design the shell.
O.2 FAILURE MODES
O. 2.1 BUCKLING
Since there are no known methods of analysis for ellipsoidal shells subject to uniform
external pressure, it is necessary to convert the ellipsoidal shell to an equivalent
spherical shell and use the classic yon Karmen-Tsien formula to predict buckling of
monocoque spherical shells. The classical equation is
t
a = 0.606 CE
cr R (sin fl)
where C = 25 percent, the buckling correction factor required to correlate theoretical
with experimental results.
In order to convert the ellipsoid to an equivalent spheriod, the following equations
are used (see Figure O-1)
= _- 2arctan(b )
a
a =
sin
O-1
Equivalent
Spheroid
_Ellipsoid ,,
ft _ "< !
Figure 0-1. Converting Ellipsoid to Equivalent Spheroid
In order that the stress levels at the apex of the ellipsoid and the equivalent shells are
equal, an equivalent pressure loading must be determined. Setting
2
pa
2b 2
a = 0.606 CE
cr
l
R (sin _ ) _
but
a - PeqR
cr 2t
and
C = 0.25
The required thickness to satisfy buckling is
tbuckling = 1.82 R (sin/3 )6
1
0-2
O.2.2 STRENGTH
To calculate the required thicknessbasedon strength, the yonMises yield equation
is used
_,N2_ NN + N 2t = _ X V y
"strength aal 1
where N and N
x y
shell.
are the actual meridional and hoop loadings that act on the ellipsoidal
O. 3 WEIGHT CONSIDERATIONS
To determine the true weight, in lbs/ft 2, of any ellipsoidal shell of monocoque construc-
tion (see Figure 0-2), the following is used
where F = 1.09 is a fabrication factor which accounts for non-calculated items.
The total weight is calculated as w times the surface area, where the surface area is
[
Area = na _ _/( _ b 2) + +2 Y a2 y2 b 4Surface
144b [
+ In y a e - b +
k/(a 2 2 4+ -- b)y + b
0-3
Figure 0-2. Determination of Weight
O.4 NOMENCLATURE
t
(Y
cr
E
R
a
b
P
Peq
N
x
N
Y
P
Monocoque skin thickness {inches).
Critical buckling stress (psi}.
Modulus of elasticity (psi).
Central angle (radians).
Equivalent radius of curvature (inches)•
Major radius of ellipsoid (inches).
Minor radius of ellipsoid (inches).
UJ,iform external pressure (psi).
Equivalent external pressure (psi)•
Meridional load per inch (Ibs/inch).
Hoop load per inch (lbs/inch).
Density of material (lbs/ft3).
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APPENDIX P
HONEYCOMB ELLIPSOIDAL SHELLS
P. 1 INTRODUCTION
An ellipsoidal shell of honeycomb construction consists of two high-density faces and a
low-density core material. The basic function of the faces is to carry the load, whereas
the function of the core is to provide stability for the faces and transmit any shear that
is developed. The purpose of this appendix is to establish a method for optimizing this
type of construction subjected to a uniform pressure loading.
Two modes of failure are considered: strength based on the von Mises yield criteria,
and buckling which consists of general and local instability. The modes of local insta-
bility include face wrinkling and monocell buckling. No optimization can be developed
based on the strength criteria, however the shell can be optimized based on buckling.
Two parameters are to be optimized; the face working stress and the core shear modu-
lus. For a constant loading, the higher the allowable buckling stress, the lower is the
resulting weight of the faces. However, increasing the face stress level results in a
thicker and heavier core in order to stabilize the shell. Consequently, there exists an
optimum face working stress where the total weight of the faces and the core are a mini-
mum (see Figure P-l).
.' F.. ,'. I'tuaJ c .,re
• o
S
I
I
I
/
,,p|
Figure P-1. Optimum Face Working Stress
P-1
It has been previously established (see Appendix H) that the shear modulus and elastic
modulus of the core are directly proportional to the core density
G =
c ClPc
E = C PcC
P. 2 FAILURE MODES
P. 2.1 MONOCELL BUCKLING 19
This mode of failure consists of buckling of the faces within the individual cells of the
honeycomb core. The empirical formula presented is identical to that used for mono-
cell buckling of axially loaded cylinders. Although this formula is for an element loaded
uniaxially without a lateral pressure, it will be used to check monocell buckling for
ellipsoidal shells. It is realized that a single cell of the facings is loaded biaxially plus
a lateral pressure, however the lack of experimental data for this type of loading neces-
sitates the use of the available formula. As more data becomes available, the formula
can be modified to fit the loading condition, but for now the following formula will be used
to predict monocell buckling
3
/ tf',, a
= 0.9 Ef\a'/
19
P. 2.2 FACE WRINKLING
This mode of failure is analagous to a beam on an elastic foundation. Once again, the
formula presented is identical to that used for face wrinkling of axially loaded cylinders.
Although this formula is for an element loaded uniaxially, it will be used to cheek face
wrh.Ming for ellipsoidal shells. It is realized the skin is loaded biaxially, however the
lack of experimental data for this type of loading necessitates the use of the available
formula. As more data becomes available, the formula can be modified to fit the loading
condition but for now the following formula will be used to predict face wrinkling
_//_wEfEc Gcr = 0.5 C
P-2
JWhen using a nonisotropic core (hexcell),
shear modulii.
use the smaller of the two values of core
P. 2.3 GENERAL INSTABILITY
Since there are no known methods of analysis for ellipsoidal shells subject to uniform
external pressure, it is necessary to convert the ellipsoidal shell to an equivalent
spherical shell and use the equations derived for buckling of honeycomb spherical shells.
30
The following is the formula used to predict buckling of a spherical shell of honeycomb
sandwich construction subjected to a uniform external pressure
Ef teff
= 0.606 C 7?acr !
R (sin fl)
_vhere
tef f = _/6tct f (2tf + tc)
C = buckling correction factor
The equation used is a modified form of the von Karmen-Tsien formula used to predict
buckling for monocoque spherical shells. Since a correction factor of 25 percent is re-
quired to correlate the classical solution with experimental results for monocoque
shells, the same correction factor will be used for honeycomb shells until test results
are obtained to dictate otherwise. The effect of the value of core shear modulus, Gc,
upon the buckling strength of spherical shells of sandwich construction is not presently
known. It is expected that for metal cores having 30 G > 20,000 psi, no reduction in
c
calculated buckling allowable need be considered; however, test results will be required
to establish the effects of low core shear modulus. In order to convert the ellipsoid to
an equivalent spheroid, the following equations are used (see Figure P-2)
fl = _- 2arctan(b )
aR =
sin/3
P-3
Figure P-2. Converting Ellipsoid to Equivalent Spheroid
In order that the stress levels at the apex of the ellipsoid and the equivalent shell are
equal, the same meridional and hoop loading is assumed to act at the apex of the equiva-
lent shell. The loading at the apex of an ellipsoid is
N = N = Pa2
x y 2b
P. 2.4 STRENGTH CRITERIA
In order to determine the required face thickness based on strength, the yon Mises yield
equation is used
k/N NN + N 2
x x y y
2tf = (7
P.3 WEIGHT CONSIDERATIONS
P. 3.1 DEVELOPMENT OF MINIMUM WEIGHT EQUATION
It is desired to develop a weight equation as a function of the face working stress. Upon
differentiation of this equation with respect to the face stress and setting it equal to zero,
P-4
m
an expression is obtained for determining the optimum face working stress.
equation is
W =
and letting
then
w --
2t_of + 2tcP c
(tck 2 + 2tf)pf
The weight
It has been previously established that the equation for general instability is
a = 0.606 C_
cr
Ef teff
_I
R (sin B )3
where
teff _/6tct f (2tf + tc)
Letting 2tf + t c = kxt c,
following is obtained
where for all practical purposes k
1
3 3 1
o_ R _ {sin_) 2
tc s z i i
I. 15C _ _2 tf2 k12 Ef
where q is defined in Appendix A.
= 1, and solving for tc, the
Substituting the value of t c, tf = Nx/2a, and _ in terms of the Ramberg-Osgood equation,
the following is obtained
3 3
s z 1 n-I 4 n _"[ ][ N x
1.15a 4R 2(sin/3) _k 2 1 + 3n a a + -{ o o + Pf
3 B 1 1
C 2 N2k z
Ef2 x
W
P-5
Setting dw/da = 0 to obtain a minimum weight results in
e 0.86 (sin fi)a k
= 2
EI,_ kla C a
3
O
P
n-i 2n-2
_ +-_ + _ n + i + 2n + 5 n
I 3 (_)n- 1 9 (_7_2n-21 1I + _(n + I) + 4--_n 4
Given the structural index and a value of the core density, the above equation can be
used to determine the optimum face working stress that would result with a minimum
weight. Knowing the face working stress, it is a simple matter of calculating the core
thickness required to stabilize the skin. In order to optimize with respect to the core
shear modulus, a practical range of modulii are investigated, each being optimized for
the face working stress, and the value chosen that results with the minimum weight.
P. 3.2 WEIGHT EQUATION
Ill order to determine the true weight in lbs/ft 2, ellipsoidal shell of sandwich construc-
tion (see Figure P-3) the following is used
W + 2tfpf)Pctc 12 Fb
where F b = 1.25 is a fabrication factor which takes into consideration non-calculated
items such as core filler material, doublers, fasteners, etc.
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Thetotal weight is calculatedas w times the sur;acL:ar_a, wherethe surfacearea is
Surface Area = _a _/(a 2 - b2) y 2 + b 4 + In _/a2-b 2
144 b 2 _/a 2 - b 2
Yn+ 1
Yn
Figure P-3. Determination of Weight
P.4 NOMENCLATURE
N
X
N
Y
P
Meridional load per inch (lbs/inch).
Hoop load per inch (lbs/inch}.
External pressure (psi).
Diameter of circle inscribed within a honeycomb cell (inches).
tf
t
C
a
Face thickness (one) (inches).
Core thickness (inches).
Major radius of ellipsoid (inches).
b Minor radius of ellipsoid (inches).
a Face stress level (psi).
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Ef
G
C
E
C
Pc
Pf
W
C
1
C
2
rlw
Hi
Modulus of elasticity of faces (psi}.
Shear modulus of core (psi}.
Modulus of elasticity of the core perpendicular to the faces (psi}.
Density of core (lbs/fts}.
Density of face material (lbs/ft3).
Weight of sandwich per surface area (lb/ft2}.
Specific shear modulus (psi/lbs/ft3).
Specific modulus of elasticity (psi/lbs/ft3}.
Tangent-secant modulus plasticity reduction factor.
Tangent modulus plasticity reduction factor.
Secant modulus plasticity reduction factor.
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APPENDIX Q
WAFFLE STIFFENED ELLIPSOIDAL SHELLS
Q. 1 INTRODUCTION
A waffle stiffened ellipsoidal shell consists of a thin skin stiffened with equally spaced
rectangular ribs (see Figure Q-l). The purpose of this appendix is to present a means
for optimizing the shell subjected to an external collapsing pressure. The method used
for the optimization routine was developed as shown in Reference 31. This work was
adapted to suit the specific needs of the optimization routine. Four parameters are to
be optimized: skin thickness, rib depth, rib spacing, and rib thickness. In determin-
ing the design configuration, the following modes of failure are considered: general
instability, panel buckling of the skin, and crippling of the ribs. The following assump-
tions have been made:
a. Rib spacing is sufficiently close so that the ribs and skin are equally stressed.
b. Panels between ribs are treated as flat plates when considering panel
buckling,
c. Waffle stiffened skin is manuiactured using the mechanical milling process.
d. Critical buckling stresses are within the elastic limit.
e. External collapsing pressure is uniform.
f. Optimization procedure neglects the weight of the fillet radii.
Q.2 FAILURE MODES
Q. 2. i PANEL BUCKLING
In order to investigate this mode of local failure of the shell elements bounded by the
stiffeners, it is assumed that the edge conditions for the biaxially loaded square plates
are simply supported. The critical buckling stress level27 is
_2 D
a = k
Crp P b 2t
S S
Q-1
Cylindrical
Tank Wall
i)etail A
Q-2
Figure Q-1. Waffle-StiffenedEllipsoidal Shell Geometry
where
k
P
D
S
= 2
Et _
S
12(1 - 2)
To determine the allowable critical buckling pressure based on the local buckling of the
panels, it is assumed that the panels are stressed as though only the shell participates
in carrying the applied pressure. This results in
D s R _
Pcrp p bs
Q. 2.2 RIB CRIPPLING
To investigate this local mode of failure, simply supported edge conditions are again
assumed. The following equations depict the critical buckling stress level in the ribs 27
=2D
= k w
cr w b t
W WW
where
D
w
Et 3
w
12(1 - p2)
k = O. 50
w
But
where
Pcr w
O"
Crw 2_"
R
- [t = t s 1 +
Q-3
Therefore,
°wPcr = 2kw7 r2E R 2 __
w _ w ER 3
Q. 2.3 GENERAL INSTABILITY
Since there are no known methods of analysis for predicting the buckling of an ellip-
soidal head subjected to external pressure, it is necessary to convert the ellipsoidal
shell to an equivalent spherical shell and use the spherical shell buckling equations.
The following formula 31 is used to predict the critical collapsing pressure
= 4CE R D
PCrg s ER3 + _/
where
_- = tsll 4 (_)(_) I
_. = Et
(1 - 2)
3
Et
S
D =
s 12(1 - /a2)
The ratios in the previous equation are closely approximated by the following formula
when, as in the present case, (bs/t s) >>> 1 and only the skin carries in-plane shear
b 3
D s
.
D
3
-- _ 0
D
Q-4
_--- = (1 + /_):--'_
G3 \is/ -p
IIII
ER z 12(1 - #2)
In order to convert the ellipsoid to an equivalent spherical shell, it is assumed that the
ellipsoid can be replaced by a spherical shell that intersects the replaced shell at the
apex and the base (see Figure Q-2). The following equations will result with an equiva-
lent shell
fl = _ - 2arctan_)
R = ---L-a
sin fl
Equivalent
...... I /- Spheroid
r- r_111psoio _ I _ . /
/,,' I / "',,\
/,'" / / -'\
// i / ',,_
+ R
L a _-
r"
Figure Q-2. Converting Ellipsoid to Equivalent Spheriod
1
b
l
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QIn order that the stress levels at the apex of the ellipsoidal and equivalent shells are
equal, the same meridional and hoop loading is assumed to act at the apex of the equiva-
lent shell. The loading at the apex of an ellipsoid is
N = N = pa2
x y 2b
To calculate the equivalent pressure loading, the following equation is used
2N
X
Peq =
To determine the buckling correction factor, C, a literature survey was made to locate
test data for waffle stiffened spherical shells. Since no data could be found for eliip-
soidal shells, it will be assumed that the same correction factor applies to the equiva-
lent shell. The following shell test data presented 32 yielded a critical buckling pres-
sure of 9.48 psi
b = 1.16 inches.
s
t = 0.0287 inch.
w
t = 0.0576 inch.
s
R = 20 inches.
E = 0.465 x 10 6 psi,
Based on the theoretical equations presented for general instability, the theoretical
critical buckling pressure was calculated as 12.1 psi. Therefore, in order to corre-
late the test data and theory, a buckling correction of C = 0. 785 is required.
Q. 2.4 STRENGTH CRITERIA
Depending upon the intensity of the pressure loading, the shell maybe strength governed
rather than buckling governed. To determine the stress level, it is assumed that the
skin and ribs are equally stressed, thereby permitting use of the yon Mises yield equation
_/ 2 - NN + N 2
= Nx x y y
i-
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where
t" = t s 1 +
Q. 3 OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
In order to optimize the shell, the design parameters ts, tw, bw, and b s must be chosen
such that a minimum weight configuration is obtained. The same basic concept of maxi-
mum strength-to-weight ratio is used; however, since the equations are all reduced to
a workable form, the minimum weight equation will include panel buckling and rib crip-
pling. Equating the critical buckling pressures of all the forms of instability will con-
stitute a minimum weight design. The critical buckling and weight equations are sum-
marized and are
Pcr = 4CE
g
l
D s ER a
+
Pcrp b32
2k 7r2Ef 1R_ 2 ! Dw
Pcr w = w _ }bw t w ER 3
bwtwtav e = t s 1 + 2
bst s )
Equating the first two equations above and utilizing the last, results with the following
weight equation
3
tave = (_._)_"
--5- F
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whereF is the following efficiency factor
bwtw
= 1 + 2 b---_-s//
12{1 - p2)
23k 7r2
S
1
2
C ¢"
Equating the critical stresses in the two local modes of instability leads to the following
relationship between bw/b s and tw/t s
where
Substituting the above equation into the preceding equation results in
1
f1 + 4r [1 + (1 + 1_]}
0. 636 r
F - xq
2 1 3
r 1+ 1+
L
1
1 + 1.3r 1 + 1 +
1
In order for the weight to be minimum and, consequently, the strength-to-weight ratio
to be maximum, the efficiency factor, F, must be minimized with respect to tw/t s.
Figure Q-3 shows a plot of F versus tw/t s. The efficiency [actor is a minimum of
1.88 when tw/t s = 0.80, for C = 1.0. Regardless of the value of C, the design will
always be minimum at tw/t s = 0.80 but, of course, the value of efficiency factor will be
dependent upon the correction factor. Therefore,
1.88
F =
C
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Figure Q-3. Efficiency Factor, F, versus tw/t s
The auxiliary equations necessary for design are
t
S
t
ave
b
S
!
2
3
= k,, PeqR )
The following is a listof steps required to obtain an optimu.'_ design for a given loading
condition:
ao
b.
C.
d.
e.
Knowing the correction factor, C, determine F.
Determine tar e.
Knowing tw/t s -- O. 80, calculate bw/b s-
Calculate t .
s
Calculate b .
S
Q.4 DEVELOPMENT OF WEIGHT EQUATION
The weight equation previously used considered only the weight of the skin and ribs and
not that of the filletradii between the ribs and skin. Neglecting this small portion of
weight will have littleor no effect upon the optimum configuration, however it should
=r /H andC =rs/H, thebe included when calculating the final weight. Letting C 4 Ws s
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following equations are obtained
t
ave
w = --p12
where
t
ave
bw t w 27r[C5(b w + ts) - 0.22 C4(b w + ts)]t s 1 + 2(_ss)(_'s)] +. b 2
S
[C42(b w + ts)2( 1 -4)] + b 2
S
+ 2
b
S
The total weight is calculated as w x surface area x F b, where F b = 1.20 is a fabrica-
tion factor which takes into consideration non-calculated items, and (see Figure Q-4)
surface area = 7r--a I _/ - b-)y + +
144 b 2 Y (a_ ° _" b_ b4t _/a _- _ b 2
[• in y a- b_- 4- + (a _ - + b } Yn+l
Yn
b
Q-IO
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Determination of WeightFigure Q-4.
Q.5 NOME NC LATU RE
N
x
N
Y
Meridional load per inch (lbs/inch).
Hoop load per inch (lbs/inch).
External pressure (psi).
b
S
b
W
t
w
t
S
H
Rib spacing (inches).
Rib depth (inches).
Rib thickness (inches).
Skin thickness (inches).
Overall waffle depth (inches).
Poisson's ratio.
E Young's modulus of elasticity (psi).
R Equivalent spherical radius of curvature (inches).
C Buckling correction factor.
Major radius of ellipsoid (inches).
b
P
D
Pcr
g
r
w
s
r
s
Minor radius of ellipsoid (inches).
Density of material (lbs/ft3).
Flexural stiffness of the skin and ribs in the hoop and meridional
directions.
Critical buckling pressure (psi).
Fillet radius at intersection of ribs and skin (inches).
Radius of intersection of ribs (inches).
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FOREWORD
This document, though an official release of the Apollo Program Office, is furnished
for information purposes only. Its purpose is to present an automated methodology
that provides the user with a tool to rapidly assess the effect that structural systems
have upon launch vehicle weight and performance as a result of changes in design
criteria, materials, and manufacturing.
This book is primarily intended for those in the administration, design, development,
manufacture, and test of Apollo System. The text emphasizes the importance of the
structural system to overall space vehicle performance which results from the trade-
off between launch vehicle hardware weight and payload capability. The need for such
a rapid assessment tool results from the frequent recommendations nmde to improve
stage capability on a basis of structural design criteria refinements.
The text provides to those who wish to apply the developed methodology, all details
necessary to do so, and includes the mathematical development, computer program
user's nmnuals and necessary instructions and procedures.
Launch Vehicle Structural System Assessments is intended to be a constructive aid to
the NASA Apollo Team in assisting them in the weight and perfornmnce area.
Major General, USAF
Director, Apollo Program
